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P R E F A C E.

+

THIS selection of Exercises in Greek Prose consists of

two parts. Part I contains prepared passages. Part II

unprepared.

In each part the exercises are arranged under the

heads of Narrative, Platonic, and Rhetorical. This

arrangement has been adopted as most convenient,

although it may occasionally involve some cross-division.

The unprepared passages are in a great measure

parallel in matter or form to the prepared passages, with

the view of making the first part introductory to the

second. In each subdivision the exercises are arranged

on a graduated scale as to difficulty : beginning with short

sentences, and simple syntax, and proceeding to periods

of more elaborate structure.

The opening exercises under each head are meant to

give the learner as much familiarity as possible with

the inflections of nouns and verbs, and the changes of

form in simple sentences. In the Platonic section some

of the commonplaces of dialogue, and of the ordinary

philosophical terms have been introduced, and in the

Rhetorical section will be found certain fashions of

speech, o^/iara Ae'a>r, which occur alike in all the

Greek orators. The plan is rather suggestive than

exhaustive, and the examples can be multiplied and

varied to anv extent bv the teacher.



iv PREFACE.

There has been no attempt made to give rules for

inflection or syntax, but the student is expected to consult

the Grammar and Lexicon, and to verify his compo-

sition at every step, so as to ensure accuracy from the

beginning.

The Vocabulary does not profess to supply every word

required in the passage to which it is appended, but only

the leading words, and for the use of these the student is

recommended to read and compare the examples given

under each word in the Lexicon, and to use his own

judgment, where more than one is suggested, in selecting

the word or construction most suitable to the passage

before him.

The introductory exercises in each section may be

taught viva voce, and this will be found a more easy and

effectual method of gaining readiness in statement, and

mastery over the materials, as well as of supplying the

memory with words, than mere writing, in which process the

faculties of speech and hearing are not called into play.

It may be necessary to repeat that this plan is not

meant to enable learners to dispense with the grammar,

or merely to learn by rote, but rather to afford the means

of applying their knowledge and of testing the accuracy

of their acquaintance with the rules there given.

I am indebted to the Rev. F. D. Morice, M.A.,

Assistant Master of Rugby School, for some valuable

contributions, and take this opportunity of expressing my
thanks.

J. Y. S.
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PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION
INTO GREEK.

PART I. PREPARED.
NARRATIVE.

1. NICIAS was the son of Niceratus. Nicias was a

general of the Athenians. Cleon was hostile to Nicias.

Cleon censured Nicias, and said,
'

It is easy to capture
the men on the island.' He pointed at Nicias, for he

hated him
; and said tauntingly,

'
If the generals in com-

mand were men they would capture the men in Pylos.'

He said that it was easy to sail thither and capture the

men on the island. .
'
I myself if I were in command

would do it.'
'

I myself, if you will give me the command,
will do it.' He said that if he himself had been in com-

mand he would have done it. He said,
'

If I had been in

command at that time, with such a force, I would have

captured the men in Pylos.' The people said,
' Why

don't you set sail at once if you think it so easy ?
'

Hostile .......
Censure .......
Point at ....... a-noarjuaivo}, i. e.

'

separate, diro,

from others by pointing at?

Say tauntingly .....
Capture .......
Am in command ....
Do ........
Force........
Sail ........ irAecu

At once ....... o2 vvv

I think . ...... "
(f>aiv(Tai

Easy . .
-' ...... fiqSiov



2 PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION

2. Nicias told Cleon to make the attempt.
' Take

what force you like and make the attempt.' Nicias bade

him take any force he liked. The Athenians kept telling

him to take any force he liked and make the attempt, as

far as they were concerned. But Cleon drew back. At

first indeed Cleon was ready. He fancied that Nicias was

sending him in word only. But Cleon perceived that

Nicias really meant to resign the command. But when

Cleon perceived that Nicias really meant to resign the

command to him he began to draw back. * I am not the

general/ he said,
' but you are/ Cleon said to himself,

'
I

never fancied that he would have gone so far as to make

way for me.' Cleon declared that he was not the general,

but that Nicias was, being already frightened, and never

fancying that Nicias would ever have gone so far as to

actually resign the generalship to him.

Tell Kf\fv<u

What force, or, any )
,, t ,J

> TIS ovvauis
that )

'

Like 0ot\ofjai

Make an attempt . . iirtxtipu

As far as they were
) , ,

, J
" TO irt a<bas clvai

'

concerned . . . .
J

Draw back .... Ava^tapu

Fancy otofuu

Send dfjnrjfu

Perceive yiyv&ffK<u

Wish to resign . . . irapaScaafitu

Am a general . . . arpaTTjjw
Am frightened . . . Sidia

Go so far as to . . . ro\fw>

Resign \rno\(apfu

\



INTO GREEK. 3

3. But Nicias again bade Cleon take the command and

sail to Pylos, and capture the Spartans on the island.
'

I

resign the command, I
^
withdraw from the command at

Pylos. I make the Athenians my witnesses.' Nicias kept

pressing Cleon, and offered to resign the command, and

called the Athenians to bear him witness. But Cleon

tried to shuffle out of the expedition. But as for the

Athenians, the more Cleon tried to shuffle out of the ex-

pedition, the more they urged Nicias to offer him the

command. The Athenians, just as a mob is wont to do,

all the more kept bawling at Cleon to take the command,
the more he tried to shuffle out, and went back from his

words.
' How shall I get out of my promise ? I know

not how I shall get out of my promise. I undertake the

expedition.' And so, not knowing how to escape from

his own words, he undertook the expedition.

Withdraw ......
Command at Pylos ... fj tiri riuAo;

Make........ iroiovfiai

Witness ....... fidprvs

Keep ........ sign of the imperfect tense.

Press ........ Kf\cvoj

Try to ....... sign of the imperfect tense.

Shuffle out of .....
Expedition ......
As for ....... omit in Greek.
The ....... . offos,

'

by haiv much
;

'

correlative

roffovTos, 'so much'
Offer ..... ... irapaoioojfit, in a continuous, not

aorist tense.

Urge ........ ciriKf\evofMi

Just as ....... olov

Mob ........ 6\\os
Bawl at .......
Go back from .....
Words ...... . ciprjKd, particip. passive.
Get out of ...... eaira\\dao-<u

Undertake ......
Know .......

2



4 PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION

4. The Plataeans perceived that the Thebans were inside

the city. The city had been captured. The Plataeans

were afraid. Many Thebans had entered. The Plataeans

thought that many more had entered. Fewer had entered

than they thought. It was night. They failed to see

them in the night.
' Let us come to an agreement. Let

us come to terms on the following conditions.' They

accepted the terms. They keep quiet. So the Plataeans

when they perceived that the city had been taken by sur-

prise, thinking that the number of the Thebans who had

entered was greater than it really was, and being

frightened, for they could not see how many there were,

because it was night, proceeded to parley, and having

accepted the terms offered, kept quiet, especially since the

Thebans did not use any violence to any one.

Perceive o.laOa.vop.a.1

Inside tvSov

Capture Ka.Ta\a.fj.@av<a

Am afraid .... Kara8e8oiKa

Enter flfffpxofuu

Think vofjiifa

Fail to see .... OVK 6p>
Come -xcapSj

Agreement .... vn&a<ris

On conditions . . . firi, with dative case.

Accept Slxop&t

Terms \6yos

Keep quiet .... jJ<rvx<iC<u

Especially .... &\\<us re KOI

Since tveiS^

Use violence .... vfurtpifa

Any in negative sentences ov&cis



INTO GREEK. 5

5. 'I have detected it.' Somehow or other they

detected it. They discovered that the Thebans were few

in number. They thought they had entered in greater

numbers. ' We will set upon them. We shall overpower

them. I think if we set upon them we shall easily over-

power them.' So somehow or other they discovered,

while transacting the business of the parley, that the

Thebans were not many in number, and they thought

that by setting upon them they could easily overpower

them. Certain Plataeans belonging to a faction in the

city had opened the gates to the Thebans. The mass of

the population were friendly to the Athenians. It was not

the wish of the majority of the Plataeans to revolt from the

Athenians. So they resolved to make the attempt. They

said,
' We must make the attempt.'

Detect, discover .... KaravoSi

Somehow or other . . . iroas

In greater numbers . . . TrXdovs

Set upon (mTidT]fjii, middle.

Overpower icparw

Transact itparr ca

Certain say,
' men of the Plataeans?

Faction araais

Open avoiyvvfu

Mass of the population . .

-nXriQos

Wish of say, 'it was not to them wish-

ing:

Revolt acf)iaTi)fju intrans. tense.

Must make attempt . . .



6 PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION

6.
' We must talk over the matter together. Let us

dig through the party-walls. If we dig through the

partition walls we can talk over the matter together. Let

us converse with each other by digging through the walls

in order that we may not be seen by the Thebans. If we

go to each other through the street we shall be seen.

Let us dig through the walls that we may not be seen

going through the streets.' So they resolved to make the

attempt, and they talked matters over together, having dug

through the walls, in order that they might not be seen

going through the streets. If they had gone through the

streets they would have been seen by the Thebans. 'We
must make other preparations. We must make prepara-

tions, in whatever way seems suitable for the emergency.

We must have a barricade. Let us place carts in the

streets.'

Talk over together . ffv\\fjofiai

Dig through .... Siopvcraa)

Partition-wall . . . KOIVOS ro?xos

In order that not . . oircas ^{j

Seen <]>avcp6s

Through the streets .
" Sia TOJV odwv

"

Make preparations . . t^aprixa

In whatever way . . $
Suitable v/<i</>o/>os

Contingency .... rci nap6vra
Barricade reixos

Place KaOiffTTjiu

Cart &paa.



INTO GREEK. 7

7. They placed carts in the streets, that they might

serve for a barricade. The carts without the horses were

instead of a wall.
' All is ready. All is ready to the best

of our power. Let us go at them while it is still night.

By daylight the enemy will be more confident. They
will then be on an equal footing with us. But in the

night they will be more timid. They will be at a dis-

advantage. They will be inferior to us on account of

our knowledge of the locality/ So, when everything was

ready, to the best of their power, they sallied out of their

houses against the Thebans. It was yet night, and just

before dawn. They watched to see that it was still night

and just before dawn. They sallied out while it was still

night that they might not find the foe rendered more

courageous by reason of daylight.

Serve for ..... dpi avri

Without horses ... " avev viro^vyicav
"

Ready ...... troi^os

To the best of our
)
(

" us K roiv ovvaruv
power . . . .

f

Go at ...... Xupv *

By daylight .... KarcL rb (pus

Confident ..... OapffaXtos

Am on an equal foot-
K TOV iffov yiyvouai

ing
Timid ......
At a disadvantage . .

Knowledge .... l/i7rpta

Just ....... avr<5s

Time before dawn . . rd vepiopOpov



8 PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION

8. The Plataeans were being besieged by the Pelopon-

nesians and Boeotians. They made a plan to go forth

from the town, and to climb over the walls of the

investing army, and escape to Athens. The wall by
which the Plataeans were blockaded was sixteen feet in

width. This space had been portioned out into chambers

for the guards, but it looked like one solid wall, with

battlements on each side. At every tenth battlement

there was a tower. These towers were large, and of the

same breadth as the wall. There was no way past these

towers. But they had to pass through them to follow the

circuit of the wall. At night, whenever the weather was

stormy, the guards used to quit their post at the battle-

ments and take shelter in the towers. They kept guard

on the towers, which were not far apart, and were roofed.

Besiege .....
Make a plan . . . im&o\>\ev<a

Climb over .... virepPaivco

Blockade ..... Trtpc<ppovp>

Chamber .....
Portion out ....
Look like .....
Battlement .... eira\tis

At every tenth . . . Sid Se/ca, with genit.

Tower ...... irvpyos

Same breadth as . . iffoirXarris

Way past ..... irdpoSos irapb

Circuit ...... irepifto\os

At night ..... vv, accusative plural.

Weather ..... X<'At*"/

Keep guard .... iroifiaOai rf)v <pv\ajcqv

Not far apart ... St' 6\ijov



INTO GREEK. 9

9. The night was stormy. They had waited for a

night stormy with rain and wind. The sky was moonless.

Having waited for a stormy night with rain and wind and

no moon, they set out. Who were the leaders? The

leaders were Theaenetus and Eupompides, who were the

authors of the plan. It was necessary to cross the ditch

first. The ditch ran all around the city. And first they

crossed the ditch which ran all around. Next they

encountered the wall of the enemy. They reached the

wall without being seen by the sentries. The sentries

did not see them. The sentries did not hear them.

They did not see them coming through the darkness.

The wind drowned by its roar the sound of their approach.

So they reached the blockading wall undiscovered by the

sentries, because the sentries could not see them coming

through the darkness, and because, by reason of the wind

drowning the sound of their approach, they failed to hear

them.

Stormy X t/*

/

/
os

Wait rrjpu

Set out ffifu

Am leader .... i^ovyuat

Author airios

Cross Stafiaivca

Run round .... irepitx<u

Encounter .... Trpoa^uywui
Reach irpo<Tfj,iyvvfj.i

Without being seen . \av6avu

See coming .... irpoopw

Through av6.

Drown by noise . . . avrntara^S)

Sound ...... $6<pos

Of their approach . .
"

e rov ttpoaiivai aitrovs"

Fail to ov

Hear KaraKovca



10 PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION

10. How did they march in order to escape the obser-

vation of the guards ? They marched a long way apart

from each other, that their arms might not clash. If

their arms had clashed they would have caused a dis-

covery. They march a long way apart from each other

that their arms may not by clashing together cause

discovery. They were lightly equipped. They had each

of them a shoe on the left foot. They had only the left

foot shod. Why did they march with one foot bare and

one foot shod ? On account of the mud. To prevent

slipping in the mud. They wore a shoe on the left foot

for the purpose of steadying themselves against the mud.

Why did they march with the right foot bare? They
struck the wall at one of the spaces between the towers,

knowing that they were deserted
;
for on rainy nights the

sentinels used to leave the battlements and take shelter in

the towers.

March <?A"

Long way apart . .
"

Sifxovrts iroAv"

Clash Kpova

Cause discovery . . cuaOrjaiv irapfxv

Lightly equipped . . evaraK^s

Having a shoe on . . viroSeficpfvos

Left &piffTfp6s

To prevent slipping .
"
d<r0aA.tay tvtica

"

Mud irrj\6s

Strike

Space between towers .

Know olSa



INTO GREEK. \\

/v, 11. The legend ran that there lived long ago in Phrygia
a poor man called Gordius. And he owned a little plot

of ground and two yokes of oxen; one he used for

ploughing, the other for drawing his waggon. Now one

day as he was ploughing an eagle came and lighted upon
the cross-bar, and sat perched there until evening.

Astonished at this occurrence he made a journey to

Telmissia, the land of the soothsayers, to consult them

about this miracle. For the Telmissians were reputed to

be skilful at interpreting things supernatural, and were

gifted at their birth, both themselves and their wives and

their children, with the gift of divination.

Legend \6yos

Run K

Plot



J2 PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION

12. So he drew near to a village of that country, and

met a damsel drawing water, and he told her all about

the eagle, and how the matter had befallen. Then the

damsel, for she was of the prophetic breed, bade him

return to the place, and there offer sacrifice to Zeus the

King. Then Gordius entreated her to come with him,

and instruct him how to perform the service. So the

damsel came ;
and he performed the sacrifice according

to her directions. And afterwards Gordius married the

damsel. And they had a son and he was named Midas.

Now when Midas, being fair and of a noble presence,

was grown to man's estate, it happened that the land was

vexed with party feuds, and the people had none to

govern them.

Village
Met
Draw water

All about the eagle ... " onus ol roi TOV alfrov

Return

Sacrifice

Entreat

Instruct

According to her direction .
"

OITOJS exeivrj v

Torn by feud <rTa<rido/*cu
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13. But an oracle had told them that a king should

come to them riding in a waggon, who should make the

civil strife to cease. They were still deliberating about the

matter, when Midas arrived with his father and mother,

and halted with his waggon close by the place of meeting.

Then the people, bearing in mind the prophecy, concluded

that this was he who the god had told them should come

riding in a waggon. So they made Midas their king ;
and

he put an end to the civil strife. And as for the waggon,
he dedicated it to Zeus the King, as a thank-offering for

sending the eagle. And he set it up in the acropolis,

having fastened it to the yoke with a cord and tied it with

his own hand. And whoso should untie that knot was

destined to rule over Asia.

Oracle ......
Riding ..... say

" on a.[jaa o ej,"
( a wagon

shall bring?
Make to cease . . . Karatravca

Deliberate .... {$ov\fvo/j,ai

Halt ...... fcpiffTTjfu

Prophecy ..... \IOVTUOV

Conclude ..... yiyvwffKca ffvn@a\wv
Make ...... Ka6i<rrrjfj,i

Dedicate ..... dvaTiOrjfii

Thank-offering . . . xaPiar"hPtov > in plural.

Fasten ...... 8u
Untie ...... \v<u

Knot ...... Sefffji6s

To be destined . . . XP*ivai
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j.
14. The Tin Islands are ten in number. They lie

close to each other away out to sea towards the North

from the harbour of Artabra. One of them is uninhabited :

but upon the others dwell black-cloaked men, with smocks

reaching down to their feet, wearing girdles round their

waists, and walking about with staves in their hands, like

Furies in the play. They are a pastoral people, and live

chiefly on the produce of their flocks and herds. And

they have mines of tin and lead, which they barter for

such wares as merchants bring.

Tin Islands ....
Out to sea .... irtXaytos

North ...... dpicros

Uninhabited ....
Black-cloaked . . .

Smock ......
Reaching to the feet .

Wearing girdles . . {uvvvpi, partic. perf. middle.

Staff ...... fiapSos

In the play .... Tpaytie6s

Flocks and herds . . faaterjfjui, plur.

Mine ...... ft.iraX\ov

Lead ...... (i6\vp5os

Barter ......
Merchant ..... tpwopos



INTO GREEK. 15

f 15. For a long time the Phoenicians were the only

people who carried on this trade, sailing from Gadeira, and

keeping their destination a secret from every one. But

the Romans, being desirous to find out all about this

traffic, followed in the wake of a certain ship-captain.

But the ship-captain out of spite ran his vessel aground
on purpose, and having involved his pursuers in the same

disaster, himself escaped safe from the wreck. And
on reaching home he recovered from the public treasury

the price of the cargo he had lost. For all that, the

Romans kept repeating the attempt, and at last discovered

the route.

Carry on trade . . . arf\\(a

Keep secret .... Kpvirrca

Follow in the wake . tiraKoXovOGi

Ship-captain .... vai>K\r)pos

Spite <p96vos

On purpose .... ettuv

Aground els revayos
Involve flffayw

Disaster 6\c6pos

Escape safe ....
Recover

Public

Price

Lost

Repeat attempt . . . iretpaafMi Tro\\ditts

Discover
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>*- 16. They
1

say that Eumolpus
2
the son 2 of Neptune

and Chione once came, with an army of Thracians, to

conquer Attica. It
3

happened that at that time Erechtheus
3 was king, who had to wife Praxithea, daughter of Cephisus.

Seeing a vast army
4 about to invade their land he went

to Delphi, and inquired of the god,
6 what he should do to

secure victory
5 over the enemy.

6 The god replied, that 7
if

he sacrificed his daughter before the 8 two hosts joined

battle, he would overcome the enemy. And he did so,

in 9 obedience to the god, and 10 drove the invaders out of

the country.

6 "
x/rtfaavTor TOV Ofov."

2 Omit the substantive, retain
7

el Ovatif.

the definite article.
8 Dual.

3 "
rvxfiv ftaffiKcvovra."

9
irfiOo/Jiai.

*
/ilAAw.

10

5 "
rt notuiv &V VIKTJV
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17. It happened once in Sicily that there was l an erup-

tion of Mount Etna. 2And the stream 2 of lava
2

in its

2 course was 2
approaching one of the villages on the

mountain side.
3 The inhabitants betook 3 themselves to

flight, each eager to secure his own safety ;

3
all but one

young man, whose father was enfeebled by age, and

unable 4
to get a,way. Seeing that the old man 5 must be

over-taken, the son lifted him up, and 6
tried to carry

him. But being retarded by his burden, he was caught

too you
7 were going to say.

8 No such thing.
9 Here

we have an 9 instance 9 to prove
10 that God loves good

men.
11 For the story says that n the fiery stream parted

u
,

and flowed all round n the spot on which they stood
;
and

they were the only ones saved. And therefore the place
12

is called
' Goodman's acre

'

even to this day. But those

13 who made haste to get away, and deserted their own

parents all perished.

1

fiva irvpos.
8 The words ' no such thing,'

2 " TOVTOV 8f pew tyaalv ktri." are implied, and may be omitted
3 " TOVS fi.lv ovv d\\ovs oppfjcrai in the Greek.

irpos (Jivy/iv."
' " oOfv 5% KCLI aiov Otcaprjaai

*
dirox^pw. TO Oeiov"

5
-fKa.Ta\afi@dvQ). Particip.

10 "OTITOIS avdpdai TOIS dyaOois

present passive,
' in the act of evpfvfas lxet-"

being overtaken? ll "
\lyfTat yap KvK\<pToi/T6irov

6
<ptpca. Oratio Obliqua ; use tKelvov irfpipptvffai rb vvp."

Infinitive of continuous time to 12
irpoffayopcvofjiai.

express the attempt.
7

"oi/Mu/'lit. 'I suppose?
^ ehf1
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y 18.
*
I think I

* must tell you the anecdote, for it is

worth hearing, even if it did not 2 concern Cleocrates. 3
It

is said that on one occasion, at the Olympian games, an old

woman 3
appeared on the race-course, and

s took her stand

among the men, and 4 watched the races. As women
were not allowed to be present, the 5 stewards came up to

her, and rebuked her for daring to come upon the course.

But she replied,
<6Why not? Where is the other woman

in the world to whom God has given the privilege
7 to

boast that she has a father and three brothers 8 winners at

Olympia, and is also 9

bringing a son 9 to enter ?
'

Cleo-

crates is a descendant of this
10
woman, and a u scion of

the house of Diagoras, immortalised by Pindar.

1 " SoxfT pot dv&yKTj eTvai."
6
yap.

2
vpoffTjKOJ.

7
Kavx^fiai.

3
"Afyerat irapf\0ovaa lora-

8

'OAu/xirioi'i/fTyy.

vat." 9
ITT' 'OAu/ma 0170;.

10

8 'EAAai/o5/cu. u
airoppfy.
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19. ^n this, they marched forward towards Italy, past

the Roman lines. For six days the barbarians were
2
defiling before the eyes of the Italian soldiery, scoffingly

asking
3 whether they could not carry some message home

for them to their wives. Marius,
4
distrusting his new

levies, suffered the vast host to pass unassailed, and fol-

lowed them leisurely till he came up with the Ambrons

near 5
Aquae Sextiae. c While the soldiers set to work to

entrench the camp, the camp-followers went down with

the beasts 7
to seek water, and found the barbarians 8 lux-

uriously bathing in the hot springs which gave name to

the place. As soon as these Ambrons saw the Romans

they seized their arms 9
shouting their own name as a war-

cry. There was in the Roman advanced guard a Ligurian

Tribe 10
bearing a similar name, who lj returned the cry,

and rushed to the assault. Marius,
12 unable to restrain

them, drew out the remainder of his army, and the conflict

became general.
13 The Ambrons were defeated and driven

back to their camp.

1 " ravra 5% aio~06/j.evoi of @dp-
6

'While,' piv followed by

Papoi iraprjfffav ptv rd eKfivtuv 8e in next clause.

rfi^rj, enopevovro 5^ firl TTJS
7 " ws vdpfvaopevot."

'IraXias."
g "em TpvQrj."

2
Trape\avvoj.

9 " iiraiwviaav TO tavrtav ovop,a
3 "

fi TI Kf\cvovai ff<pas anaf- tin(3ow[j.(voi."

*
Say,

'

distrusting his own u
avraipca.

men, us vefj\v(ri, although seeing
12 "

yvovs dSvvarov ov

the enemy marchingpast in great cxf^v-"

numbers, did not draw out his "
Say,

' and falling upon the

forces to oppose them? Ambrons from all sides both

5
QepfM,. roiited them and drove them? etc.

C 2
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X 20. 1 When the fact became known, the multitude were

filled with rage, and thinking that by their arms they might
ensure what without them they had failed to effect, they

seized their weapons and with the utmost fury
2
resolved to

force the Signory to consent to their wishes. Michael,
3

suspecting what would happen,
4 determined to be pre-

pared, for he knew his credit rather required him to be

first in the attack than to
5 wait the approach of the enemy,

or, like his predecessors, dishonour both the palace and

himself by flight. He therefore drew together a good
number of citizens (for

6

many began to see their error),

mounted on horseback, and followed by crowds of armed

men, proceeded to Santa 7 Maria Novella, to encounter

his adversaries. The plebeians, who, as before observed,

were influenced by a similar desire,
8had set out about

the same time as Michael, and it happened that as each

took a different route, they did not meet in their way, and

Michael, upon his arrival, found the piazza in their pos-

session.

1
Say, 'the multitude, oi iro\\oi,

6 "
p^re firiovras tKfivovs ava-

having learnt these things, being fteveiv ^T," etc.;
"
<pddaat St

enraged, armed themselves di- /ioAAoi'," etc.

rectly, thinking that, ws with 6
ftcra/xlAo/uxi. Say,

'
those

participle, they would more easily who repented were many?
ensure, Kparovvres av, the things

1 TO Mrjrpyov.

which, Sjv, previously being un- 8
Say,

' atid they, etc. /mae

armed, they had failed in, and aQoupfuavTo, but he did not fall
set on, iveittivTO,furiously? in with them, wy irop(vofj.tvois

8
"irpoOvnovfifvotTovsapxovTas 8t* aAA?;? 68ov, before that on

arriving he found, trpiv -ye 8?)

fvpev,' etc.
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21. The 'plan having been Agreed upon, as soon as it

was night, the exiles and others with them to 2 the
2 number

of 600, equipped with ladders,
3

quietly
s

posted themselves
4
close

4 under the 4
wall. When the

'

sentinels
6 on the

6

Triple-peak
6 announced the approach of the enemy, and

the attention of the citizens was directed to that point,

the 7
conspirators

7 inside gave notice to the party in am-

bush to ascend. They mounted accordingly, and the

guards, of whom there were only ten, taking to flight,

they gave chase, killing one who ran for refuge to the

chapel hard by, and another whom they caught asleep.

All the rest of the guards
8

leaped
9down from the inside

wall that looks towards the city, and the in invaders n were

left "undisputed "masters of the citadel.

1 "
firel 5 TCLVTO, avvcafioXo-

6 "
ea-rjp.a.ivov diro TOV TptKa-

717077." pavov"
3 fo.

7 "
ol vpootoovTes."

3
vTroKaOi^opai.

s
faAAo//cu.

4 "
vir' avrS> ry Tti\<i."

9 " Kara TOV
"

5
ffieoir6s.

I0 "
ol
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22. When the 'alarm reached the city, the townsmen

hastened to the rescue. And at first the invaders 2
sallied

out from the citadel and fought in 8
front of the 3

gates

leading into the town. But later on, being hard pressed

by the townsmen, they
4 retreated again to the citadel, and

the townsmen 5rushed in along
5 with them. Without

making any stand in the 6 central 6 court the invading party

rushed to the wall and towers, and from thence showered

missiles, and thrust with their spears at their opponents,

who defended themselves from 7
below, or 8

fought their

8

way
9

up the steps leading up to the wall. At length the

townsmen got possession of some of the towers, one here

and one there, and 10
thereupon made a 10

desperate
10
charge

upon the intruders : who were thus completely over-

powered
n and driven to bay.

1

Kpavyrj.
7

2
tirc(pxonai.

8

3 " tv Ttf irp6crO(v rSiv irv\u>v." 9 Kara with accusative case.

4
X&pw-

10 "
&ii6ac ST) (\upovv atro-

5 ffwcKririrrTQ}. vtvorjutvcas
"
with dative.

6 rd p.faov TT}S CLKpoir6\fca$.
a " ds (\arrov awciXovvro."
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23. *In the Meantime the Arcadians and Argives had
2surrounded the city, and 3

\vere engaged in 3
undermining

the wall of the citadel. The townsmen inside kept up an

incessant fire upon the assailants on the wall, as well as

upon those who were still coming up the ladders from

outside, or had 4
managed to get a 4

footing on the towers.

Having found fire in the 5

garrison
5

huts,
6

they
6
set to

work to 6 burn them 6
out, bringing as many as they could

find of the 7corn-sheaves that had been 8 stored for the

use of the garrison. The 9men 9on the 9 towers in terror

of the flames 9

leaped down, whilst those on the walls were
10 driven out by the incessant 10

attacks of the townsmen.

When they once began to give way,
n

it took but a n short

time to "clear the "citadel entirely of the "assailants. At

the same time the cavalry
12made a sally, and the enemy

seeing them retreated, leaving behind their ladders and

their dead comrades, and some who were still alive, but
13 disabled. Then followed a general rejoicing of the

townsmen. 14You might
14 see men "shaking hands and

congratulating each other on their escape, and the women

bringing them drink, and shedding tears of joy;
16and in

fact all present seemed to be 16
laughing

16 and 16
crying in

the same 16
breath.

1 " tv 8^ TOVTQ) T> KCLipa."
10 "

ira.i6fj.evoi e (mirror"
2
KVK\OVHCU.

ll "
ra\v or) iraaa

r) aKp6iro\ts
3

oiopvrrca. Zprjuos riav iro\ffjitcav
*

t-nava.pa.ivca.
ja

5
afcrjvri.

13

ixprjiTTov aurovy." li " QcaaaaOai irapfjv.
15

6 "

Gepifa.
16 " irdvras 51 TOVS irapovras

of fji^v airb TWV irvpycav r6re ye Tea ovrt K\avai"fc\cu$
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\,
24. I had spent a part of the night in l

gloomy medita-

tions, such as occupied the minds of most of my comrades,

when having at length
2
dropt into a short slumber, I saw

a dream. I fancied I was at home in my father's house,

and suddenly a 3 flash of lightning accompanied with
4 thunder struck the room and filled it with light. I

awoke in terror, being unable to determine whether the

dream boded good or evil. When the consciousness of

my condition returned, I began to reflect that it was one

which demanded instant and strenuous exertion. 5 My
first

5
thought was :

' Why do I keep lying here,
6 while

the night is wearing away, when the savages may be 7 ex-

pected to fall upon us at daybreak ? We are 8 threatened

with the most cruel and ignominious
8 death that the

revenge of a timid adversary can inflict
;
and yet no one

is making any preparations
9 for resistance. If I

10 wait

for another more experienced than myself to take the

command, the season of action will have passed by.'

1 Xvirovfjtai.

'
"?) SJ vv

2
fiticpov VTTVOV \ayx^VQ} -

7
flK s-

3
aKT]VT6s.

8 "ri
4

Qpovri). OavfTv v

5 "
irpaiTOV plv fvvoia ipol

9 " onus
10
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25. As these thoughts came into my mind, I became

full of suspicion. So I went home, and ordered Antonio

to follow me to the l

piazza. Then having taken him into

the presence of a friend who lives there, I told him I
2 was

2 aware of everything that was going on at home. ' And

now,' I said,
'

1
3

give you your choice of two things, either

to be flogged and sent to
4

prison, and to 5 work at the

treadmill 5
for the rest

5
of your days ;

or to tell the whole

truth, and receive a free pardon from me for your mis-

doings.
6 So let us have no lies,

6 but tell out the whole

truth.' At first he denied all knowledge, and 7
challenged

me to do what I liked with him. But when I mentioned

the name of Beaufort, he was dumbfounded, supposing
that I was acquainted with the whole plot. And then he

fell down at my knees, and on my
8

promising to
8

spare

him confessed everything.

1

ayopa.
6 "

if/ever) S firjSfV, a\\a travra
2 "on TTtirvffiJievos eirjv." Ta\Tj6f)

4
fj.v\wv.

8 "iriffTiv irap' epov \a&ujv
5 "

fJ.r]5(iroTf iravcracrOai KO.KOIS prjlttv ireivcaOat

TOIOVTOIS
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26. The Spaniards, when bivouacking the previous

night upon the slope of the l

Sierra, had seen the Indians

assembled in great numbers, all armed for battle. Never

were 2 the adventurers plunged in deeper despondency.

They saw themselves surrounded by difficulties: a river

in front deep and hard to ford, and the barbarians, some

prepared to
3

prevent them from 3

crossing, and others
4
ready to fall upon their rear

4

during the passage. For a

whole day and a night they remained on the spot in utter

5
perplexity. At this juncture Velasquez saw a dream.

He dreamt that he was bound in fetters, and the fetters

6
fell from his limbs of 6

their own accord, so that he

became free, and at liberty to cross 7 as he would. As

soon as it was dawn he hastened to Don Manuel's tent,

and told him that he had reason to hope that all would be

well, arid
8
related his dream. The commander was

greatly pleased ;
and then, as soon as 9

day broke, all the

chief officers being present, they held divine service.

1

opos.
5

atropia.
2
Say, 'the Spaniards? or,

6
aMfjaros irtpipptca.

1 the soldiers'
1 " oir6aov !/3ovA.eTo."

3 "
Toi>y IJL^V diafiaiveiv KQJ\V- 8

Siijyovpai.

aovras." y "
teas virf<paivtv."

4
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27. As soon as the
l
service was over, the officers

l went

away, and 2
gave orders to their men 2

to take 2
breakfast.

While Velasquez was at breakfast two young men came

running up to him, for it was well known 3 that he was
3
accessible at all times, whether he was at breakfast, or at

dinner, or even asleep, in which case they would awaken

him, if any one had 4
anything to say to him 4 on military

4
business. They accordingly reported that as they were

out gathering
5
sticks

5
to make their 5

fire, they espied on

the opposite bank among the rocks, which here 6 extend

down to the river's edge, an old man and a woman and

some children, who seemed to be hiding
7 what looked

like
7
bags of 7 clothes in a cave of the rock. Seeing this,

and thinking it would be safe to cross, for the ground
hereabouts was 8

inaccessible to the enemy's cavalry, they

stripped,
9 with the intention of 9

swimming if necessary,

and, taking their daggers only, proceeded to ford the

river; and nowhere was the water above the knee, they

said
;
and so they crossed over and took possession of the

clothes and came back again.

1 "
airiovTfs a-nb r>v iepo)/."

5 "
tppvyava us tm vvp."

2 "
irap7)yyf\\ov ry arparia

6
KaQj]K<a iiri.

dpiaTOiroieiaOai."
7 "

uffirep fiapainovs
3 " on keirj aura) irpoaf\6(ty."

8
Trp6o&a.TOS.

* "
TI rui/ irpos TOV n6\(iov."

9 "
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/ 28. 1 See now, sirs, with what *

severity our ancestors

used to
l
deal with traitors, deeming them the common

enemies of the nation. Phrynichus was found 2 murdered

one night near the
3 willow pool. His slayers were caught

and 4
put into prison by the friends of the

5 murdered man.

When the magistrates learnt what had been done, they

brought forth 6 the 6 men out of 6

prison, and examined

them under torture. And on inquiry into the matter they

found that Phrynichus
7 was implicated in a 7

plot to

7

betray the city: and that his slayers had been imprisoned

unjustly. Accordingly,
8
at the 8 instance of ?

Critias, the

people votefl that the 9 dead man 9 should be tried on a

charge of treason. And if it should be proved
10 that he

10 was a traitor, and had been 10 buried in Attica with his

10
guilt upon him, his bones should be u

dug up, and
12

cast forth beyond
12 the 12

borders.

C us ojpyt^ovTO."
8
"Kpiriov

2
diroatpafa.

9 "
Kpivfiv." Active voice.

3
9) KprjVT) % cv Tofs olaviois.

"
TrpoSoTTjs uv fv TTJ

4
airoTiOr)fj.i.

5 " rov
6 " TOVS

7 "
irpo8i86vTa." Present tense:

of intent.
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'

29. I made this, my fifth voyage, starting from By-

zantium on board the same vessel as Abdullah, the man

they accuse me of having murdered. * We were bound

for Trebizond. I was going to meet my father who

happened to be there at that time, and Abdullah was

going to sell
2
slaves to certain Persian merchants.

And the slaves
3 he was going to sell as well as the mer-

chants who were 4
going to buy them were in the ship

with us. This, sirs, was the 5
object of each in making

the voyage. But 6 we 'were 6
caught by a storm, and com-

pelled to put in at a haven on the coast near 7 Sinoub.

And it was here the other ship was anchored into which

we 8

exchanged from our first vessel, and on board of

which they say that Abdullah met his death.

its. Imperfect
tense.

2
avSp&iroSa.

3 "&5i."
* Future participle.
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1 30. Observe now in the first place that all these things

were the
a
result of accident and not of *

design.
2 No one

can say that I ever 2 asked the man 2
to make the -voyage

2 with me
;
he made it of his own accord, and in further-

ance of his own affairs. I too had very sufficient reasons

for making the voyage. Our running into harbour was
3 not premeditated, but forced upon us. And afterwards

when we changed vessels, there was no trickery in the

matter, but this too was a case of necessity. For the

vessel we started in was 4
undecked, whilst the other was

covered in, and we chose it in order to 5
get shelter from

5 the rain. c After going on board the second vessel we

sat and drank together.
7
It is known for certain 7 that he

left the ship after that, and that he never came on board

again : whilst I
8 never quitted

8 the ship
8
at all that

night.

1 "
pi) Trpovoia fj.d\\ov ^

*
affTfyaffros.

Ti/xi/-"
5 " verov evtua."

2 " ovre ycip ireiaas TOV avbpa
6 "

CTretS?) 8f fj.(Tfe@t]fjiv els TO

ovSafiov aiifX^-^o^ai avirXovv ercpov nXoiov."

fwi fcvfffOai."
7 " & pkv tarn (pavtpbs f/f/3as."

3
." OVK diro vapaffK(VTJs ovSf-

8 "rd irapairav OVK (t/3r)v TOV

irXoiov Trjs VVKT&S fneivi)S."
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. 31. The next day,
*
as soon as it

l was found that the

man was 1

missing,
2 search was made,

2 and by no one

more zealously
2 than by me: and nobody was more

deeply
8 shocked by the occurrence than I was. It was I

who 4 had the intelligence
4 sent home to Byzantium,

5 and

the suggestion
5
first came from me. And when no one

else was willing to go,
6
either of the 6

ship's
6
company or

of the fellow voyagers of Abdullah, I offered to send my
own servant. However, when we had searched high and

low, and the man could not anywhere be found, as the

weather was favourable, and all the other vessels were
7

putting
7 to sea,

3
1 too 8

departed
8 on my voyage.

1 "
entity a<pav^s tfv 6 dnyp." Trero,"

' as far as my suggestion
2 "

k^rjTfiTo ovSev TI fid\\ov availed he was sent' Imperfect,
viro ruiv d\\(av fj nal vrr' l/zou." not aorist.

3 " I8o<i Seivbv cTvat."
6 "

oijre r>v airb TOV TrXotou."

* "
t." 7

avdyoj.
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32. The herald now summoned in the Eleven the

ministers of penal justice ; they entered with their atten-

dants, headed by Satyrus, the most reckless and shameless

among the satellites of the oligarchy. Critias bade them

apprehend Theramenes, who had been lawfully con-

demned, and lead him away to punishment : and Satyrus

and his followers
*

proceeded to
l

drag him from the altar

in spite of his
2 vehement 2

obtestations. The 8
councillors,

who saw themselves surrounded by armed assassins, and

even 4 the outer 4 door beset with troops, remained passive :

and Theramenes was hurried 6 across the market-place,

still loudly exclaiming against the 6 treatment he 6
suffered.

Satyrus, it is said, would have stopped his outcries by a

threat:
<7

It should be 7 the worse for
7 him if he did 7 not

hold his peace.'
' Will it be better for me/ Theramenes

asked,
'
if I do ?

' When he had drunk 8 the hemlock, he
8 dashed the last

9
drops on the ground, in imitation of a

sportive convivial usage ;
to the health, as he said, of his

beloved Critias.

1 d\Kov. Imperf. of pro-
5 " Sid rfjs tiyopas."

tracted effort.
6 "ofa ei

8
Ocoiis iri*a\ou/iat.

7 " on
3 8

4 rov

rrjpov.
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V 33. When the commissioners arrived they
l found me

entertaining some friends. These they drove away ; and,

having given me in charge to Captain Peirson, the- rest

of them went to our 2
factory, and 3 made a list of the

hands employed. In the meantime I asked Peirson if

he 4 would save my life, if I gave him money. He said,
'

yes
5 he would 5

,
for a good round sum.' So I said I

was prepared to give him two fi hundred and fifty pounds.
And he agreed he would do it. Now although I knew

very well that he was 7
utterly unscrupulous,

7 and un-

principled, yet, under the circumstances, I thought it best

to 8 make him promise on his honour. He swore

solemnly,
9 with horrible imprecations, that if I gave him

the sum mentioned, he would let me go safe. So I went

into the closet and opened my
10

chest. Peirson seeing

what I was about came in too, and as soon as he got

sight of the contents of the chest, called two of the

attendants, and bade them take possession of the chest,

and all that was in it.

7 ovre Oeoiis OVTC dvOp&irovs
2

3
&Tro*fp6<f>ofMi.

8 " irianv \af3eiv irap&."
4

rois nai-

5 "6 Si" effxiatefv, fl iro\\cl f?rj

"
alv fTrapwfievos"

cL xpflpara).
10

/a/Scwros.

6 Reckon in talents.
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34. Now as the chest contained,
1 over and above the

sum I had 1
mentioned, about a thousand pounds in coin,

besides silver-plate and other valuables, I begged and

besought him to give me back 2
enough to 2

supply the
2 needs of my

2

journey. But he only
3
replied,

' 8 that I

might think myself well off,
3
if I escaped with s a whole

skin/ As Peirson and I were going out we 4 met

Shepherdson and Lawley returning from the factory, who
5

coming upon us 6

just at the door, asked whither we were

going.
7 And he answered 7 that we were going

7 to my
brother's,

8
to make inquisition

8 of the property
8 in his

house. Accordingly, they told him to go on his errand,

but ordered me to accompany them to the 9 house of

Mr. Horsley. Before departing, Peirson came close to

me,
10 and bade me 10 hold my tongue, and be of good

cheer,
u for he would come there presently.

1 "
oi>x offov &no\6yr)o~a (Tx V 7 " 6 5' ((fxtcricev (is ra TOV

dAAti." a8e\<f>ov TOV 1/xoG."
2 "

eScSfjirjv avTov tyooia /tot
8
Say,

' in order that he may
Sow/at." examine the {property) in that

* "
dyairfjcrfiv /zc ftyafftcev t TO house also.'

(rwfjia ff&ffw."
9 Omit ' house

'

in the Greek.
4

iriTvyxava>> say> 'there met 10

irapaKf\cvofJUil TIVI ai-

us.' yav.
5

KaTa\afj,0avoj.
J1

Say, 'as about to come
6

OUTO*?, agreeing with subst. thither?
' at the very doors'
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1

35. On arriving at the house, we found there Col.

Godson keeping guard over certain others who were

under arrest. So they handed me over to his custody

and went their way. *In this strait,
1
I resolved with

myself
l
to

* hazard something for my safety,
*

seeing that

death l
stared me in the face. So calling Horsley aside,

I said to him,
' Master Horsley, we are old acquaintances

and friends : I have done no wrong :

2
1 am threatened

with 2 death for the sake of my money. I beseech you

then, seeing me in this plight, do what you can to save

my life/ And he 3

promised that he would. He thought,

however, it would be best to
4 communicate with Godson

;

for he knew his man, and believed he would do anything
5
for money.

1 " kv roiovrca 8' OVTL poi KIV- 3

vvf-^o/jiai.

Svvevfiv 45<56i ws TOV ye OTTO-
* "

fAvrjaOrjvai irp6s"

Gavtiv VTT&PXOVTOS 77877."
5 "

ei rts dpyvpiov
2 ' '

dir6\\vfiai
"
present contin-

uous tense of uncompleted action.

D 2
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y 36. So while he was *

engaged in * conversation with

Godson, as I happened to be acquainted with the house,

and knew 2
that it had a back 2

entrance, I resolved to

try to escape by that way. For I
3

reflected, that if I

escaped observation I should get off safe, and if I were

detected,
4
well, I

4
thought, in case Godson 5 should be

persuaded by Horsley to take the bribe,
6 1 should be let

go
6
all the same, and if not, why I could only die once

after all.
7
Having thus 7 made up my

7
mind, I began

my flight, the guards meanwhile keeping watch 8
at the

*
front door. Now there were three doors that 9 1 had

to pass, and they all happened to be open. Thus

having reached the street, I went to the house of one

Bowling, a 10
ship captain, whom I despatched

u
up town

to make inquiries about my brother. When he came

back, he told me that Sheriff Beaufort 12 had arrested him
12 in the street, and 12 taken him to prison. And I having

heard these tidings at nightfall, took ship and crossed

over to Newhaven.

8 "
eirl rrj av\elq>

3 "OTI d/*0('0upo* efy."
9 "eSu /* StcXflci

3
(vOvfj.ovfMt.

10
vav/t\rjpos

* fti
?)yovfjiT)v plv.'"

u "eJsaoru."
5 "

irTTfi<T(j.tvos 177."
13 " #n avrov (V rrj

6 " ovSiv IJTTOV a^fO'fjfffaOai.
1 '

(Is rti SefffjuaTrjptov
1 "

TO.VTO.
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37.
* As soon as he l

arrived
*
at the city, he proceeded

to 2 demolish the 3 houses on the 3

suburbs, and to lay

waste the ornamental 4
parks. The city itself, which was

unfortified, he spared, rather from want of the will, as

they thought, than from want of the power to take it.

Expecting his arrival, the earl of Mar, the same who was

reported to be so rich that he 6 measured his money by
the 6

bushel,
6
sallied forth from his house, at the head of

a band of retainers with swords in their hands, and 7 com-

menced a general
7 massacre of the adherents of the

opposite faction :

8
for he was 8 desirous that the 8

credit

of 8

making over the town to the usurper,
8 should rest

with him. 9
Among the persons they

9
killed was a 9 man

closely
9

resembling Buchanan, the provost of the town.

8
@ov\OfMi 8t' ffjiavrov irpoa-

3
irpoaaTfiov. \capijaaL rt)v TTV\IV.

*

yvfjivaaiov.
9 "

/rat aAAoi/s tk nvas diro-

5 "
fifSifjivca aironfrpfiaaffGai." KTtivovai KOI '6fj.oi6v riva."
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38. All, therefore,
a
supposed it had been Buchanan

himself who was killed, and therefore the
2 townsmen

were completely
3
cowed, and offered no resistance. The

4 assassins fancied that everything was now achieved.

However, as it happened, Buchanan was still asleep,

having gone to bed 5 intoxicated. As soon as the towns-

people discovered that he was not dead,
6

they came

"crowding into his
6 house like a swarm of bees about

their
7
queen. The provost immediately put himself at

their head. A battle was fought : the townsmen 8 were

victorious, and the assassins
9 were driven to take refuge

in the camp of the enemy. Soon afterwards the general

recrossed the river, and having left a 10 detachment to

10
guard the passage, himself marched southwards with

the rest of his forces.

1
o1ofj.ai.

6 "
irfpiir\rjaOr) j)

olicla tvdtv

2
STJpos, K(d ivOev"

3
Kara6vfua.

1 6 fyytfjiuv.

4
ff<payfvs.

8

KparSi.
5 9

(Kir'nTTO! 7T/>09.

10
<ppovp6s.
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y. 89. After this the lad * ran for l

refuge into a 2
fuller's

2

shop, and they rushed in after him and brought him

out, in spite of his cries and screams and protestations.

A crowd collected, and 3
great

3

indignation
3 was ex-

pressed, and many said 4
it was a 4 shame. However,

remonstrances had no effect on them : but when the

fuller himself, and some others of the bystanders
5 en-

deavoured to rescue the boy, they
6

gave them a 6 sound
6

beating. When they were about opposite Mr. Bright's

house, I met them as I was 7
walking

7 unattended.

Thinking it a dreadful shame to
8 leave the boy to be

illtreated by them in this outrageous manner,
8 without

8
trying to

8

hefp him, I
9
laid hold of him. Then I de-

manded of them, why they
10 were 10

ill-using him thus ;

but deigning no answer, they let go the boy, and began
to belabour me.

1
Kva<{>iov.

3
dyavaKrw.

s
nepiopai.

5 *** ""^ 10
irapavoiua els.
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-/ 40. A fight ensued. The boy kept
*

striking at his

tormentors, and 2
trying to 2

protect himself. They kept

raining blows upon us, and frequently
8
hit the 4

poor

boy, for they were drunk, while 1 defended him, and the
'

bystanders seeing that we were the injured side, all
6 took

our 6
part. And in the fray

7 we all got our heads 7broken.

Now 8
all

8 Simon's 8
associates, who had 9 backed 9 him in

this
9 drunken 9

affray, the first time they saw me after

this, begged my pardon, thus 10
acknowledging that they

10 were in the 10
wrong, and 10 had acted 10

outrageously.

And four years passed since that affair took place, without

anyone bringing suit or action against me. But Simon

here, the author of all the mischief, having kept quiet
"

all

n
that u

time, for fear of the consequences to himself,
" as

soon u
as he found me involved in difficulties, and unable

to defend myself, takes advantage of my helplessness to
12

bring this action 12
against me now.

R "
ol n\v &Utot ol pera

ficavos"

rvirrta. 9
irapoivG).

' 10 "

3
rvirrta. 9

irapoivG).
4
Say,

' the boy himself?
10 "

ov\ &s dSiKo
!>

irapayiyvofMi. us Seiva 7Tjroi7;*oTS.
6

(iriKovpu.
u "rbv ptv &\\

7 "
awrpi^6fte6a ras Kf>a\as iitfidj) 54"

a7raj/Ts." 12 "els TOVTOV rb

tariffTTfff"
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41. The first intimation of the danger was given to

Agesilaus himself, as he was J

engaged in a 2

public

sacrifice, by the attendant 3
soothsayer, who professed to

read evidence of a formidable 4

plot in the aspect of the

victims.
5 Five days later the whole affair was revealed

to the magistrates by an accomplice. He charged a

young man named Cinadon, as the author of the con-

spiracy : and in answer to the 6

questions of the ephors,

gave the following account of it. Cinadon, he said, having

met him one day in the market-place, at an hour when

it was thronged with people, drew him aside 7 into a

corner, and bade him 8 count the Spartans that were to

be seen there.
' And so/ he said,

'

I counted those I saw,

senators, ephors, and other magistrates, about 9

forty in

all/ And then I asked Cinadon why
10 he asked me to

count them, and he replied,
' These you have to consider

as your enemies; the rest of the multitude assembled

here, whose
n numbers must exceed theirs a n hundredfold,

are all allied with you against them/

1 Ovu. 7 "
itrl ret (ffxarov Trjs&yopas."

2 "rail/ rerayfifvuv nva 6v- 8 "
dpiOnrjffat 6ir6aoi clfv"

9 " us TtTTapciKovra"
10 Oratio Recta.

' n "

" evros itkvff fjntpwv" OVTO.S" Say,
' consider to be

<fpo/ucu. allies?
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42. Cinadon then l

pointed out l
those who were their

enemies, *as they met them aone or two at a time Hn the

street.
1
A11 the rest,

1 he said, were friends and allies :

and the same was the case throughout the country, where

on each 2
estate they would find one Spartan landholder

surrounded by a host of aliens. We then informed him

that a plot had been concerted for the destruction of their

oppressors.
4
Only a few trusty persons indeed 4 were in

their secret: but 5
they were, he said, in the secret of the

whole subject population of Laconia. For 6 with regard

to the Spartans, the 6

language of all classes helots,

neodamodes, provincials, citizens of the lower order

wherever they ventured to speak freely, was the same :

;they did 7not disguise the bitterness of their hatred, which

was such, he said, that they were ready to eat them up
raw.

1 Oratio Obliqua.
"

iiriSetitvt-
5 " avrol JJLCVTOI irdffiv *<paaav

vai 8* avrov
(<f>r),

kv TOIS 68oTs avvfiStvai."

<lv9a plv tva, ev6a 81 8vo iroXtfuovs
6 " oirov rtj Xo^os yevoiro

dTravTOJvras, TOWS 5^ a\\ovs irfpi"

diravras ffvuiji&xovs."
7 " ouSfVa SvvaaOcu

2
\capiov. rb fii) ovx ^84<us &v at

3
SeanoTTjs. eaO'teiv aiiruv"

* " ws ff<piffi pkv ov iravv ITO\-

\oi, ai6iriffTOi
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43. lfrhe ephors next asked (1 whence they expected
*to get arms/ The conspirators, he said, had 2arms

of their own, and as 3
to the multitude, Cinadon had shown

the 'informer how they might find weapons, by leading him

into the iron market, and 3

pointing out to him,
3 besides

knives and swords,
4a variety of 4

implements of 4hus-

bandry and other tools, which might all be applied to that

use
;
and 4indeed there was scarcely any handicraft which

could not arm the workmen with weapons sufficient for

the purpose of an insurrection, especially as they should

surprise their enemies unarmed. Finally the informer

added that a day was fixed for the execution of the plot.

The ephors Convinced of its reality, and of the urgency
of the danger, took their measures with the promptitude
and secrecy which the occasion required.

1 The narrative should be rbv viSrjpov, (irtSetgai OVTOV ctprj

given in Oratio Obliqua, as re- iroAAcfc? fj.lv /Mxaipas, TroAAci 8

lating whatA said B had said, or i<pn"

done. " na\iv 81 IpuTuvrcav TUV *
Say,

' And he told them that

etpopcav, '"OTrXa 8e iroOev fyaaav he said all these implements

Xrpf/eaOai
'

eiirfiv avr6v, on ol fjikv with which men work the earth

Srjirov ffwrfrayfievoi fjiuav." In and timber and stones were arms,

Greek on, 'that] often intro- and that most of the other trades

duces the Oratio Recta. also, furnished arms enough in
2 "

avroi, t<paadv 76, oir\a KCK- their utensils?
5 "

tffKtp.iJ.tva \eyfiv fi

" TO) 8' ox\y, dyayovra tls avrtiv"
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44. He was attended by a J

soothsayer who showed a

spirit worthy of a descendant of Codrus. He enjoined

his friends
2not to 2

begin the 2 onset 2
till one of their 8

side

should be slain or wounded, and 4 assured them that the

4 result would be 4

happy for them, though
4
fatal to himself.

To 5
fulfil his own 6

prediction he 7rushed 7
forward, and fell,

8

charging the advancing foe. The battle then began.

The troops of the Thirty could not long sustain the shower

of missiles, and the pressure from the higher ground, and

were put to flight and pursued
9 into the 9

plain. The

slaughter was much less than might have been expected

under such circumstances, and was probably restrained by

the humanity of the victors. Only seventy of the common

men in the defeated army were killed
;
but the day was

rendered memorable by the death of Critias.

1
H&VTIS.

5
Say,

' he did not belie his

2 "
fji'fi irp6repov kniriOcadai words, but '.

irplv ^ iriaot ris ^ rpcaOelr]."
6 ov \f/evSofj.ai.

3
atyerepoi.

7 "
eKnrjSrjffas irpwros."

*
Say,

' assured them that,
8

ipnivTca.

victory will be to you, to me 9 "
/X/H TOV (5/xA.oC."

however death, as it seems to me?
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45. The herald,
lwho was *

gifted with a *
voice of Extra-

ordinary
a

power,
2 took the 2

opportunity of 2

proclaiming
2
silence, and then of addressing an affecting remonstrance,

on the part of his friends the exiles, to their adversaries.
'

Why/ he asked,
' do you drive us from our homes ? Why

seek the blood of your fellow citizens, of men who have

never wronged you, who have 3 shared with you your
3
holiest

3 sanctuaries and sacrifices, your most cheerful

festivals, the 5
pleasures and pursuits of peace, the dan-

gers of war? In the name of c

every tie
6
, of 6

religion,
7
kindred, friendship,

9

fellowship, which binds us together,
10 no longer

10
neglect your

10
duty

10 to our common 10
country

for the sake of serving
n miscreants who have shed more

Athenian blood I2 in the course of eight months, than the

Peloponnesians
13
in ten 13

years of 13 war: who, when we

might have u
lived together in 14

peace, have forced us into

an impious and unnatural combat, which has cost lives,

over which we who took them have 15
wept perhaps not

less than you who have lost them.'

1 "
fj.d\' fvfpcavos uv"

7
vyylvfta.

2
KaTaffKuirufjiai.

3 "
pfTfaxf}Kafj.fv vp.iv lepuv

9
fraipta.

TUV offfjLVOTdruv."
10 "

iravffaffffc dpMprdvoVTfs fh
4

kopr-fi. rr)v narpiSa."
5
Say,

' we have been ffvyxoPev
~ ll ovoaiunaros.

rod and avp.<poirrirai and avarpa-
12

\v.

norrai and have faced many
13 " 8fna fry iroXf/xowrey."

dangers with you. both by land u " lbv \v flp^vri iro\iTtvt-

and sea? cOai."
6 Oeol irarpcfoi ical firjrpyoi.

15
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>.. 46. Early the next morning he assembled the men, and

told them that they must be prepared to
1

fight not only on

the
l water but on land, and even against

2 walled towns;

for it was by their arms alone they could hope to provide

themselves with those supplies which the enemy received

3in abundance from the Persian treasury. He then 4
set

sail in a heavy rain and a thick mist 4
for Cyzicus. As he

approached the harbour the weather suddenly cleared up,

and as the 5 sun 5broke the mist, the Peloponnesian fleet

was discovered exercising a "great way off at sea. When
the Peloponnesians saw the Athenians with so large a

force between them and the harbour, they made for the

nearest land, and 'laying their ships together in a compact
7 mass defended themselves awhile from the decks.

5 "
aWpias

2
Tfixopaxw. f)\iov tK\a.

3
a<pOovos.

6 "
ir6ppca &nb TOV \ifjifvos."

4
dvdyofMU iiri.

7
avvoppi^w,
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47. At length Alcibiades, haying sailed round with

twenty galleys to another point of the coast, landed his

men, and came up to attack them in the rear. Mindarus

himself now llanded to repel the assailants, but fell in the

battle, and his
2men were put to flight. The whole fleet,

except the galleys of the Syracusans, which they
3
set on

fire, fell into the hands of the Athenians, who carried them

away to Proconnesus. The loss of their fleet for a time

reduced the Peloponnesians to great, distress, which was

described by Hippocrates, who took the command after

the death of Mindarus in the
4

following laconic 4

dispatch.
5 'The tide has turned; Mindarus has perished; the men

are 6

hungering : we 7 are in a strait/

1
airopaivQ}.

5 "
fppfi TO. aAa."

2 " ol fitr' avrov ovrfs." 6 irtivw.

3 KaraKoioj.
7

diropu.
4

ypdpfiaTO. XfyovTO. rdSe.
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48. After the feast a *song was sung and then the dancing

began. First of all a number of highlanders stood up and
2 danced in their armour,

3

bounding high with great

nimbleness, and brandishing their swords to the sound of

the pipes. At last one of them aimed a blow at the other,

and all thought the man was struck, and he fell to the

ground, very
4

cleverly. Then his adversary "stripped him

of his arms, and marched off singing
' See the conquer-

ing hero comes.' Then several of his comrades came in,

and carried off the other who was 6
supposed to be dead.

There was really nothing the matter with him.

After them, another set got up and danced the 7
'Carapee

'

as they call it, in full armour. This is a kind of acting in

dumb show. A husbandman comes forward, and having

laid down his arms, proceeds to plow and to 8
guide his

team, turning frequently to look round as if afraid. Then

a robber comes stealing in. The other 9
seeing him,

snatches up his arms, and fights to
10 save his team. All this

was done in measure to the sound of the pipe. At last

the robber makes prisoner the husbandman and drives off

the team. Sometimes it is the teamster that binds the

robber : whom he then straps to the yoke, and drives

beside it with his hands tied "behind his back.

1
iroHavifa.

7
J) Kapiraia.

3
oAAo/xeu.

4
Tf)(yiKW TTCUS.

l
TTp6.

5 <TKv\(vw. ll urriaw.

6 fa.
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49.
1 Whenever the king goes on a hunting expedition,

he leaves half of the tribe at home. Hunting is among
them the 2 national

2
pastime. The king is their leader in

hunting as in war, and 3 takes part in the chase himself,
3 while 4

superintending the
4 conduct of the rest. For they

look upon hunting as the best practical
5education for the

business of war. It accustoms them to rise betimes, to

endure 6 heat and cold; it exercises them in walking and

running; and they are bound to shoot their beast in

whatever direction he may break 7 cover. Moreover it

cannot fail to increase their presence of mind, and to

8
sharpen their faculties when it is

9

big game and fierce

that they have to deal with. For of course they must be.

ready to strike at close 10
quarters, as well as to be on

the watch for
n a sudden "assault. In fact it is hard to

say
12what 12

difference there is between hunting and war-

fare.

1 "OTO.V.

2 "
Srj^offia eirifjLe\ovTai."

3 "avr6s rf OTJP$ /ecu." 9 "
TI TWV d\Kifjuav Qrjpioav."

* "
TUIV a\\cav fmiJLf\firai onus 10 " rb dpoae yiyi/o(j.cvov," i. e.

av Orjpfuffiv." Qrjpiov.
5

fifXerrj.
u

6
O&\TTOS, plur.

12
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Xs.50. In hunting the 2hare the hounds will make it

evident by their manner when they are getting near

the quarry. Their 3
tails

4 wave with quick and constant

motion,
5
their whole frames are 4

agitated. They Mart

forward as if charging a foe, sometimes 7

jealously trying

to outstrip each other,
8 sometimes pressing patiently on

side by side, now separating, now converging. At last

they come 9
upon the hare, sitting, and 10 make a dash at

her. The hare "jumps up suddenly, alarmed by the

clamour, and makes off. Then is the time for the hunts-

men to
12
halloa, 'Hie forward! hie at her! good dogs!'

Then if you are
13

following the hounds on foot, you
must 14

roll your cloak round your arm, grasp
15
your stick

in your hand, and 16

away after the hare. But under no

circumstances must you
17head the hare, for that spoils

sport.

1
Kvvrjyfaiov. I. 'the sport ;'

9
"irpos TT)V fvv^v TOV \ayS>."

2.
' the pack ;' 3.

' the game.'
10

eirtTpexo*.
2
Xayws, in the masc. tevves,

u avaiaow.

always in feminine. 12
Ipfiow.

"
IS) icvves, Ka\ws

Q > / *?
' '*

6
ovpa. y aj

rats ovpcus."
14

irfpif\iffffca irepl rr)v X 'Pa -

5 TO, ffUfjiaTa o\a. 15 TO poitaXov.
6

iro\(fj,iKu$ fiTKpepOfMi.
le KttTci TOV \ay>.

<pi\ovtineas.
7 "

pr) v

<pi\oir6v<vs.
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51. The hare will ^cud away and soon be out of sight;

but it generally
2makes a circuit and comes back to the

place where it is first put up. Well,
3
if you catch your

hare in the first run, you must 4
call up the hounds and

go and look for another. But if not, make up your mind

to 5 follow the pack as well as you can. Don't 6

give them

up; but keep
7
stepping out manfully. If you

8 come up
with them again in full cry, keep hallooing to them,
' 9
Forward, my beauties, follow on, follow on!' But if

they have 10
got a very long start of you, and you cannot

"overtake them by running, or if you
12
lose the

13
tracks

;

or if you can hear them u
giving tongue somewhere not

far off, but cannot see them, you must make 15
inquiries,

15 but without stopping, of any one you chance 16
to fall

in with, shouting to him,
<17Ho there,

17 have you seen

the hounds ?
'

rr/v oipiv."

9 "
i'o) Kvvts, lai KaXai, cvyt

evye, ttrfaOe Si K

3 " lav fJLtv ea\ojKiis r}"
4

dvana\ovfj.ai rds KVVO.S.

5 "
KwoSpopetv us r

avrais.

lav traXiv diravTUffi Stu- apa.'
16

13
8p6fj,os.

14 "
ir\T]criov irov ti

15 "
-nvvOavtaOai irapaOeovra

'

77 KartTSts, wrj, rds Kvvas ;"

E 2



52. Pelopidas and his companions Assumed the garb

of hunters, and when they reached Mount Cithaeron des-

patched a messenger to Thebes to announce their approach

and to make engagement for their deception. Charon,

one of their most zealous partisans, offered his house as

a hiding place for them, and a rendezvous for all the

conspirators, and the messenger returned to give them

the necessary directions. In the meanwhile Phyllidas, in

expectation of the event, had appointed the same evening

for a banquet, which he was to give to Archias and Phi-

lippus, one of his colleagues, on the pretext of celebrating

the 3 termination of their year of office. And he had

promised Archias to invite certain 4Theban ladies of

4
hisrh rank to meet them.

* "rcb ffffj.vora.Tas riav ev

2
inroSoxrj. vwoSexo/xcu. Qrj&ais."

3 "us ITT* f68<u TTJS
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53. This was the moment chosen for the attack.

Mellon and a few of his companions were at the door,

disguised as women, and Phyllidas, on pretence of respect

to the delicacy of the matrons, had induced Archias to

dismiss all the
l
attendants. The conspirators were then

admitted, and after a short struggle despatched Archias,

Philippus, and the other guests. Phyllidas taking with

him three companions, then repaired to the house of

Leontiades, and 2
knocking at the door, called out that

he had a message for him from the polemarchs. Leon-

tiades was still
s
reclining, after a temperate meal, while

his wife was sitting by his side 4
spinning. He desired

Phyllidas, taking him for a 5

friend, to come in. They
had no sooner entered than they attacked Leontiades,

and killed him after a sharp resistance. Having then

closed the doors of the house, and threatened death to

the inmates if they should open them, they proceeded to

the house of Hypates, another leading member of the

government, who lived close by. He attempted to escape,

but was overtaken and despatched.

1

SIO.KOVOS.
6

Say,
'

they threatened to kill
'*

ic6iTTiv. all in the house if they shotild
3

tcaraitdfjicu. find it (the door) open on their
*

tpiovpyui. return.
1
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54. Before the death ofArchias and his colleagues was

made public, Phyllidas went to the
a

prison, where a

number of his friends were confined for political offences,

and having obtained entrance on pretence of an order

from the polemarchs, overpowered the 2
jailors, and set

the prisoners at liberty. They found arms in the public

porticoes and the armourers shops, and rushing through
the streets,

8

proclaimed the fall of the tyrants, and in-

vited all Thebans to rise in the cause of freedom. During
the night the citizens, who did not know what to believe,
4remained quiet r but Hermippidas and Arcesus, who
were left in command of the citadel, hearing the uproar,

sent for
5succours to Thespiae and Plataea : and the in-

surgents despatched couriers to their friends in Attica.

In the morning, as soon as the events of the night were

fully ascertained, the people were called together, and

Pelopidas and the other champions of freedom entered

the assembly in solemn procession, accompanied by the

priests, and conjured the spectators to fight for their

hearths and altars. The 6 exiles were hailed with shouts

of applause as the deliverers of their country ; and Pelo-

pidas, Mellon, and Charon, were placed at the head of

the government with the title of Boeotarchs.

1 TO &vayKaTov.
*

2 fl*o<> 8

i us T(6- 6
of KaT\i)\v06Tfs.

Vf&TUV TWV TVp&VVQJV.'"
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55. He x

played his part very well. He first made a

most profound reverence, and then with a 2
respectful air

he said,
' Madam, we are three merchants of Moussoul,

and 3 arrived here about 3 ten days ago with some 4
very

rich merchandise, which we have deposited in a 5
khan,

where we have 6taken up our lodgings. We have been

7 to spend the day with a merchant of this city, who invited

us to go to see him. He 8 treated us with a fine collation ;

and as the wine we drank put us into a very good humour,
9he sent for a company of dancers. 10 The night was

already far advanced, and while we were playing on our

instruments, the others dancing, and the whole company

making a great noise, the watch happened to pass by, and

obliged us to open the door. Some of the company were

arrested : we were, however, so fortunate as to escape by

getting over a wall.
'

But,' added the vizier,
'

as we are

strangers, and "have taken perhaps rather more wine

than we ought, we are afraid of meeting with a second

party of the watch, or perhaps the same, before we arrive

at our khan, which is at a considerable distance from

hence. 12And we should even then get there to no pur-

pose, for the gate would be shut,
13 and whoever may come

there they will not open it till morning/
1
vnoKptvofMt. ourselves (evwxSi) with no little

2 "
irpoairoiovfjifvos iro\\r)v at- noise, we indeed playing the

So)." cithara, and they dancing, when
3

iri5r}fi<a, crx^Sov (vdeKaraTos. the rofcorai {for they happened
4
Say in parenthesis,

' and it to be going by then} compelled us

is very rich? to open the door tff them'
5 iravSoKcTov.

ll
"rax' &v taws n teal peOv-

6 KaraXvca. aOevres."
7

SiarptjScu.
12 "^ 8 Kal a^iKupfOa ovbtv

8
kan&fa. n\4ov ijiuv fffrai."

9
opxf]orpiSas eiaaycu.

ls " ovS' ortaovv avoixOtir) civ."

10
Say,

' we were all enjoying
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56.
' This is the reason, madam, that as we heard, in

passing by,
l
the sound of instruments and voices,

2 we

thought all those who belonged to the house were not

yet retired
;
and we took the liberty to knock to beg you

to afford us a retreat till the morning. If we appear to

you worthy
3 of taking a part in your amusements, we

will endeavour, as far as we are able, to contribute to it, in

order 4 to repair the interruption we have caused
;

5
if not,

do us at least the favour to suffer us to pass the night

under the cover of your vestibule/ During this speech,

the beautiful Safie had an 6

opportunity of examining the

vizier and the two persons whom he also called merchants,

and judging from their countenances that they were not

common men, she said that she was not mistress, but

if they would give themselves 7 a moment's patience she

would return and bring the 8 answers. Safie went and

related all this to her sisters, who 9
hesitated some time

as to what they ought to do. But they were naturally
10
kind, and as they had conferred the same favour on the

others, they resolved to permit these also to come in.

The caliph and his companions were accordingly ad-

mitted, and u addressed themselves to the ladies with

much civility.

KOI 980;.
6 "

iiriipavfj iraptixov (they
2

Say,
' we ventured to knock presented) rci tiSr) roiv irpoa-

at the door, us, assuming that, WTKUV"

the inmates had not yet gone to
7
6\lyov TI viropttwu.

rest? Genitive absolute.
8

Insert, 'if leave were given?
3

avfiiraifa.
9
dnopw.

4 " SiKas Sovvat wv (VwxX^oo--
10

(f>i\dv0pcairos.

"fy 82 /t?) dAAd roSf 7 TOTO.
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PLATONIC.

57. I came to Athens. Hippias and I came to Athens.

We arrived three days ago. Clitophon and four others

came from Syracuse to Athens. We came to Athens

from home, from Syracuse. I met Alcibiades and Ion

in the market-place. When we came to Athens from

Syracuse we met Alcibiades and Ion in the market-place.

Alcibiades took me by the hand. And Alcibiades having
taken hold of my hand, said,

' Good morning, Callicles.

I want something/ 'What are you in want of?' said I,

'
if you are in want of anything that we can do for you,

say what it is/ 'I am come to make a request of you.
I am here for that very purpose. Why the fact is, I am
come for the very purpose of making a request of you.'

State your request. Pray state your request. I wish you
would state your request. You would state your request

if you wished to oblige me.

Come ......
To Athens ....
Three days ago . . . rpiralos
From home ....
Meet ......
In ....... here Kara.

When ......
Take ......
Said ...... f<pr)

Want ...... 8fOfj.cu

That ...... say,
'

of the things which.''

Able ...... 8war6s

Say what it is . . . typo-fa

Am come ..... irdpetfju

Make a request . . . Seopai
For a purpose . . . firi

Why the fact is ... 'AXXd plv 5$
Said I ...... flirov iyw
State request .... \eyca Strjaiv

Said he ..... r
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58. Do they speak the truth? They seem to be

speaking the truth. Consider whether they seem to you

to be speaking the truth. They say that the soul of man

is immortal. The soul comes to an end. This they call

dying. Then the soul comes into being again. They

say that the soul of man is immortal, and that at one

time it comes to an end, but at another time comes to

life again, but that it never perishes. Therefore we ought

to live holy lives. Therefore, they said that men ought

to live their lives as righteously as possible. The soul

is immortal, and is born again many times. The soul

sees the things upon earth, and the things beyond the

grave. There is nothing that the soul does not become

acquainted with. Inasmuch then as the soul is immortal,

and has had many existences, and has seen both the

things on earth, and the things beyond the grave, there

is nothing that the soul has not learnt : so that there is

nothing marvellous in the soul's being able to remember

some of the things which it knew in a former state.

Speak truth .... d\r)9fj \tyca
Seem
Consider
Soul
This Say 'which' b Stj

Dying Infinitive

Come into being, to l ^^
Live one's life . . . Sia0t6<u TOV @iov

Holy, righteous . . . oaiov

Upon earth .... evBdSf

Beyond the grave . . ev "A5ou

Acquaint iwv6av<u
Inasmuch as .... &TC constructed with participle.
In being able . . . Infinitive construction. " olov rt

dvai avrty
Former irp6rtpov
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59. Man is composed of two parts, a soul and a body.

Nature ordains that one part should command and the

other should obey. Which part seems to you worthy

to be the master and which the servant ? Which of the

two resembles the divine and which the mortal? Look

at it in this way. Consider this, that, whereas there are

in the same individual a soul and a body, nature ordains

that the one shall be a servant, and obey, but that the

other shall rule and be master. Don't you think it is the

divine part which ought naturally to take the lead, and

the mortal which ought to follow. I think so. Therefore,

the soul which resembles the divine, has a natural right to

govern the body which resembles the mortal.

Composed . .

Soul and body .

Ordain . . .

Command

Obey . . .
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60. We call the invisible part of man the soul, do we

not, Cephalus? Certainly, we say that man consists of

a body and a soul, but we cannot see the soul. Although
we cannot see the soul, yet we can form an opinion of

ils nature, can we not ? I think we can. Shall we then

say that the soul also contains two parts, the superior

and the inferior, one of which naturally rules, and the

other naturally obeys? I admit this. But let us rather

inquire into the faculties of the soul. These are thought

to be reason, which is by its nature supreme and apt

to govern the rest. Reason decides what is good and

what is bad, what is our duty and what is not. Next

there is mind or intellect, whether we call it a part of

reason, or a faculty by itself. But besides reason and

intellect, we find in the soul both passions, and desires,

love, hatred, anger, jealousy, grief, regret, all of which are

naturally subordinate, and ought to be obedient to the

voice of reason.

Invisible a6pa,Tos

Opinion Ivvoia

Higher npeiac<uv

Lower

Obey
Faculty
Reason \6yos

Duty TO Sfov

Mind vovs

Intellect Siavoia

Passion ir&dos

Desire tmOvfjiia

Subordinate .... VTTTJKOOS

Be obedient ....
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61. Man partakes of the divine nature. Man is akin

to the gods. Man alone of all the animals believes in a

god. Since man partakes of the divine nature, he believes

in the existence of gods, on account of his kinship to

God : and so he builds altars, and sets up statues of the

gods. Man excels the other animals in this respect also.

He has the gift of speech. Man possesses an articulate

voice : and utters distinct words. He has also invented

clothes, and houses, and shoes, and beds. He makes the

earth afford him sustenance. At first, men dwelt scattered

about, and there were no cities. Men were liable to be

destroyed by wild beasts, because individually they were

weaker than the wild beasts.

Partake .....
Divine nature . . . 9tia

Akin ......
Animal ..... >ov

Believe in existence .

Build ......
Build for dwelling in . oto5o/xcu

Articulate .... SiapOpov^at, verb.

Word ...... ovofJM

Sustenance .... rpo^, plur.

Scattered ..... criropaSrjv, adverb.

City ...... 7ro\ty

Liable to be . . . . Express by imperfect tense.

Wild beast .... Orjpiov not Of/p
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62. What is that which all men aim at ? All men aim

at some good. That which all men aim at is called the

highest good. Let us define, then, the highest good.

The highest good is that end, for the sake of which men
do all that they do. Do all men pursue the same end ?

Are all men agreed as to what is the highest good ? They

agree so far that they all desire happiness. Some call

the highest good happiness. Some call it pleasure.

Virtue produces happiness, vice produces misery. What

is virtue ? Virtue is the result of good habits. What
habits are good ? Those which are honourable and just,

and brave, and becoming. What are the opposite qualities ?

Injustice, baseness, cowardice. What is the art called

which treats of morals ? What makes an action virtuous

or vicious ? Moral choice.

Aim at .....
Good ...... dyaQos

Define ......
For the sake ....
Agree ......
Happiness .... (vba.ifj.ovia

Pleasure ..... 77801/77

Virtue ...... afxTrj

Vice ...... Kaicia

Habit ...... (is

Honourable .... iea\6s

Just ...... SIKCIIOS

Brave ...... &vSpe?os

Becoming ..... irptirov

Art ....... T*XVT1
Morals ..... fjOos

Moral choice . . . itpoaiptois
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63. The body is nourished by food, as we all know
;

what then is the mind nourished upon ? Books, of course,

said I. Books furnish us with our intellectual food.

Then I warn you, my friend, said the doctor, to be

very careful that you are not taken in by the caterers.

Everyone who has wares to sell, cries up his own wares.

The shopkeeper praises his own goods, without in the

least knowing their true use and value. So every pur-

veyor of instruction, every apostle of a new doctrine in

politics or religion, feels bound to praise up his own

merchandize, as the best ever yet known. It is possible

that some of these teachers may be ignorant how far the

intellectual food they offer is good or bad for the mind.

And certain it is, that many of the purchasers do not

know whether it is food or poison they are going to

introduce into their system.

Nourish Tpstyca

Mind $vxh
Books /JLaOrjiJ-a

I warn you .... Omit in the Greek.

To take care that you ) (( A ,,. , c1 " onus I^TI eaira.TT]ar) vf
are not cheated . . )

Sell

Wares

Cry up
True use and value .

" on \pri<rrov 7) -novrjp6v
"

Feel bound .... oi'o/wu ScTv

Purveyor etc. . . .

"
ol TO, (Mdrjuara irfpidyovTes KOI

TTCU\OWTS KO.I KO.1TT]\VOVT(S
"

Purchasers .... oi

Food ffiriov
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64. We believe that after death there will be a judg-

ment. Each man will be brought up before the judge

in the other world, who will examine him concerning his

doings here, and will sentence him to make atonement

for what he has done wrong. Perhaps this sounds to

you like a nurse's tale to frighten children with, and you

despise it. I grant it would be no wonder if you did

despise it, if our enquiries had discovered anything better

or truer to believe in its place. But as it is, not the

wisest men in the world can prove that we ought to live

here in any other way than such as may benefit us in the

life to come. After all our speculation, this truth only

remains, that it is better for us to avoid doing wrong than

suffering wrong.

Believe vopi^oj

Judgment

Judge
Other world ....
Do wrong ....
Sound like .... 5oK(T

Tale pivGos

Frighten

Despise

Enquire
To discover ....
Can

Prove diroSfiicvvfju

To live in any other ) ,, v. . ," a\\ov nvd piov
way )

May benefit .... </>atVo^aj

Life to come .... t/ceftre

Avoid
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65. Let us discuss the l ends of human action. What do

you mean, Isocrates, when you speak of the ends ? I mean,

Cephalus, the
2 reasons 2

for
2 which men do what they do.

It seems that every
3
systematic

3

pursuit is directed to the

attainment of some good. Every art
4 aims at some good,

every
5 act of 5 moral 5 choice aims at some good, does it

not ? It seems so to me. The end then that all things aim

at is the highest good. And so philosophers have well

6 defined the good, as that which all things aim at. But

there is plainly a 7 difference in the ends proposed. I do

not deny that there is a difference, but pray explain in

what way they differ from each other. Some ends are
8 acts of 8

working, others are 9
tangible

9
results

10 above

and 10
beyond the acts. Let us call the former energies,

and the latter works. May we not say that the works
11 are better in their n nature than the energies ? You seem

likely to state things
12 too 12 obscure for my understanding,

most 13 excellent man. That is quite possible, for it is ac-

knowledged by all that the young man is not a fit student

of u Moral M
Philosophy.

1 re\os.
s

evtpyeia.
3 T^ ov evfita.

9
epyov.

3
ptOoSos.

10
irapci T&S Trpafis.

4
(piffjiai.

n Intransitive tense of <pv<a.
5

irpoaipfffis.
la

SvfffjLaBfarepov ^ Kara.
6

diTOfpaivofjat.
13

Saipovtos.
1

Suxpopa.
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66. 1 Severe studies try the mettle of the mind much

more than bodily exercises : because the labour 2 comes
2 more 2 home to it in the former case, being

3 then limited to

the mind 3 instead of being shared by the body. He then

that 4 would study philosophy must not 5
halt in his

5 love of

work. He must not be half laborious, and half indolent,

which is the case when a man 6 loves
6
athletics, and the

7
chase, and all bodily toil, but 8

dislikes
8

study, and feels

an 9 aversion for
9

listening and inquiring, and in fact
10 hates

all intellectual
10 labour. On the other hand, those people

are equally halt whose love of work has n taken the
"
op-

posite but still one-sided
n form.

What you say is perfectly true.

In the same way,
12
may we not 12 affirm that a soul

is
13
crippled in reference to truth, if "while it hates

voluntary falsehood, and
15 cannot 15 endure it in itself, and

is
16
exceedingly

16
indignant when other people are guilty

of an untruth, it nevertheless 17
calmly accepts involuntary

falsehood, and 18 instead of being
18 distressed when its

19 lack of 19
knowledge is detected, is fain to 20 wallow in

ignorance with the 21

complacency of a 22 brutal hog?

1

iaxvpos.
u " OVKOVV

3
olKi6r(pos.

13
dvdvrjpos.

3 iSios d\\' ov /TOII/G'S.
14

H*v.
* Future particip.

15

5
X<u\6s, <t>i\oirovia.

u
6

<f>i\oyvfj.vaaT-fis.
!T tvrc6\<us.

7
<j>i\60rjpos.

8 ov <pi\ofjiaOr]s flpu.
19

dfiaOaivo), participle.
9 ov <f>i\rjKoos.

fjKTa}d\\<a.
"

$rjpiov vfiov..



INTO GKEEK.

67.
l

Entering one day
*
the shop of an armourer,

1
called Pistias, and having been shown some 2

cuirasses of

fine workmanship,
<3
Upon my word, Pistias/ said he,

'

this is a noble 4
invention, which has devised a 4

pro-

tection for the exposed parts of the body,
4 without

preventing the free use of the arms. 5 Tell me, now, how

it is that, without either making your cuirasses stronger,

or of richer material than other artists do, you
6 obtain a

higher price for them ?
' '

Because/ replied Pistias,
'

I

make them of 7 better proportion.'
' 8 How do you esti-

mate this exactness of proportion, so as to increase the

price ;
for of course you do not make them all of one size

and form, if you want them to fit well ?
'

' 10 Fit well

they must/ said Pistias,
'

otherwise, by Jove, a cuirass

would be very little worth
;
and by

u
a well-fitting cuirass,

I mean 12 one that is least
12

oppressive in use, not one

that sits closest.'

1

"Tlpbs Hioriav rbv

TTOIOV d(jf\6ojv."

2
6wpa.

3 " N^ rty "Hpav"
*

tvprjua followed by Infini-

tives ffKfTrdfctv and pf) Kca\vfiv.

5 "
drap Xfov."

6

/5t/fyios do you put a higher price

upon them ?
'

7
(vpvGfios

'

of good pro-

portions?
8
Say,

' How determining the

9
ap

10
Say,

' But by Jove I do

make them fitting, for there is

no 6<f>e\os of a cuirass without

this?

11
dicpi@r)S.

la " TOUJ pi) \VTTOVVTCIS \v TJ)

F 2
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68.
1 The natural consequence of security and affluence

in any country is a love of pleasure ;
when the 2 wants of

nature are supplied, we seek after the
3 conveniences

;

when possessed of these, we desire the 3 luxuries of life ;

and when every luxury is provided, it is then 4 ambition

takes up the man, and 5
leaves him still something to wish

for. The inhabitants of this country,
6 from primitive

6

simplicity,
6 soon 7

began to aim at elegance, and from

elegance proceeded to refinement. It was now found

absolutely requisite, for the 8
good of the state, that the

people should be divided. Formerly, the same 9 hand

that was 9

employed in tilling the 9

ground, or in dressing

up the manufactures,
10 was also, in time of need,

10 a

soldier
;
but the custom was n now changed ;

for it was

perceived, that a man bred up from childhood to the arts

of either peace or war,
12 became more eminent by this

means in his respective profession. The inhabitants were,

therefore, now distinguished into
13 artisans and soldiers

;

and while those improved the luxuries of life, these watched

for the security of the people.

1

Say,
' when a city has be- the more beautiful?

come rich, the citizens are natu- 1
Say,

' thus progressing they

rally accustomed to aim at plea- also became KO^OI,'
sure.'

8

Say,
' in order that the whole

3
dva-fKaia rpo<pr]. city might be well?

3 TO fv Gyv, rd rpv<pepu>s fiv.
9 ol ffcapyoi.

*
<t>i\oTifj.os yiyvopcu.

10
arpaTevofMi.

5
Say, 'So that he still con-

ll T($T.

tinues SjartAer, longingfor?
12

5m</>e'/>a;.

8
fitrpia Siatra. Say,

'

chang-
l8

ing from primitive simplicity to
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69.
] In choosing persons for all employments,

2

they

have 2 more regard to good morals than to great abilities
;

for, since
8
government is necessary

3
to mankind, they

believe that the '' common size of human understanding is

fitted to some station or other, and that 5 Providence never

intended to make the management of public affairs a

mystery to be comprehended only by a few persons of

t; sublime genius, of which there seldom are three born in

an age ;
but they suppose

7
truth, justice, temperance, and

the like, to 'be in every man's power, the 8

practice of

which virtues, assisted by experience, and a good intention,
8 would qualify any man for the service of his country, ex-

cept where a course of study is required. But they

thought
9 the want of moral virtues was so far from being

supplied by superior endowments of the mind, that em-

ployments should never be put into such dangerous hands

as those of persons so qualified ;
and 10

that the mistakes

committed by ignorance,
10 in a virtuous disposition, would

never be of such fatal consequence to the public weal as

the practices of a man whose inclinations led him to be
11

corrupt, and who had n
great abilities to manage, to

multiply, and defend his corruptions.

1 "orav alptuvrai." would be able ^vith experience to

2 "
irpoTifuucriv det (ta\\ov TOVS benefit their country?

OTrovb'aiovs."
9 Retain personal subject, 'they

3
Say,

'
it is necessary for think that those who are wise

men irohirfveoOaiS but not good, lack so much of
* 6 TVX&V- being useful that?
5

oJ Ofoi. 10 "
et TIS dfj.dpTOi airovdaios

6
ircpicaws ffo<p6s. &v"

7
a\rjOfvfiv, verb.

n
Say,

'

wishing at the same
6
Say,

' that being s^^ch they time and being able?
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\

70. When I had related all this, I added, that I did ] not

see why such a method might
J not be followed with

1 more advantage than could ever be expected from that
2 severe justice which the counsellor magnified so much.

To all this he answered, that it could never be so settled

in England, without endangering the whole nation by it
;

and as he said that, he 3 shook his head, and made some

grimaces, and so held his peace; and all the company
seemed to be of his mind : only

4
the cardinal said,

'

It is

not easy
5
to guess whether it would succeed well 6 or ill,

since no trial has been made of it
;
but if, when the sen-

tence of death were passed upon a thief, the prince would
7

reprieve him for a while,
7 and make the 7

experiment

upon him, denying him the 8

privilege of a sanctuary ;

then,
9
if it had a good effect upon him, it might take

place ; and, if it succeeded not, the 10 worst would be to

execute the sentence on the condemned person at last.

And I do not see,' said he,
'

why
u

it would be either

unjust or inconvenient, or at all dangerous, to admit of

such a delay ;
and I think the

12
vagabonds ought to be

treated in the same manner against whom, though we

have "made many laws, yet we have not been able to

gain our end by them all.'

1 " SoKtTv tfiol ov5fv a.avp.<f>s- the man becoming better, to es-

pwrepov fi(\\iv (ata6at." tablish the law on these con-
2
$ ff(f>6Spa SiKaioavvT). ditions?

3 dvavf vca.
10

Say,
' what else would be

4
Ifptvs. necessary than?

5
eiKafa.

ll

Say,
' he would do nothing

6 tire KOI. ^tnjust, I think.'
7 ava@d\\Q} twl irfipa.

12 "
rots djvprais

8
a<riAo?,

'

safefrom violence? Sffi/."

9
Say,

* then it would be in

the power of the prince finding
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71.
' We cannot suppose, then,' said he,

'

that the

Athenians each and all of them spent their whole lives in

listening or arguing in the
l law courts, or in talking

philosophy in the Stoa, or in seeing the tragedies of

Sophocles acted, or in laughing at the comedies of

Aristophanes/
'

Certainly not/ he replied,
' we find that some among

this ingenious people found time to follow the pursuits

proper to a country gentleman. One of them, a retired

officer of literary tastes, and considerable experience as a

soldier and traveller, gives an interesting account of the

manner in which he spent his day/
' 2

1 rise early,' he

says,
' in time to find any one still at home, with whom I

may have any
3 business to transact in the city. This

gives me the opportunity for a morning
4
walk. If there

is nothing to keep me in town, I send my horse and
5
groom on to my

6 farm in the country, and proceed

thither myself on foot. I consider this better exercise

than a walk 7 on the pavement/

1

StKaffTrjpiov.
*

irepivaros.
2 " dviffraffBai i (vvrj^ tiOia- 5 6 irafs.

" 6

vpaTTca. npayiJiaTfvofMi.
7 " kv r<f
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72.
' On reaching the farm, I

l

inspect any planting,

ploughing, sowing or harvest work on which my people

may happen to be engaged, and 2
suggest any change or

15

improvement that may occur to me. I then generally

mount my horse and 4 take a ride across country : taking

a straight line, up hill or down, avoiding neither ditch nor

brook, only
5

taking care not to risk laming my horse.

When my ride is over, I give the horse in charge to my
groom, who, after allowing him a 6

rest and a e
roll, leads

him home,
7
taking with him such farm produce as may

be wanted for the house. I myself return on foot,
8 sometimes walking, sometimes running. Arrived at

home I take a rest, and a bath, and then partake of a

moderate meal.'

1

firtaK(iTTO}j.ai.
5

(irt(jif\ojMi /XT) dirox^^vffai.
2

fjifTappvOfu^oj.
6 ta\iv8<u.

3 " lav tx " Tl P&TIOV rov 7
Say,

'

carrying from the

Trap6vTos." farm (x&pos) if there is anything
4

Irrird^ofJLai, or, ITOIOVJMII in- we need to the city.'

Ttaaiav.
6 " rd fitv ftddrjv."
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73. If we enquire
x what are the common marks and

symptoms by which 2 witches are discovered to be such,

we shall see 3 how reasonably and mercifully those poor
creatures were 3 burned 3 and hanged who unhappily fell

under that name.

In the first place, the old woman must be 4
prodigiously

ugly ;
her eyes hollow and 5

red, her face shrivelled
;
she

6

goes double, and her voice trembles. 7
It frequently

happens that this rueful figure
8

frightens a child into the

palpitation of the heart : home he runs, and tells his

mamma that 9

Goody Such-a-one looked at
10
him, and he

is very ill. The good woman cries out her dear baby is

bewitched, and sends for the J1
parson and the constable.

The old woman has always for her 12
companion an old

grey cat, which is a disguised devil too, and 13 confederate

with Goody in works of darkness. Now and then Goody
and her cat change shapes. The neighbours often over-

hear them in deep and solemn discourse together, plotting

some dreadful mischief, "you may be sure.

1 "
riffi fjiaXtcrra orjfjLetots XP&'

?

Say,
'

oftentimes children

fitvos airo<paivfi TIS" meeting with suck.'

2
(pap/JMKis.

8

<f>6(3cu OvrjaKca.
3
Say,

*

for so we shall see how 9 o
T)
TO SeiVa.

reasonably and mildly acting the 10 voaeiv <paaK<a us dvTif}\(-

ancients btimtj etc. \fsaffuv 877.

4 "
6avp.aa'uas us alaxpa"

n
^TjaytcySo?.

5
vfpaifjLos.

12
avvrpo(f>os.

6
Say,

' and she would be also
}

13
avvepyos rrjs

I suppose, bent with age?
"

5rj\6voTi.
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74. l

Now, Sir, I dare say you will agree with me, that

as there is no moral in these jests, they ought to be dis-

couraged, and looked upon rather as pieces of unluckiness

than wit. However, as it is natural for one man to
2
refine upon the thought of another, and impossible for

any single person, how great soever his parts may be, to

invent an art, and bring it to its utmost perfection ;

3
1

shall here give you an account of an honest gentleman of

my acquaintance, who, upon hearing the 4 character of

the wit above mentioned, has himself assumed it, and
6 endeavoured to convert it to the benefit of mankind.

He invited half a dozen of his friends one day to dinner,

who were each of them famous for inserting several
6 redundant phrases in their discourse, as '

D'ye hear me ?

D'ye see? That is, And so, sir.' Each of the guests

making frequent
7 use of his particular elegance,

8

ap-

peared so ridiculous to his neighbour, that he could not

but reflect upon himself as appearing equally ridiculous to

the rest of the company.
9

By this means, before they had

sat long together, every one, talking with the greatest cir-

cumspection, and 9

carefully avoiding his favourite exple-

tive,
9 the conversation was cleared of its redundancies, and

had a greater quantity of sense, though less of sound

in it.

1

Say,
'

Perhaps you too would versing each to use some one

agree that those who make these same word, fifjpa, more than

jests, not with a moral purpose, necessary, itepirrbv rov apicovv-

^ vovGfrrjfffQK IEVCKO, ought to ros.'

be disapproved of as doing things
7

KOfiircvca rbv iStov rp6irov.

unlucky rather than witty!
8
Say,

' became awareJirst that
2

eis TO KO.\\IOV (Knovu. the others were ridiculous, and
3

"<f>fpf pvr](j.Tjv aoi noi-fjffa)- then that he himselffurnished
f*ai." laughter?

4 " ola CKHVOS Traifft."
9
Say, ovroi 817,

'

they conversed
5

j8ouAo/ii/os. without, TT(ptTTo\oyia, and also
6
Say,

' accustomed in con- more clearly?
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75. The king although he be *as learned a person as

any in his dominions ; yet when he 2 observed my shape

exactly, and saw me walk erect, before I began to speak,
3 conceived I might be a piece of clock-work (

4 which is in

that country arrived to a very great perfection) contrived

by some ingenious artist. But when he heard my voice,

and found what I delivered to be 6
regular and rational, he

n could not conceal his astonishment. 7 He was by no

means satisfied with the relation I gave him of the manner

I came into his kingdom, but thought it a story concerted

between Glumdalclitch and her father, who had taught me,
8 a set of words, to make me sell at a better price.

9
Upon

this imagination he 9
put several other questions to me,

and still received rational answers, no otherwise defective

10 than by a foreign accent, and an " imperfect knowledge in

the language, with some rustic phrases, which I had learned

at the farmer's house, and 12 did not suit the polite style of a

court.

1

Say,
' Less learned than no 8 " ir\aa6ivra 8fi TCLVTO. (IvcTv

one of those there? and <TTO/XTOJ."
2
aKpipeo~T(pov Ofaifiai.

9
Say,

'

Assuming this to be

3 " 0;TO I/if fJirjXO-V^V ftVctt." the CUS6 " US OVTOJS fXOVTQJV,
4 "

els ruv irap' ticcivois fj.a\' a\\a arra enr]pwTr)av."
'

ovroiv TTJS TotavTrjs tp-
l "

ir\^v on i@apfiapi6v n
rfj

6
<pavfpos (ifjit.

ia "
aypoiitdTfpos fj oTa

7

Say,
' I related then, but he

did not believe?
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RHETORICAL.

76. I met Menexenus this morning. Whence come

you, Menxenus ? I said. From the funeral, he answered,

where I have just been listening to a celebrated preacher.

And what said the preacher ? I asked. Be good enough to

go through at least the heads of the discourse. I have

not a very good memory, he said, but I will try to comply
with your request.

'

I am here to-day, men of Athens/

said .the orator.
'

Why am I here to-day ? I am come

to praise the dead here. Why are these dead deserving of

praise ? Because they died fighting for their country. I

honour that legislator who established the custom of pro-

nouncing an eulogy over those who have been slain in

battle fighting for their country. Theirs is a most

honourable death. And they deserve a most honourable

funeral.' Excuse me for interrupting you, Menexenus,

but I remember to have heard these and similar things

before. Does the orator always repeat the same things,

about the same subjects, to the same men, whenever it

is necessary to pronounce an oration over the slain ?

The same things, but not to the same men, he repl
:

ed.

Funeral TCLC^T), plural.

Speaker prjrcap

( Sitf'itvai TO. Kb6,\aia
Go through heads .

.j J ^
Not a good memory . (m\rja^o}v

( 8(<i}, verb.
Recluest

j MIW, stibstant.

Praise tiraivos, substant.

Excuse avyyiyvuffieo}

Interrupt viroKpovw

Remember .... fitfivrjfMi

Pronounce an oration . \6yovs ijriTCHpiovs iroitiaOai
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77. Proceed then, Menexenus, what more did the

orator say ?

' A public funeral, men of Athens, and oration, form a

fitting reward to those who have given up their lives in

defence of their country. Such an honour, even if it does

not gratify the spirits of the dead, yet pleases the living.

It consoles those who have lost their relations ;
it en-

courages sons to follow the example of their parents ;
and

stirs up emulation in the breasts of other citizens. These

men have proved themselves worthy of their fathers. For

once the Persian came to invade and enslave Greece. Our

ancestors resolved to die rather than submit to slavery.

When the Persian came with a great host to conquer

Greece our ancestors sacrificed their fields, their city, their

homes to the invader, deeming nothing of value in com-

parison of their freedom, and betook themselves to their

ships. Then at Salamis they encountered the Persian, and

routed his forces, and destroyed his fleet, and, though

few against many, were victorious and secured freedom to

themselves and the rest of the Greeks.'

Public funeral . . . Srjfioaia Tcuf>rj

Reward 7*Pas> fjua$6s, Supov

Spirit ty
vxh

Console trapa^vQov^ai

Encourage .... Oapavvoa

Emulation .... C^os

Proved themselves . . yiyvo^at, <palvofMi

Sacrifice atytijm

Nothing ovSev d\\o

Encounter .... irpofffjiyvvfii
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78. This man, O citizens of Athens, has dared to-

corrupt the laws. But consider this : as l

money is the
2

currency between
3
individuals, so laws are the currency of

the realm. If a man 4 debases the current coin, the 5
punish-

ment is death. Solon said,
6 that it was a law in all states,

that if anyone should debase the coinage the penalty was

death. Does this law 7
appear to you to 8 be just and

8

good ? It does. Solon having
9 asked the jurors whether

this law appeared to them just and good, when the jurors
10 said 10

yes, said that he ai considered money to be a cur-

rency
12 invented for the convenience of individuals in their

13 trade
13
dealings, but the laws he considered to be the

currency of the state. If a man debases the latter you

ought to u
punish him 15 more 15

severely than the man
who debases the former. It is certainly the duty of the

judges to punish with much greater severity the man who

corrupts that which is the 16 standard of the 17
community,

and 18 introduces a 19
counterfeit, than the man who debases

the money which is the currency among individuals.

1

dpyvpiov.
n

fj-^ovfjLo.i.

2
vofjuffjM.

)3
evpiaKQ) with dative.

3
ISiujTijs.

l3

6 on. 16
v6fj.tffna.

7

tpaivonai.
n

ir6\is.

8
/ca\S>s (XOJV-

I8

fiff^po).
9

fufpcaiSi.
19

irapdffijfios.
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79. Conon killed a man l
at a

1

banquet,
2 on 2 account

of a single blow. You all
3 know Conon, Charidemus's

brother. Everybody
4 knows 4 how 4 that Conon at a

6

party, at the dinner table, killed Teutiaplus, a Boeotian,

and all on account of a single blow. For a blow, sirs,
6
is

an 6
insult. And an insult, he thought, could only be

7

wiped out by blood. It was not the pain of the
8 blow

which 9 made Conon 9
angry, but the insult. Nor is it

10 the

mere 10
fact of being

10 struck that is so n
shocking to the

11

feelings of a 12
gentleman. Although that is shocking

enough, heaven knows, but it is the 13 intentional 13
insult

that stings. Teutiaplus meant to insult Conon. The in-

sult can be conveyed in many ways. The striker can

drive home the insult in many ways. The victim feels the

intended insult even when he cannot H describe it. The

striker can convey his meaning by a 15
gesture,

16 a look,

an inflection of the voice.

1 \v Se'nrvy.
9 "

opyr)v irapearrjaf."
a

Sid.
10 TO TfareaOai.

3
fifvoafficca.

n
Sfivos.

* "iravTs iffaaiv cm." 12
e\(vO(pos.

5
KOivr) avvoSos.

13 " T&
(<f> vfipd"

6
arifjiiav exe*.

**
dirayyeAAeti' ertpw.

7
rivca.

15

J6
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80. The sailors were l

overjoyed at the arrival of

the Admiral
;

who presently mustered all hands and

addressed them as follows :

'My men,
2
1 am come, you

see, but I have brought no money with me. However, if

you will give me
3
your hearty support, then, God willing,

I will endeavour to
4
find you plentiful supplies. You

know well enough that 5 as long as you serve under me,

my wish is that every man of you should 6 fare the same

as myself; and as for provisions, you may be surprised to

hear me say it, but I would rather that your needs should

be well supplied than my own. 7 God knows,
8
1 would

rather go without food for two days, than that you should

lack for one. My door has always been open heretofore

9 to anyone that had anything to ask of me,
10 no one will

deny that, and so it shall always be.'

5 orav
a "

670; \pripaTa. plv ovx xa"' 6 " ov5(v fjrrov

fyfCU."
7

3
ffvfnrpoOv^ovnat.

6

* "
ret. fmrrjSeia vp.iv us ir\eiffra 9 "

ra> Seoficvy TI ffiov.

nopifav."
10

Srjnov.
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81.
l And so, whenever you are plentifully supplied, then

you will see me 2

enjoying a more liberal 2
diet. But if

you see me patiently
3

putting up with heat and * cold and

want of sleep, I expect you too 5
will do the same. I

don't impose any of these hard tasks upon you, in order
6 to give you pain, but in order that you may get some

benefit in the end from your endurance. This is the way
in which 7 our country,

8 so rich and great, acquired the

blessings and honours which it enjoys, not by sloth and

idleness, but by being willing to bear toil and danger,
9
at

the call of duty. And you yourselves, as I well know, on

former occasions have proved yourselves good men and

true. What you must do now, is to
10 show yourselves

braver than ever,
n so that come weal come woe you and

I may take our shares alike with equal cheerfulness.

Henceforth there need be no more 12

cringing for arrears of

pay to prince or potentate ;
we will be our own purveyors

and pursers. In war it is
l3
the enemy's abundance that

must be our subsistence. We will make both profit and

glory at their expense.

, with indicative. acquired rdyadd teal TO. aAd.'

2
SiaiTwf^ai.

9 " oiroTf Scot."
3 J0 "

avxop.a.1.
" ert apvovas

*
if/i/Xos, plural.

u
Say,

'
i'va in order that we

5 " iiavra ravra Kaprepeiv.'" may gladly both labour together
6 " iva aviaadf" and enjoy happiness together?
7

17 TToAtS.
12 KO\dKfVQ}.

8

Say,
'
o^(r city which seems to

13 "
77 OTTO TWV iroXfpiojv d-

l>e fvSaifjLcav, knoiv ye well that it <[>0ovia."
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82. It seems to me indeed that
J Providence intended

this nation to be mistress of the seas. For in the first

place our geographical position is most favourable
;
we

have a sea-board abounding with good harbours 3 which

is an indispensable condition for naval power. Moreover

we possess innumerable ships; in fact *it is a tradition

with us to be rulers of the sea. All those trades and

industries that are connected with a seafaring life
6 are

indigenous among us
;
and we have more experience in

navigation than any other people. For most of us make

our 6 livelihood out of the sea; so that while 'following

our 8
ordinary pursuits, we are 9

serving an apprenticeship to

the art of naval warfare. Yes, and besides that,
10 there is

no power that could muster so numerous a fleet of war-

ships as we could at a pinch. And this is
n an important

factor in naval supremacy. For the dependent states are

always
12most inclined to rally round that flag which is the

first to assert its preeminence.

1
Say,

' Not by human more

than by divine nature and

chance, doKefravra SicapiaOai.'
9

tptreipos yijvofj,ai.
2 " TOTTOV txopfv."

10

Say, 'from nowhere else

3 "
>v avfv oi>x olov re -^friaOai would more war-ships sail out

vivTiKTJ Swajjifi" assembled together thanfrom us.'

4 "
TT&rpiov Itrri."

u " OVK f\axioTov irptis tfyf-
5
Say, 'you have them all, ol- fjtovlav"

la "
tfSiGTO, <rv\\(jovTai

6 o #os.
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83. Of the manner in which I discharged my parlia-

mentary duty, *and of the principles by which it was

regulated, it is not for me to speak.
2
I may be said to

have lived in public ;

8

my conduct has been open to you

all, and I have the satisfaction of knowing that in general

it has been honoured with your approbation. I was no

party man 4
measures, not men, were the object of my

concern. 5
I formed early a friendly connexion with that

great minister who so long presided over the counsels

of this country, and our friendship was dissolved only by
his death. In common with most of you I, in general,

approved "his measures, and 7 had the satisfaction of

finding the dictates of public duty coincide with the im-

pulse of private friendship. But I never addicted myself

to him so closely as not to consider every question and

every measure with impartiality and freedom. Great as

was the respect and attachment I entertained for him, I

yet sometimes opposed his measures,
8
at no small cost of

private feeling; while he on his part was liberal enough
to

9

give me credit for my motives, and to continue to

receive me with unabated confidence and regard.

1 "
'E-ydi Se noTos T' %v $ou- offtrep, etc., <pi\os iyevofjirjv"

Xtvcav KOI irpbs ri (J-aXiara. aKoirwv
6 "

$>v enoXirfvOrj."

rets tyr)(povs (pepov."
7
Say,

' / rejoiced seeing it pos-
'

2
TTUS, enclitic, @f{3icaKa. sible for me, onovoeiv TW avrw

3
Say,

' and what Idid no one both in public and in private?

ofyou was ignorant?
8 " I5ia 76 crtpodpa axOopevos

* " OVK tffirov8aov virlp ru>v us <pi\cav TC rbv dvSpa /fat."

ras apxas farovvTcov d\\cL irepl
9 "

napeX&psi eynot TO SOKOVV

TT}S TToXecos oircas fitvofirjOfir]."
5 "

kvl P.&TOI TUV SWO.TWV,

G 2
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84.
J You are well acquainted with 2 the ancient enmity

of the Thebans against you,
3 which is not occasioned by

any injuries you have done them, or by fear on their part,
4 but by our weakness and their own ambition

; for the

one gives them hope of being able to oppress us, and the

other incites them to attempt it.
5
It is then vain to

imagine that 6

any merit of yours can extinguish that

desire in them, or that any offence you can commit, can

provoke them to greater animosity. They endeavour to

deprive you of your liberty ; you must resolve to defend

it
;
and whatever they may undertake against us for that

purpose, although
7 we may lament, we need not wonder.

We may
8 well grieve, therefore, that they attack us, take

possession of our towns, burn our houses, and waste pur

country. But who is so simple as to be surprised at it ?

for were it in our power, we should do just the same to

them, or even worse. They declare war against us now,

they
9

say, for having received the exiles;
9 but if we had

not received them they would have done the same and
10
assigned some other ground for it; and if the evil had

been delayed,
n

it would most probably have been greater.

1 " 3 iffrf" ceasefrom their ambition, or,
1

2 " on fuaovai ira\ai i^tay."
7 Lament "\vireTcrOai davfid-

3 <c

[uaovffi 8 OVT irpoiraOovTfs eiv 8e ^17."

OUT6." 8
Well, tlKUTOK.

*
Say,

' but they hope they will 9
'Xoyy fji(v,as having received

be able to overpower us, as being the exiles, tp"fq> 8^, they would

weak, and they make the attempt have done the same.''

as being greedy?
10

itpotyaai^opai.
5 " ov 8<f ireiOcffOai wj." ll " SoKovfft ir\i<u av
6 '

Being benefited they would <rcu."
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85. J
If the question were whether we should now take

up arms, bum the houses of the citizens, and 2

plunder

churches, I am one of those who would think it worthy of

3 further consideration, and might possibly prefer
4

poverty

and safety to the dangerous pursuit of an uncertain good.

But as we have already armed and many offences have

been committed, it appears to me that we have to consider

how to
5 secure ourselves from the consequences of what

is already done. You see the whole city full of indig-

nation against us, and 6

you may be sure they are at work

with all sorts of schemes for our subjugation. We ought

therefore to keep two things in view, and have two points

to consider; the one is,
7
to escape with impunity for

what has been done in that affair, and the other, to live in

greater comfort and security for the time to come. We
must therefore, I think,

7 in order to be pardoned for our

old faults, commit new ones;
8

redoubling the mischief,

and multiplying fires and robberies
;
and in doing this,

endeavour to have as many
9
companions as we can: for

when many are in fault, few are punished ;

10 small crimes

are chastised, but great and serious ones rewarded.

1 '
ei &ov\ev6fji6da TroTf/JOJ/."

7 " OTTOS fj.ij86V d.T)8es ireiao-

rai (K T>V iepuv." /ze#a."
8 " ras Ka,K(i>ff(is 8nr\as iroiti-

' irfveaOai juer" aatyaXfias." a9at."

' onus 5'iKas pr) 8a;<To//i'."
9 "

fj(jiiv

lfft TTcara \iv\-
10 "

T\V jjuicpov ri

OTTO>S." uo\6.(Tat.
"
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86. But, my Lords, when we hear of 1
evils such as

these, it is scarce possible to conceive that they should all

2
arise entirely from the acts of one man. No, not of one, but

ofmany corrupt and abandoned traitors, ofwhom he stands

supreme, he whom,
8
if no regards controlled me, I should

not hesitate to call
4 the accursed destroyer of persons,

places, provinces all that were involved in the general

devastation. For 5 the sower of the seed must surely be

considered as the real author of the whole harvest of mis-

chief. He it was who by an usurped power expelled the

"native Rajah of Benares,
7 under whom the fields were

cultivated, the villages full of inhabitants, the country a

garden, the peasants happy. He it was who, after the

expulsion of that Prince, introduced a system of govern-

ment of government shall I call it ?- rather of the most

cruel and vexatious 8

oppression,
9

by which complete ruin

was brought upon the country, and famine and misery
stalked hand in hand through uncultivated fields and
10 deserted villages.

1 "
Kaitd. rotavra Kal

> pfyeOfi."
~ "us 6?y aira.vT(t)v

no
3

7 "o5 I8(iv TOVJ

( ITf V.

8
Tvpavvis.

9 "
v(p' ijy airavr'

10 araoraTos.
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87. But now he repents and will be faithful ! He says

so, but he says the contrary also :

l '
I protest against the

validity of the treaty of Fontainebleau ; it was not done

with the consent of the people. I protest against every-

thing done in my absence: see 2

my speech to the army
and 3

people; see the speech of my council to me.' The

treaty of Paris was made in his absence : by that treaty

were returned the French colonies and prisoners : thus

he takes life and empire from the treaty of Fontainebleau,
4 with an original design to set it aside, and he 5 takes

prisoners and colonies from the treaty of Paris, which he

afterwards sets aside also
;
and he 6 musters an army, by

a singular fatality,
7
mostly composed of troops who owe

their 'enlargement, and 5 a chief who owes his life,
7 to the

powers he fights,
8

by the resources of France who owes

to those powers her salvation.
9 He gives a reason for

this :

'

Nothing is good which was done without the

consent of the people,' (having been 10
deposed by the

people, and 10 elected by the army in their defiance.) With

such sentiments, which go not so much against this or

that particular treaty,
n
as against the principles of affiance,

the question is, whether, with a view to the security of

Europe, you will take the word of Napoleon, or the army
of your allies.

1 " ov
<f)rjfju Kvpias flvai ray rjaav VITO ruv vfifrtpcav av^a-^fav

<r7rov8dj." (>' ois vvv firiffTpaTeverai."
2 " oaa (8r)fjirifopTjaa."

8 "
ttai ravra opfjuvftevos CK

3 "
irpos "rbv a\\ov ox^ov." TWV atyopftwv."

4 " ov5' dpx^v (v vy ex<uv
9
Say,

' what pretext sheltering

e/jifjLvet.v rafy awOrjious." himself behind does he do these
5 "auras re SifaaiOrj . . . teal things?*

TOVS alxt*a^<*rrovs avekafitv."
10

fK0e0\r](Jicvos,
6
ov\\-y<u.

n " oia Kal avrty TTJV
7 " &v ot irXfiaroi \t\vp.ivoi dvatpfiv ir(<pvief"
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88. But it is not Uhe slander of an evil tongue that

can defame me. I maintain my reputation in public and

in private life. No man who has not a bad character can

ever say that I
2

deceived, no country can call me a 2
cheat.

:'But I will suppose such a public character. I will sup-

pose such a man to have existence. I will begin with his

character in his political cradle, and I will follow him 4 to

the last stage of political dissolution. I will suppose him

in the first stage of his life to have been 5
intemperate ;

in

the second to have been 6
corrupt; and in the last

5
se-

ditious : that after an envenomed attack on the 7

persons
and 7 measures of a 6 succession of 6

viceroys, and 8
after

much declamation against their illegalities and their pro-

fusion, he took office and became a supporter of govern-

ment, when the profusion of ministers had greatly in-

creased, and their crimes multiplied beyond example,
when an embargo was laid on your export trade, and

war declared against the liberties of America. At such

a critical moment, I will suppose this gentleman to be
y

corrupted by a great sinecure office to muzzle his decla-

mation, to swallow his invectives, to give his assent and

vote to the ministers, and to become a supporter of govern-

ment, its measures, its embargo, and its American war.
1 "

7) (3\a<T<J>T)nia TOVTOV." 0.80-
8

Say,
' and then having cried

iav KaraffKfvd^fiv. them down as acting illegally
us etyfvdtciffa fj tioXiv ^ and wasting the public money,
jv." what does he do? Himself,
"

viro\d@ajfj,(v fj.(VToi." earth and gods I being chosen
"
A<XP* S v T*7S woXiTC/os councillor, did everything tis

XXaytls rjfpaviaOr)." virodoxr'^ of those in office?

Opaavarofj-oy, 8ajpo8uKos, era- 9
Say,

' he received as pay an
iKos. upxti ty means of which it was in

6 " TOUS dt tv Te'Aet." his power
"
\6yq> fitv \tiTovpytiv

7 " avrovs re irpoirrjXaKtfav Kal tpyy <5e KaOfjoOat i<p' <Ve nav-
ra iroiov/Jitva /Saff/fatVcui/." atrai
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89. With regard to the
l
liberties of America, which were

inseparable from ours,
2
I will suppose this gentleman to

have been an enemy decided and unreserved; that he

''voted to send four thousand Irish troops to cut the throats

of the Americans; that he called these butchers armed

negotiators, and stood 4 with a metaphor in his mouth,
and a bribe in his pocket, a champion against the rights

of America, the only hope of Ireland, and the refuge of

the liberties of mankind. 6 Thus defective in every rela-

tionship, whether to constitution, commerce, or toleration,

I will suppose this man to have added much private im-

probity to public crimes; that his probity was like his

patriotism, and his honour on a level with his oath. He
loves to deliver panegyrics on himself. I will interrupt
him and say,

'

Sir, you are much mistaken if you think

'''that your talents are as great as your life has been repre-
hensible : you began your parliamentary career with an

acrimony and personality
7 which could have been justified

only by a supposition of virtue
;

after a rank and clam-

orous opposition, you became on a sudden, silent; you
were silent for seven years, you were silent on the greatest

questions, and you were silent for money/
1 "

avTovupovs d(f>ifvai TOVS 77- private life ? This man, men
/3aiovs Siv KCLTadovXajOevTcav OVK of Athens, to his piMic crimes

tr)v av V/AIV tkivOtpois ffccw." adds TTO\\^V rty loiav p.o\6r]piav.
*

Insert,
' What kind of man who respecting neither you nor

are -we to think that he has been ? thegods, whether he be wop/tos or
I will showyou" dvufAoros, proves alike aniffros.

! "
Zypaif/f TfrpaKiffxiXiovs on- Come now, Aescliines, thou

\iras avroOfv fKirefj-fiai us TOVS that lovest to titter many enco-

Qrjflaiovs atydgovras." miums on thyself, I will inter-
4 "

rfj fttv ~Y\<aaffr) vnoitopi^o- rupt thee affj.vvvofj.ei'ov and dAa-

fifvos TT) 8e 8eta Suipa Segapfvos" ^ovtvofjifvov, and will say
5
Say, 'AAA.' ovnca TOVTO Sfivov.

6 " roaoinca detvoTTjri 8ta<f>fp(iv
d\\d having shown himself an TWV a\\ojv dvOpwircav oa<u Kcucovp-

enemy to the city, and injttriotis fiq vwep(id\\is"
to the merchants, and oppressive

1 "
00-77 ovSevl efco-rt

to all, what is he as regards his /XT)
ITT' dpfTrj dicaOfVTt."
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90. *I am astonished to learn that the convention of

the fourth of June has been described as an insane con-

vention. It is a strong epithet. I do not myself pretend
to be as competent a judge of insanity as my right hon.

opponent. I will not say to the right hon. gentleman,
2<
Naviget Anticyram/ but I would put this issue to a

British jury.
8 ' Which do you believe most likely to

enter into an insane convention, a body of English gen-

tlemen, honoured by the favour of their sovereign, and
4
the confidence of their fellow-subjects, managing your

affairs for five years, I hope with prudence, and not

altogether without success, or 5 a sophistical rhetorician,

intoxicated with the exuberance of his own verbosity,

and gifted with an egotistical imagination, that can at all

times command an interminable and inconsistent series

of arguments to malign an opponent, and to glorify him-

self?' My Lords and Gentlemen, I leave the decision

upon that convention to the parliament and people of

England.
7
I believe that in that policy are deeply laid the

seeds of future welfare, not merely to England, but also to

Europe and to Asia,
8and confident that the policy we have

recommended is one that will be supported by the country,
I and those that act with me can endure these attacks.

1

Say,
' Kcu ^r\v of all the r>

p^roap, 8(iv6s, 70779,

accusations which yonder man l ftaffKavias ffvyKfiptvos,

made, I am most astonished at ffdptvos \6yovs.

this, that, abusing and reviling
6 " itoXvs pt<av <pi\fi

those who effected the late con- KaravKtSaoai."

vention, he a7reaA.e<T called them 7
Say, 'But why do Isay this ?

'

mad? 8 'Because Iknow wellthat the
2

Say,
'

Why dost thou not policy we have chosen, these men
dose thyself with hellebore? believing in me, will approve of,

3 " TOVS troiovs paviKovs oieaOf but thou how ivilt thou not

d(ti> Tjyeiadai ;

"
seem to be ffKaios and avaio6r)TO<i

* "
ots vndpxa roaavrrf <pi\av- in slandering me?'

6pcawia KO.I tvvoia irap' v/Mav KOI

uapa rwv a\\cav iro\irwv."



PART \\.-UNPREPARED.

NARRATIVE.

91. VERNON was esteemed a pretty good officer
;
but his

boisterous manner in the House was his chief recommen-

dation. In a debate on the Spanish depredations, which

still continued unrepressed, he chanced to affirm
'

that

Porto Bello might be easily taken, if the officers did their

duty/ and led on by the ardour of debate, he even pledged

himself to capture the place, with only six ships of war, if

they would put him in command. The Opposition re-

echoed his proposal. Vernon was called by anticipation

a Drake, and a Raleigh, and his popularity had no bounds.

The minister, Sir R. Walpole, glad to appease the popular

clamour, and to get rid for a time of Vernon's fussy

opposition in the Commons
;
and perhaps hoping that by

the failure of his boast, he would disgrace himself and his

party, or else clear the seas of the Spaniards, closed with

the offer so lightly made, and actually sent him out with

a fleet to the West Indies. Vernon sailed, and was as

good as his word. He speedily took Porto Bello and

demolished all the fortifications.
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92. Four hundred men under the command of Huntly,

Hamilton, and Scott of Buccleugh, set out from Edinburgh,

and, the better to conceal their design, marched towards

the south. But they soon wheeled to the right, and,

horses having been provided for the infantry, rode straight

to Stirling. By four in the morning they arrived there
;

not one sentry was posted on the walls, not a single man
was awake about the place. They met with no resistance

from any person whom they attempted to seize, except

Morton. He defending his house with obstinate valour,

they were obliged to set it on fire, and he did not sur-

render till forced out of it by the flames. In performing
this some time was consumed

;
and the private men, un-

accustomed to regular discipline, left their colours, and

began to rifle the houses and shops of the citizens.

93. The noise and uproar in the town reached the

castle. The earl of Mar sallied out with thirty soldiers
;

fired briskly upon the enemy, of whom almost none but the

officers kept together in a body. The townsmen took

arms to assist their governor ;
a sudden panic struck the

assailants; some fled, some surrendered themselves to

their own prisoners; and had not the borderers, who

followed Scott, prevented a pursuit, by carrying off all the

horses within the place, not a man would have escaped.

If the regent had not unfortunately been killed, the loss

on the king's side would have been as inconsiderable as

the alarm was great.
' Think on the Archbishop of

St. Andrew's,' was the word among the queen's soldiers,

and Lennox fell a sacrifice to his memory. The officer to

whom he surrendered endeavouring to protect him, lost his
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own life in his defence. The regent was slain, according
to the general opinion, by command of Hamilton.

94. Antisthenes governor of Egypt had condemned

two malefactors to death by the bite of serpents. As they

were led to execution, a person taking compassion of

them, gave them a citron to eat. The consequence of

this was, that though they were exposed to the bite of the

most venomous serpents, they received no injury. The

governor being surprised at this extraordinary event, in-

quired of the soldier who guarded them, what they had

eaten or drunk that day, and being informed that they had

only eaten a citron, he ordered that the next day one of

them should eat citron, and the other not. He who

had not tasted the citron, died presently after he was

bitten
;
the other remained unhurt.

95. On the morrow he got up to go forward; but

they desired him to stay till the next day also
;
and then,

said they, 'we will, if the day be clear, show you the

Delectable Mountains/ which, they said, would yet further

add to his comfort, because they were nearer the desired

haven than the place where he at present was
;

so he

consented and stayed. When the morning was up, they

had him to the top of the house, and bid him look south
;

so he did
;
and behold, at a great distance, he saw a most

pleasant mountainous country, beautified with woods, vine-

yards, fruits of all sorts, flowers also, with springs and

fountains, very delectable to behold. Then he asked the

name of the country. They said it was Immanuel's Land
;

and '
it is as common/ said they,

'

as this hill is, to and for
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all the travellers. And when thou comest there, from thence/

said they,
' thou mayest see to the gate of the Celestial

City, as the shepherds that live there will make appear.'

96. Wherefore, at last, lighting under a little shelter,

they sat down there till the day brake
; but, being weary,

they fell asleep. Now there was, not far from the place

where they lay, a castle, the owner whereof was a Giant,

and it was in his grounds they now were sleeping ;
where-

fore, he getting up in the morning early, and walking

up and down in his fields, caught them asleep in his

grounds. Then, with a grim and a surly voice, he bid

them awake, and asked them whence they were, and

what they did in his grounds? They told him they

were Pilgrims, and that they had lost their way. Then
said the Giant,

' You must go along with me.' So they

were forced to go, because he was stronger than they.

They also had but little to say, for they knew themselves

in a fault. The Giant therefore drove them before him,

and put them into his Castle.

97. It happened one night that the Spanish governor,

as I call him, he whose life I had saved, who was now
leader of the rest, found himself restless in the night, and

could by no means sleep : his mind ran upon men fighting

and killing one another; and growing more and more

uneasy, he resolved to rise. Being got up, he looked

out : it was a clear starlight night, and hearing no noise,

he returned and laid him down again : but he could not

compose himself to rest : his thoughts were to the last

degree uneasy, and yet he knew not for what. Having
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made some noise with rising and walking about, another

of them waked, and asked, who it was that was up. The

governor told him how it had been with him. '

Say you

so ?
'

says the other Spaniard,
' such things are not to be

slighted ;
there is certainly some mischief working near

us.' And he asked him,
' Where are the Englishmen ?

'

'

They are all in their huts,' says he,
'

safe enough.'

98. Night being come, I lay down upon the grass in

a convenient place enough, but I could not sleep for long

at a time, my mind was so disturbed with the fear of

being alone in so desert a place. Thus I spent the best

part of the night in fretting, and reproached myself for

my imprudence for not staying at home rather than

undertaking this last vovage. These reflections carried

me so far, that I began to form a design against my own

life
;

but daylight dispersed those melancholy thoughts,

and I got up and walked among the trees, but not without

apprehension of danger. When I was a little advanced

into the island, I saw an old man who appeared very weak

and feeble. He sat upon the bank of a stream, and at

first I took him to be one who had been shipwrecked

like myself.

99. I went towards him and saluted him; but he only

bowed his head a little. I asked him what he did there,

but, instead of answering me, he made a sign for me to

take him upon my back, and carry him over the brook,

signifying that it was to gather fruit. I believed him

really to stand in need of my help, so I took him upon

my back, and, having carried him over, bid him get down,

and for that end stooped, that he might get off with ease.
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But instead of that (which I laugh at every time I think

of it),
the old man who to me appeared very decrepit,

clasped his legs nimbly about my neck, and then I per-

ceived his skin to resemble that of a cow. He sat astride

upon my shoulders, and held my throat so tight, that I

thought he would have strangled me, the fright of which

made me faint away and fall down.

100. As Crichton was sailing from Flanders towards

Scotland, the ship on board of which he was a passenger

happened to be chased by pirates, who, in that age,

infested the narrow seas. Crichton, in great confusion,

tore in pieces some papers in his custody, and threw

them away. But, by a very extraordinary accident, the

wind blew them back into the ship, and they were im-

mediately taken up by some of the passengers, who

carried them to Wade, the cjerk of the privy council.

He, with great industry and patience, joined them together,

and they were found to contain the account of a plot,

said to have been formed by the King of Spain, and the

Duke of Guise, for invading England.

101. It happened at this time that the wife of one of

my neighbours fell sick and died. I went to see and

comfort him in his affliction : and finding him overwhelmed

with sorrow, I said to him,
' God preserve you, and grant

you a long life.' 'And I, too,' said he, 'wish you a long

life
;

but for me, my days are at an end, for I must be

buried this day with my wife. This is a law which our

ancestors established in this land, and always observed

inviolably. The living husband is interred with the dead

wife, and the living wife with the dead husband. Nothing
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can save me : every one must submit to this law.' While

he was entertaining me with an account of this barbarous

custom, the very hearing of which frighted me cruelly,

his kindred, friends, and neighbours, came in a body to

assist at the funerals.

102. They put on the corpse the woman's richest

apparel, as if it had been her wedding-day, and dressed her

with all her jewels ;
then they put her into an open coffin,

and lifting it up, began their march to the place of burial.

The husband walked at the head of the company, and

followed the corpse. They went up to a high mountain,

and when they came thither, took up a great stone, which

covered the mouth of a deep pit, and let down the corpse

with all its apparel and jewels. Then the husband, em-

bracing his kindred and friends, suffered himself to be

put into another open coffin without resistance, with a

pot of water, and seven little loaves, and was let down
in the same manner as they let down his wife. The

ceremony being over, they covered the hole again with

the stone, and returned.

103. It is needless, gentlemen, for me to tell you that

I was the only melancholy spectator of this funeral;

whereas the rest were scarcely moved at it, the practice

was so customary to them. I could not forbear speaking

my thoughts of this matter to the king.
'

Sir/ I said,
'

I cannot but wonder at the strange custom in this

country, of burying the living with the dead. I have been

a great traveller, and seen many countries, but never

heard of so cruel a law/ ' What do you mean, Sindbad ?
'

said the king, 'it is a common law, I shall be interred

H
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with the queen, my wife, if she die first/
'

But, sir,' said

I, 'may I presume to ask your majesty if strangers be

obliged to observe this law ?
' ' Without doubt/ replied

the king (smiling at the occasion of my question),
'

they

are not exempted if they be married in this island/

104. I went home very melancholy at this answer : for

the fear of my wife's dying first, and that I should be

interred alive with her, occasioned me very mortifying

reflections. There was but one remedy: I must have

patience, and submit to the will of God. \ trembled,

however, at every little indisposition of my wife. But,

alas, in a little time my fears were fulfilled all at once, for

she fell sick and died in a few days. You may judge of

my sorrow. To be interred alive seemed to me as de-

plorable an end as to be devoured by cannibals. But I

must submit. The king and all his court would honour

the funeral with their presence, and the most considerable

people of the city would do the like.

105. But it pleased God once more to take compassion

on me, and put it in my mind to go to the bank of the

river which ran into the great cave : where, considering

the river with great attention, I said to myself,
' This river

which runs thus underground must come out somewhere

or other. If I make a float and leave myself to the cur-

rent, it will bring me to some inhabited country, or drown

me. If I be drowned, I lose nothing, but only change one

kind of death for another. And if I get out of this fatal

place, I shall not only avoid the sad fate of my comrades,

but perhaps find some new occasion of enriching myself.
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Who knows but fortune waits upon my getting off this

dangerous shelf, to compensate my shipwreck with

usury ?
'

106. I immediately went to work on a float. I made it

of large pieces of timber and cables, for I had choice of

them, and tied them together so strong that I had made a

very solid raft. When I had finished it I loaded it with

some bales of emeralds, chrysolite, amber, and rich stuffs.

Having balanced all my cargo exactly, and fastened them

well to the float, I went on board it with two little oars

that I had made, and leaving it to the current of the river,

I resigned myself to the will of God. As soon as I came

into the cave I lost all light, and the stream carried me I

knew not whither. Thus I floated some days in perfect

darkness, and once found the arch so low that it very nigh

broke my head, which made me very cautious afterwards

to avoid the like danger. All this while I ate nothing but

what was necessary to support nature : yet notwithstanding

this frugality all my provisions were spent.

107. Then a pleasing sleep seized upon me. I cannot

tell how long it continued, but when I awoke I was sur-

prised to find myself in the middle of a vast country, at the

brink of a river, where my float was tied amidst a great

number of negroes. I got up as soon as I saw them, and

saluted them. They spoke to me, but I did not under-

stand their language. I was so transported with joy, that

I knew not whether I was asleep or awake; but being

persuaded that I was not asleep, I recited the following

words in Arabic aloud :

'

Call upon the Almighty, he will

help thee : thou needest not perplex thyself about anything

H 2
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else ; shut thy eyes, and while thou art asleep, God will

change thy bad fortune into good/ One of the blacks

who understood Arabic, hearing me speak thus, came

towards me, and said,
'

Brother, be not surprised to see

us : we are inhabitants of this country, and came hither

to-day to water our fields, by digging little canals from

this river, which comes out of the neighbouring mountain/

108. 'We perceived something floating upon the water,

went speedily to see what it was, and perceiving your float,

one of us swam into the river, and brought it hither, as

you see, until you should awake. Pray tell us your

history, for it must be extraordinary. How did you ven-

ture yourself into this river, and whence did you come ?
'

I begged of them first to give me something to eat, and

then I would satisfy their curiosity. They gave me several

sorts of food
; and, when I had satisfied my hunger, I gave

them a true account of all that had befallen me, which

they listened to with admiration. As soon as I had

finished my discourse, they told me, by the person who

spoke Arabic, and interpreted to them what I said, that it

was one of the most surprising stories they had ever heard,

and that I must go along with them and tell it to their

king myself ;

'

the story is too strange to be told by any
other than the person to whom it happened/ I told them

I was ready to do whatever they pleased.

109. When all was ready, the general performed a

solemn sacrifice, to propitiate the gods for the success of

his enterprise. The omens were favourable. Hamilcar

had poured the libation on the victim, which was duly

offered on the altar, when on a sudden he desired all his
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officers, and the ministers of the sacrifice, to step aside a

little distance, and then called his son Hannibal. Han-

nibal, a boy of nine years old, went up to his father, and

Hamilcar asked him kindly, if he would like to go with

him to the war. The boy eagerly caught at the offer, and

with a child's earnestness implored his father to take him.

Then Hamilcar took him by the hand, and led him up to

the altar, and bade him, if he wished to follow his father,

lay his hand upon the sacrifice, and swear,
'
that he would

never be the friend of the Romans.' Hannibal swore, and

never to his latest hour forgot his vow.

110. The king, dragging his assailant Ruthven towards

a window that happened to be open, cried with an

affrighted voice,
' Treason ! Treason ! Help ! I am mur-

dered !

' The attendants heard, and knew the voice, and

saw at the window a hand which grasped the king's neck

with violence. They flew to his assistance. Lennox and

Mar with the greater number ran up the principal stair-

case, where they found all the doors shut, which they

battered with the utmost fury, endeavouring to burst them

open. But Sir John Ramsey, entering by a back-stair,

which led to the apartment where the king was, found the

door open : and rushing upon Ruthven, who was still

struggling with the king, struck him twice with his dagger,

and thrust him towards the staircase, where Sir Thomas
Erskine and Sir Hugh Herries met him, and killed him

;

he crying with his last breath,
'

Alas, I am not to blame

for this action/

111. Ariomardus caused his son to be kept in a dark
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chamber, in the town of Sardis, for ten days. Little did

he eat or drink, yet he had enough brought him every

day ;
but when he saw it he would go therefrom, and set

little thereby. And some said that all the meat that had

been brought him stood whole and entire the day of his

death
; wherefore it was great marvel that he lived so

long, for divers reasons. The satrap caused him to be

kept in the chamber alone, without any company, either

to counsel or comfort him. And all that season the child

lay in his clothes as he came in
;
and he argued in him-

self, and was full of melancholy, and cursed the day that

ever he was born, to come to such an end. The same

day that he died, they that served him of meat and drink,

when they came to him, said,
'

Ion, here is meat for

you.' He made no care thereof, and said,
' Set it down

there.'

112. He that served him regarded, and saw in the

prison all the meat stand whole as it had been brought
him before; and so departed and closed the chamber-

door, and went to the satrap, and said,
'

Sir, for God's

sake have mercy on your son, for he is near famished in

prison, where he lieth. I think he never did eat anything

since he came into prison, for I have seen there this day
all that ever I brought him before, lying together in a

corner.' Of those words the satrap was sore displeased ;

and without any word speaking, went out of his chamber,

and came to the prison where his son was, and in an evil

hour. He had the same time a little knife in his hand to pare

withal his nails. He opened the prison door and came to

his son, and had the little knife in his hand, and in great
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displeasure he thrust his hand to his son's throat
;
and the

point, by evil luck, a little entered into his throat into a

certain vein.

113. And Ariomardus said,
'

Ah, traitor ! why dost not

thou eat thy meat?' And therewith he departed without

any more doing or saying, and went into his own chamber.

The child was abashed, and afraid of the coming of his

father, and also was feeble of fasting, and by that wound

he fell down suddenly and died. The satrap was scarcely

in his chamber, but the keeper of the child came to him,

and said,
'

Sir, Ion, your son, is dead !

' ' Dead ?
'

quoth

the satrap.
'

Yea, truly, sir/ answered he. Ariomardus

would not believe it, but sent thither a slave that was by

him. And he went, and came again, and said,
'

Sir,

surely he is dead.' Then the satrap was sore displeased,

and made great complaint for his son, and said,
'

Ah, Ion !

what a poor adventure is this for thee, and for me. In an

evil hour thou wentest to Ephesus to see thy mother : I

shall never have the joy that I had before !

'

114. As soon as there appeared any light, Wilmot went

out to discover the bark, of which there was no appear-

ance. In a word, the sun arose, and nothing like a ship

in view. The truth of the disappointment was this : the

master meant honestly, and made all things ready for his

departure ;
and the night he was to go out with his vessel

he had stayed in his own house and slept two or three

hours
;
and the time of the tide being come that it was

necessary to be on board, he took out of a cupboard some

linen and other things, which he used to carry with

him to sea. His wife had observed that he had been for
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some days fuller of thoughts than he used to be, and that

he had been speaking with seamen who used to go with

him, and that some of them had carried provisions on

board the bark
;
of which she had asked her husband the

reason, who had told her '

that he was promised freight

speedily, and therefore he would make all things ready.'

115. She was sure that there was yet no lading in the

ship, and therefore when she saw her husband take all

these materials with him, which was a sure sign that he

meant to go to sea, and it being late in the night, she shut

the door, and swore he should not go out of his house.

He told her ' he must go, and was engaged to go to sea

that night, for which he should be well paid.' His wife

told him ' she was sure he was doing somewhat that would

undo him, and she was resolved he should not go out of

his house
;
and if he should persist in it, she would tell

the neighbours, and carry him before the mayor to be

examined, that the truth might be found out.' The poor
man thus mastered by the passion and violence of his

wife, was forced to yield to her that there might be no

further noise.

116. But as it grew dark, those of the light-armed men
who were left fled, some of them on the horses on which

their leaders, though they fought on foot, had ridden to

the battle. Duke William and the Normans followed

them, but the English, who knew the ground, were able

even now to do the Normans a great damage. On the

north side the hill is very steep and the ground at the

bottom is swampy. The English had the art to entice

the pursuers to follow them to this point, where, now in
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the dark, they had even worse luck than they had had on

the other side of the hill earlier in the day. Again the

Norman horses and horsemen came tumbling down the

steep place, where some were choked in the swamp, and

others were killed by the English, who turned and took no

small vengeance for their own defeat and the death of their

king. Thus the Normans suffered a very heavy loss even

after they had gained the day, besides all the men who

had been killed earlier in the battle.

117. Titus ordered the flames to be quenched ; but

whilst his soldiers were employed in checking them, the

Jews sallied from their inner stronghold ;
a last struggle

ensued. Titus swept the foe from the court with a charge
of cavalry, and, as they shut the gates behind them, a

Roman climbing on his comrades' shoulders, flung a

blazing brand through a latticed opening. The flames

shot up; the Jews shrank, shrieking and yelling, from

their parapets. Titus, roused from sleep to which he had

for a moment betaken himself, commanded or implored
his men to save their glorious conquest. But his voice was

drowned in the tumult
;

his gestures were disregarded ;
the

soldiers burst the gates, or scaled the walls, and rushed in

headlong, trampling in their frenzy upon one another, and

hewing themselves a way through the shattered masses of

the enemy.

118. They now determined to reduce the defenders by
blockade. Titus drew a line of circumvallation round the

city, at a distance of two furlongs from the walls
;
which

was completed by three days' continuous labour of the
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whole army. The distress of the people, cut off from all

external supply, increased rapidly. Multitudes rushed

frantically to the gates, and flung themselves into the

inclosed space without, imploring permission of the

Romans to depart into the country without arms or

baggage. But Titus sternly refused. To deter them

from the attempt, and teach them that they had no hope
but in surrendering the city, he ordered the captives to be

suspended on crosses round the walls, and continued for

several days to inflict this cruel punishment upon all that

fell into his hands.

119. After the desertion of a body which formed the

strength of his army, Lautrec durst no longer face the

confederates. He retired towards Milan, encamped on the

banks of the Adda, and placed his chief hopes of safety in

preventing the enemy from passing that river
;
an expedient

for defending a country so precarious, that there are few

instances of its being employed with success against any

general of experience or abilities. Accordingly Colonna,

notwithstanding Lautrec's vigilance and activity, passed the

Adda with little loss, and obliged him to shut himself up
within the walls of Milan, which the confederates were

preparing to besiege, when an unknown person, who
never afterwards appeared either to boast of this service,

or to claim a reward for it, came from the city, and

acquainted Morone, that if the army would advance that

night, the Ghibelline or Imperial faction would put them

in possession of one of the gates.

120. On Sunday, the twenty-sixth of June, at midday,
Herrada at the head of eighteen of the most determined
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conspirators, sallied out of Almagro's house in complete

armour
;

and drawing their swords, as they advanced

hastily towards the governor's palace, cried out,
'

Long
live the king, but let the tyrant die !

'

Their associates,

warned of their motions by a signal, were in arms at

different stations ready to support them. Though Pizarro

was usually surrounded by a numerous train of attendants,

yet now as he was just risen from table, and most of his

domestics had retired to their own apartments, the con-

spirators passed through the two outer courts of the

palace unobserved. They were at the bottom of the

stair-case before a page-in-waiting could give the alarm to

his master, who was conversing with a few friends in a

large hall.

121. The governor whose steady mind no form of

danger could appal, starting up, called for arms, and com-

manded Francisco de Chaves to make fast the door. But

that officer who did not retain so much presence of mind

as to obey this prudent order, running to the top of the

stair-case, wildly asked the conspirators what they meant,

and whither they were going ? Instead of answering, they

stabbed him to the heart, and burst into the hall. Some
of the persons who were there threw themselves from the

windows
;

others attempted to fly ; and a few drawing
their swords followed their leader into an inner apartment.

The conspirators, animated with having the object of

their vengeance now in view, rushed forward after them.

Pizarro, with no other arms than his sword and buckler,

defended 'the entry, and supported by his brother and his

little knot of friends, he maintained the unequal contest
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with intrepidity worthy of his past exploits, and with the

vigour of a youthful combatant,
'

Courage, comrades/ he

cried,
' we are yet enow to make those traitors repent of

their audacity.'

122. But the armour of the conspirators protected

them, while every thrust they made took effect. Alcantara

fell dead at his brother's feet
;

his other defenders were

mortally wounded. The governor, so weary that he

could hardly wield his sword, and no longer able to

parry the many weapons furiously aimed at him, received

a deadly thrust full in his throat, sunk to the ground and

expired.

As soon as he was slain the assassins ran out into the

streets, and waving their bloody swords, proclaimed the

death of the tyrant. Above two hundred of their associates

having joined them, they conducted young Almagro in

solemn procession through the city, and assembling the

magistrates and principal citizens, compelled them to

acknowledge him as lawful successor to his father in his

government. The palace of Pizarro, together with the

houses of several of his adherents, were pillaged by the

soldiers, who had the satisfaction at once of being

avenged on their enemies, and of enriching themselves

by the spoils of those through whose hands all the wealth

of Peru had passed.

123. But the multitude, unable to bear his insolence,

in attempting to justify what they thought inexcusable,

burst open the gates of the church with the utmost

fury, and seizing the unhappy Tordesillas, dragged him

through the streets, with a thousand curses and insults,
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towards the place of public execution. In vain did the

dean and canons come forth in procession with the holy

sacrament, in order to appease their rage. In vain did

the monks of those monasteries by which they passed,

conjure them on their knees to spare his life, or at least

allow him time to confess, and to receive absolution of his

sins. Without listening to the dictates either of humanity
or religion, they cried out,

' That the hangman alone

could absolve such a traitor to his country ;

'

they then

hurried him along with greater violence
;
and perceiving

that he had expired under their hands, they hung him up
with his head downwards on the common gibbet.

124. Horuc and Hayradin, the sons of a potter in the

Isle of Lesbos, prompted by a restless and enterprising

spirit, forsook their father's trade, ran to sea, and joined a

crew of pirates. They soon distinguished themselves by
their valour and activity, and becoming masters of a

small brigantine, carried on their infamous trade with such

conduct and success, that they assembled a fleet of twelve

galleys, besides many vessels of smaller force. Of this

fleet Horuc, the elder brother, called Barbarossa from the

red colour of his beard, was admiral, and Hayradin second

in command, but with almost equal authority. They
called themselves the friends of the sea, and the enemies

of all who sail upon it; and their names soon became

terrible from the Straits of the Dardanelles to those of

Gibraltar. Together with their fame and power, their

ambitious views extended, and while acting as Corsairs,

they adopted the ideas and acquired the talents of

conquerors.
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125. Eutemi, King of Algiers, having attempted several

times, without success, to take a fort which the Spanish

governors of Oran had built not far from his capital, was

so ill advised as to apply for aid to Barbarossa, whose

valour the Africans considered as irresistible. The active

Corsair gladly accepted the invitation, and leaving his

brother Hayradin with the fleet, marched at the head of

five thousand men to Algiers, where he was received as

their deliverer. Such a force gave him the command of

the town
;
and as he perceived that the Moors neither

suspected him of any bad intention, nor were capable

with their light-armed troops of opposing his disciplined

veterans, he secretly murdered the Monarch whom he had

come to assist, and proclaimed himself King of Algiers in

his stead.

126. His brother Hayradin, known likewise by the

name of Barbarossa, assumed the sceptre of Algiers with

the same ambition and abilities, but with better fortune.

His reign being undisturbed by the arms of the Spaniards,

which had full occupation in the wars among the European

powers, he regulated with admirable prudence the interior

police of his kingdom, carried on his naval operations with

great vigour, and extended his conquests on the continent

of Africa. But perceiving that the Moors and Arabs sub-

mitted to his government with the utmost reluctance, and

being afraid that his continual depredations would, one day,

draw upon him the arms of the Christians, he put his

dominions under the protection of the Grand Seignior, and

received from him a body -of Turkish soldiers sufficient
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for his security against his domestic as well as his foreign

enemies.

127. But just as Alraschid was going to embark,

he was arrested by order of the Sultan, shut up in the

seraglio, and was never heard of more. Barbarossa sailed

with a fleet of two hundred and fifty vessels towards

Africa. After ravaging the coasts of Italy, and spreading

terror through every part of that country, he appeared

before Tunis
;

and landing his men, gave out that he

came to assert the right of Alraschid, whom he pretended

to have left sick aboard the admiral's galley. The fort of

Goletta which commands the bay, soon fell into his hands,

partly by his own address, partly by the treachery of its

commander ;
and the inhabitants of Tunis, weary of

Muley-Hascen's government, took arms, and declared for

Alraschid with such zeal and unanimity, as obliged the

former to fly so precipitately, that he left all his treasures

behind him.

128. The gates were immediately set open to Barbarossa,

as the restorer of their lawful sovereign. But when Alras-

chid himself did not appear, and when instead of his

name, that of Solyman alone was heard among the accla-

mations of the Turkish soldiers marching into the town,

the people of Tunis began to suspect the Corsair's

treachery. Their suspicions being soon converted into

certainty, they ran to arms with the utmost fury, and sur-

rounded the citadel into which Barbarossa had led his

troops. But having foreseen such a revolution, he was not

unprepared for it
;
he immediately turned against them

the artillery on the ramparts, and by one brisk discharge,
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dispersed the numerous but undirected assailants, and

forced them to acknowledge Solyman as their sovereign,

and to submit to himself as his viceroy.

129. Barbarossa, though he felt the full weight of the

blow which he had received, did not, however, lose

courage, or abandon the defence of Tunis. But, as the

walls were of great extent and extremely weak
;
as he

could not depend on the fidelity of the inhabitants, nor

hope that the Moors and Arabs would sustain the hard-

ships of a siege ;
he boldly determined to advance with his

army, which amounted to fifty thousand men, towards the

Imperial camp, and to decide the fate of his kingdom by
the issue of a battle. This resolution he communicated to

his principal officers, and representing to them the fatal

consequences which might follow if ten thousand Christian

slaves, whom he had shut up in the citadel, should attempt

to mutiny during the absence of the army, he proposed as

a necessary precaution for the public security, to massacre

them without mercy, before he began his march.

130. By this time the Emperor had begun to advance

towards Tunis; and though his troops suffered incon-

ceivable hardships in their march, over burning sands,

destitute of water, and exposed to the intolerable heat of

the sun, they soon came up with the enemy. The Moors

and Arabs, emboldened by their vast superiority in

number, immediately rushed on to the attack with loud

shouts, but their undisciplined courage could not long

stand the shock of regular battalions; and though Bar-

barossa, with admirable presence of mind, and by exposing

his own person to the greatest dangers, endeavoured to
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rally them, the rout became so general, that -he himself was

hurried along with them in their flight back to the

city.

131. There he found everything in the utmost con-

fusion ; some of the inhabitants flying with their families

and effects
;
others ready to set open their gates to the

conqueror ;
the Turkish soldiers preparing to retreat,

and the citadel, which in such circumstances might have

afforded him some refuge, already in the possession of

the Christian captives. These unhappy men, rendered

desperate by their situation, had laid hold on the

opportunity which Barbarossa dreaded. As soon as his

army was at some distance from the town, they gained

two of their keepers, by whose assistance, knocking off

their fetters, and bursting open their prisons, they over-

powered the Turkish garrison, and turned the artillery of

the fort against their former masters.

132. The day wore on; noon passed and nothing had

been seen. At length, towards three in the afternoon,

the look-out men on the hill reported a line of sails on the

western horizon, the centre being first visible, the two

wings gradually rising and spreading along the rim of the

sea. On they swept in a broad crescent, slowly, for the

air was light ;
and as the hulls showed clear, it was seen

that report had not exaggerated the numbers said to be

coming. A hundred and fifty, large and small, were

counted and reported to Lord Howard
;

a few stray

tenders bound for Flanders having sought the company
and the protection of the mighty escort.
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133. The English ships at once weighed, but showed

themselves as little as they could. The evening was

cloudy, with the wind hanging to the land. It was

growing dark when the Armada opened Plymouth, and

then for the first time Medina Sidonia perceived that

Howard was prepared for him, and that if he wished he

could not enter the Sound without an action. There was

not light enough for him to measure his enemy's strength.

He saw sails passing continually between his fleet and the

land, and vessels tacking and manoeuvring ;
but confident

in his own overpowering force, he sent up signals to lie to

for the night, and to prepare for a general action at daybreak.

134. Lutatius, expecting to be attacked by sea, was

indefatigable in exercising his seamen, both in rowing and

in manoeuvring, and he attended carefully to their food

and manner of living, that they might be in the best

possible condition. The Carthaginians, on their part,

equipped a fleet with all haste, and appointed Hanno to

command it, an officer who had acquired distinction by
his services against the Africans. But they had lately

so neglected their navy, that their seamen and soldiers on

board were alike, for the most part, without experience ;

and the ships, besides, were heavily laden with provisions,

and other stores for the relief of Drepanum. Hanno first

put in at the small island of Hiera, which lies some way
out to sea off the western point of Sicily. His hope was

to land his stores unperceived, near Drepanum, and to

take Hamilcar and his soldiers on board from Eryx.

This Catulus determined to prevent by bringing on the

action at once.
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135. The Roman fleet having taken on board picked

soldiers from the legions, sailed in the evening to the

island of ^Egusa, which lies between Hiera and the

Sicilian coast, and there spent the night. When day
broke the wind was blowing fresh from the west, and

rolling a heavy sea in upon the land
;
the Carthaginians

took advantage of it, hoisted their sails, and ran down

before the wind towards Drepanum. The Roman fleet

worked out to intercept them, and formed in line of battle

with their heads to windward, cutting off the enemy's

passage. Then the Carthaginians lowered their masts

and sails and prepared of necessity to fight. But their

heavy ships and raw seamen were unequal to the contest,

and the fortune of the day was soon decided. Fifty ships

were sunk, and seventy taken ; the rest fled, and the

wind, happily for them, shifting just in time, they again

hoisted their sails, and escaped to Hiera.

138. It was late in the day before any movement was

visible in the Peruvian camp, where much preparation

was making to approach the Christian quarters with due

state and ceremony. A message was received from

Atahualpa, informing the Spanish commander that he

was coming with his warriors fully armed, in the same

manner as the Spaniards had come to his quarters the

night preceding. This was not an agreeable intimation

to Pizarro, though he had no reason to expect the con-

trary. But to object might imply distrust, or perhaps

disclose, in some measure, his own designs. He ex-

pressed his satisfaction, therefore, at the intelligence, as-

suring the Inca that,- come as he would, he would be

received by him as a friend and a brother.

T 2
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It was noon before the Indian procession was on the

march, when it was seen occupying the great causeway
for a long extent.

137. When the royal procession had arrived within

half a mile of the city, it came to a halt
;
and Pizarro

saw, with surprise, that Atahualpa was preparing to pitch

his tents, as if to encamp there. A messenger soon after

arrived, informing the Spaniards that the Inca would

occupy his present station the ensuing night, and enter

the city on the following morning.

This intelligence greatly disturbed Pizarro, who had

shared in the general impatience of his men at the tardy

movements of the Peruvians. The troops had been under

arms since daylight, the cavalry mounted, and the infan-

try at their post, waiting in silence the coming of the

Inca. A profound stillness reigned throughout the town,

broken only at intervals by the cry of the sentinel from

the summit of the fortress, as he proclaimed the move-

ments of the Indian army.

138. Nothing, Pizarro well knew, was so trying to the

soldiers as prolonged suspense, in a critical situation like

the present ;
and he feared lest their ardour might eva-

porate, and be succeeded by something akin to fear. He
returned an answer, therefore, to Atahualpa, deprecating

his change of purpose ;
and adding, that he had provided

everything for his entertainment, and expected him that

night to sup with him.

This message turned the Inca from his purpose ; and,

striking his tents again, he resumed his march, first ad-
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vising the general that he should leave the greater part of

his warriors behind, and enter the place with only a few

of them, and without arms, as he preferred to pass the

night at Caxamalca. At the same time he ordered ac-

commodations to be provided for himself and his retinue

in one of the large stone buildings, called, from a serpent

sculptured on the walls, 'The House of the Serpent.'

No tidings could have been more grateful to the Spaniards.

It seemed as if the Indian monarch was eager to rush

into the snare that had been spread for him.

139. As it was now late in the afternoon and there was

no time to put these plans into execution before dark,

the general merely despatched a strong detachment of

about seventy more British and French marines to rein-

force his party, with directions to remain under arms the

whole night, with constant patrolling parties and a vigilant

observance of every movement of the turbulent Greeks.

At the same time he issued a proclamation which was

made known and stuck up in the garrison, prohibiting

any Greek from being out of his house from 8 p.m. till

daylight, on pain of being instantly shot. Thus being

secure and tranquil for the night, he proceeded the next

morningto put his further plan into execution by forwarding

a detachment of blue-jackets from the squadron under the

orders of a lieutenant, who, after making all the necessary

preparations, expelled the whole of the Greeks from the for-

tress, to their utter discomfiture their houses being, almost

without an exception, receptacles for plundered property.

On the two following days the women, children, house-
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hold and other effects also quitted and were allowed to be

taken from the garrison.

140. The great city was now reduced to the utmost

straits. A Roman army was encamped within sight ;
the

Numidians took advantage of the enemy's presence to

overrun and plunder the whole country; famine stared

the townsmen in the face
;
the Government trembled. In

this abject condition the Council sent an embassy to ask

what terms of peace Regulus would grant. The Pro-

consul was elated by success, and demanded the most

extravagant concessions. The Carthaginians were to

break up their fleet, pay all the expenses of the war, and

cede all Sicily, with Sardinia, to Rome. When these terms

were reported, public indignation rose against the arrogant

invaders. The civic force was not wholly untrained to

arms, and they had now to fight for their hearths and

altars. A good general was sought for. Among the

soldiers of fortune who had lately come to Carthage was

an officer of high reputation, by name Xanthippus, a

Lacedaemonian. This man had been heard to censure the

native generals, and to declare that the victories of the

Romans were due, not to their own superior skill, but to

the faults of their opponents. He was summoned before

the Council and desired to give reasons for his remarks.

He did so: and the Government, for a moment dis-

missing all jealousy, appointed this foreigner general-in-

chief.

141. After his expulsion, King Tarquin sent messengers

to Rome to ask that his property should be given up to

him, and the Senate decreed that his prayer should be
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granted. But the King's ambassadors, while they were

in Rome, stirred up the minds of the young men and

others who had been favoured by Tarquin, so that a plot

was made to bring him back. Among those who plotted

were Titus and Tiberius, sons of the Consul Brutus; and

they gave letters to the messengers of the King. But it

chanced that a certain slave overheard them plotting ;
and

he came and told the thing to the Consuls, who seized

the messengers with the letters upon their persons, au-

thenticated by the seals of the young men. The culprits

were immediately arrested ; but the ambassadors were let

go, because their persons were regarded as sacred. And

the goods of King Tarquin were given up for plunder to

the people. Then the traitors were brought up for judg-

ment, and the sight was such as to move all beholders to

pity ;
for among them were the sons of L. Junius Brutus

himself, the liberator of the Roman people. And now all

men saw how Brutus loved his country ;
for he bade the

lictors put all the traitors to death, and his own sons first
;

and men could mark in his face the struggle between his

duty as Consul and his feelings as a father. And while

they praised and admired him, they pitied him yet more.

142. Therewith the Protector plucked up his doublet

sleeve to his elbow, and shewed a wearish withered arm,

wasted thus, he said, by the witchcraft and sorcery of the

queen and Shore's wife. Although there was no man there

but knew that his arm was even such sith the day of his

birth, nevertheless the lord Hastings, grudging somewhat to

have, whom he loved so highly, accused, and that untruly,

answered, and said,
'

Certainly, my lord, if they have done
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so they be worthy of heinous punishment.'
' What !

*

quoth the Protector, 'thou servest me, I ween, with "if"

and with "
and," I tell thee they have done it, and that I

will make good on thy body, traitor!' And therewith

(as in great anger) he clapped his fist on the board, a

great rap, at which token given, one cried
'

treason
'

with-

out the chamber, and therewith a door clapped, and in

came rushing men in harness as many as the chamber

could hold. And anon the Protector said to lord Hastings,
'

I arrest thee, traitor !

'
' What ! me, my lord ?

'

quoth he.

'

Yea, thee, traitor !

'

he replied, and straight gave orders to

speed and shrive him apace,
'
for by Saint Paul,' quoth he,

'

I will not dine till I see thy head off.' It booted him

not to ask why, but heavily he took a priest at a venture,

and made short shrift, for a longer would not be suffered,

the Protector made so much haste to his dinner, which he

might not go to till this murder was done, for saving of

his ungracious oath. So was he brought forth, and his

head laid down on a log of timber, that lay there for

building of the chapel, and there tyrannously stricken off.

143. With much labour they dragged the huge stones

up to the hill top ;
the toil was great, and at times it

seemed, that in spite of the prize to be gained, and in

spite of the eager enthusiasm with which all were looking
forward to the final fulfilment of the scheme, the task

would have to be abandoned, and they would have to

return disgraced to their native villages ;
the great spirit

of the commander in the end prevailed ; by exhorting and

encouraging the faint-hearted, by rewarding the forward

and the undaunted, by the use of whip and sword without
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stint upon the laggards, he after twenty-four hours anxious

suspense saw his position definitely secured against all

prospect of attack, and being plentifully supplied with

cattle, corn, and food of every kind, prepared to spend

the winter in recruiting the overtasked energies of his

men and perfecting their discipline for a new campaign.

Nor was it long before the enemy recognised that he was

now secure
;

after a few assaults that were only half-

earnest, they also retired into winter quarters, and thus

still without any definite result another year passed away
of this barbarous and internecine struggle.

144. Drake was the first Englishman who sailed round

the globe, and the first commander-in-chief ;
for Magellan,

whose ship executed the same adventure, died in his

passage. His name became celebrated on account of so

bold and fortunate an attempt; but many, apprehending

the resentment of the Spaniards, endeavoured to persuade

the queen that it would be more prudent to disavow the

enterprise, to punish Drake, and to restore the treasure :

but Elizabeth, who admired valor, and was allured by
the prospect of sharing in the booty, determined to

countenance that gallant sailor. She conferred on him

the honor of knighthood, and accepted of a banquet from

him at Deptford, on board the ship which had achieved

so memorable a voyage. When Philip's ambassador,

Mendoza, exclaimed against Drake's piracies, she told

him, that the Spaniards, by arrogating a right to the whole

new world, and excluding thence all other European

nations, who should sail thither, even with a view of

exercising the most lawful commerce, naturally tempted
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others to make a violent irruption into those countries:

to pacify, however, the catholic monarch, she caused part

of the booty to be restored to Pedro Sebura, a Spaniard,

who pretended to be agent for the merchants whom Drake

had spoiled. Having learned afterwards that Philip had

seized the money, and had employed part of it against

herself in Ireland, part of it in the pay of the Prince of

Parma's troops, she determined to make no more resti-

tutions.

145. In the morning, Virginius entered the Forum

leading his daughter by the hand, both clad in mean

attire. A great number of friends and matrons attended

him; and he went about among the people, entreating

them to support him against the tyranny of Appius. So

when Appius came to take his place on the judgment-

seat, he found the Forum full of people, all friendly to

Virginius and his cause. But he inherited the boldness

as well as the vices of his sires, and though he saw Vir-

ginius standing there ready to prove that he was the

maiden's father, he at once gave judgment against his

own law, that Virginia should be given up to M. Claudius,

till it should be proved that she was free. The wretch

came up to seize her, under the protection of the lictors.

Virginius, now despairing of deliverance, begged Appius

to allow him to ask the girl's nurse, whether she were

indeed his daughter or no.
'

If/ said he,
'
I mid I am not

her father, I shall bear her loss the lighter.' Under this

pretence he drew his daughter with her nurse to a spot

upon the northern side of the Forum, and here, snatching

up a knife from a butcher's stall, he cried,
' In this way
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only can I keep thee free,' and so saying, stabbed the

maiden to the heart.

146. The Romans had by their dilatoriness allowed

Saguntum to fall, but now they were not slow in demand-

ing satisfaction for it. An embassy was sent to Carthage

to require the surrender of Hannibal, on pain of instant

war. The Romans fondly hoped that the Carthaginian

peace party would seize the opportunity of compassing
their chief end at the easy price of the surrender of so

troublesome a servant, or master, as was Hannibal. But

the gold of Hannibal had done its work. The peace

party dared hardly mutter their half hearted counsels ;

and when Q. Fabius, the chief of the embassy, held up
his toga, saying

'
I carry here peace and war

;
choose ye

which ye will have/
' Give us whichever you please,'

replied the Carthaginians.
'

War, then,' said Fabius :

and the decision was greeted, as is usual in times of such

excitement, by the short-sighted acclamations of the

masses. They feel the enthusiasm of the moment
; they

do not recognise its tremendous responsibility. They see

with their mind's eye the pomp and pride and circum-

stance of war
; they do not see its horrors and its devas-

tations. They hear the din of preparation; they are

deaf, till it is too late, to the cry of agony, or to the wail

of the bereaved
; else war would never, as it often is, be

welcomed as a boon : it would be submitted to only as

the direst necessity.

147. The ambassadors found the King of the Illyrians

dead
;
and his widow Teuta, as the Illyrian law per-
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mitted, was governing in the name of her stepson, Pinnes,

who was still a child. At the moment when the ambas-

sadors arrived, the Illyrians were besieging Issa, and the

Queen was highly elated with the recent success of her

fleet, which had returned loaded with spoil from a plun-

dering expedition against Epirus. She was in no mood
therefore to brook the peremptory language always used

by Roman ambassadors; and one of the three so offended

her, that she sent a ship after them on their return home,
to seize them. Two of them were, killed, and the third

was brought to the Queen, and thrown into prison.

148. In this so terrible a conflict, it chanced Justinianus

the general to be wounded in the arm, who, losing much

blood, cowardly withdrew himself from the place of his

charge, not leaving any to supply his room, and so got
into the city by the gate called Romana, pretending the

cause of his departure to be for the binding up of his

wound. The soldiers, dismayed with the departure of

their general, and sore charged by the janizaries, forsook

their stations, and in haste fled to the same gate whereby

Justinianus was entered. Here, while they violently strive

to get in all at once, they so wedged one another in the

entrance that few out of so great a multitude got in
;

in

which so great a press and confusion eight hundred per-

sons were then, by them that followed, trodden under foot,

or thrust to death. The Emperor himself, for safeguard

of his life flying with the rest in that press as a man not

regarded, miserably ended his days together with the

Greek empire.

149. I was no sooner gone (being the next morning after
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the battle, and then broad day) out of the house with this

country fellow, but, being in a great wood, I sat myself at

the edge of the wood, near the highway that was there,

the better to see who came after us, and whether they

made any search after the runaways, and I immediately

saw a troop of horse coming by, which I conceived to be

the same troop that beat our three thousand horse
;
but it

did not look like a troop of the army's, but of the militia,

for the fellow before it did not look at all like a soldier.

In this wood I stayed all day, without meat or drink
;

and by great good fortune it rained all the time, which

hindered them, as I believe, from coming into the wood

to search for men that might be fled thither. And one

thing is remarkable enough, that those with whom I have

since spoken, of them that joined with the horse upon the

heath, did say, that it rained little or nothing with them all

the day, but only in the wood where I was this contri-

buting to my safety.

150. Just as we came to the mill, we could see the miller,

as I believed, sitting at the mill-door, he being in white

clothes, it being a very dark night. He called out, 'Who

goes there?' Upon which Richard Penderell answered,
'

Neighbours going home,' or some such like words.

Whereupon the miller cried out,
'

If you be neighbours,

stand, or I will knock you down.' Upon which, we be-

lieving there was company in the house, the fellow bade

me follow him close
;
and he ran to a gate that went up a

dirty lane, up a hill, and opening the gate, the miller cried

out,
'

Rogues, rogues.' And thereupon some men came

out of the mill after us, which I believed were soldiers.
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So we fell a running both of us up the lane, as long as

we could run, it being very deep and very dirty, till at last

I bade him leap over a hedge, and lie still to hear if any-

body followed us
;
which we did, and continued lying

down upon the ground about half-an-hour, when, hearing

nobody come, we continued our way on to the village

upon the Severn, where the fellow told me there was an

honest gentleman, one Mr. Woolfe, that lived in that town,

where I might be with great safety; for that he had hiding-

holes for priests.

151. But I would not go in till I knew a little of his

mind, whether he would receive so dangerous a guest as

me : and therefore stayed in a field, under a hedge, by a

great tree, commanding him not to say it was I, but only to

ask Mr. Woolfe whether he would receive anEnglish gentle-

man, a person of quality, to hide him the next day, till we

could travel again by night for I durst not go but by night.

Mr. Woolfe, when the country-fellow told him that it

was one that had escaped from the battle of Worcester,

said, that for his part, it was so dangerous a thing to har-

bour anybody that was known, that he would not venture

his neck for any man, unless it were the king himself.

Upon which, Richard Penderell very indiscreetly, and

without my leave, told him that it was I. Upon which

Mr. Woolfe replied, that he should be very ready to ven-

ture all he had in the world to secure me. Upon which

Richard Penderell came and told me what he had done.

At which I was a little troubled
;
but then there was no

remedy, the day being just coming on, and I must either

venture that or run some greater danger.
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152. And as soon as ever it began to be a little darkish,

Mr. Woolfe and his son brought us meat intp the barn
;

and then we discoursed with them whether we might

safely get over the Severn into Wales, which they advised

me by no means to adventure upon, because of the strict

guards that were kept all along the Severn, where any

passage could be found, for preventing anybody's es-

caping that way into Wales.

Upon this I took resolution of going that night the

very same way back again to Penderell's house, where

I knew I should hear some news what was become of

my Lord Wilmot, and resolved again upon going for

London. So we set out as soon as it was dark
; but as

we came by the mill again, we had no mind to be

questioned a second time here, and therefore asking
Richard Penderell whether he could swim or no, and how

deep the river was, he told me it was a scurvy river, not

easy to be passed in all places, and that he could not

swim. So I told him that the river being but a little one,

I would undertake to help him over. Upon which we

went over some closes by the river side, and I entering

the river first, to see whether I could myself go over,

who knew how to swim, found it was but a little above

my middle, and thereupon, taking Richard Penderell by
the hand, I helped him over.

153. There were established among the Indians three

classes of officers, one of which had it in charge to inspect

agriculture, and every kind of country work. They had

the custody of the Tanks, or public reservoirs of water,

without a regular distribution of which, the fields in a
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torrid climate cannot be rendered fertile. They marked
out the course of the highways, along which, at certain

distances, they erected stones, to measure the road and

direct travellers. To officers of a second class was com-

mitted the inspection of the police in cities. Their

functions, of course, were many and various, some of

which only I shall specify. They appropriated houses

for the reception of strangers ; they protected them from

injury, provided for their subsistence, and, when seized

with any disease, they appointed physicians to attend

them; and, on the event of their death, they not only

buried them with decency, but took charge of their effects,

and restored them to their relations. They also visited the

public markets and examined weights and measures. The
third class of officers superintended the military department.

154. There was one pleasure to which William, as well

as all the Normans and ancient Saxons, was extremely

addicted, and that was hunting; but this pleasure he in-

dulged more at the expense of his unhappy subjects,

whose interests he always disregarded, than to the loss

or diminution of his own revenue. Not content with

those large forests which former kings possessed in all

parts of England, he resolved to make a new forest near

Winchester, the usual place of his residence; and for

that purpose he laid waste the country for an extent of

thirty miles, expelled the inhabitants from their houses,

seized their property, and made the sufferers no 'com-

pensation for the injury. At the same time, he enacted

new laws, by which he prohibited all his subjects from

hunting in any of his forests, and rendered the penalties

more severe than had ever been inflicted for such offences.
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155. After we had rid about a mile from home, we

came upon a large heath, and the sportsmen began to

beat. They had done so for some time, when, as I was

at a little distance from the rest of the company, I saw

a hare pop out from a small furze brake almost under

my horse's feet. I marked the way she took, which I

endeavoured to make the company sensible of by ex-

tending my arm
;
but to no purpose, till Sir Roger, who

knows that none of my extraordinary motions are in-

significant, rode up to me and asked me, if puss was gone

that way ? Upon my answering
'

Yes,' he immediately

called in the dogs, and put them upon the scent. As they

were going on, I heard one of the country fellows

muttering to his companion,
'

that 'twas a wonder they

had not lost all their sport, for want of the silent gentle-

man's crying,
"
stole away."

156. This, with my aversion to leaping hedges, made

me withdraw to a rising ground, from whence I could

have the pleasure of the whole chase, without the fatigue

of keeping in with the hounds. The hare immediately

threw them above a mile behind her
;
but I was pleased

to find, that instead of running straight forwards, or,

in hunter's language,
'

flying the country,' as I was

afraid she might have done, she wheeled about, and

described a sort of circle round the hill where I had

taken my station, in such a manner as gave me a very

distinct view of the sport. I could see her first pass by,

and the dogs some time afterwards unravelling the whole

track she had made, and following her through all her

doubles. I was at the time delighted in observing that

K
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deference which the rest of the pack paid to each par-

ticular hound, according to the character he had acquired

among them. If they were at fault, and an old hound of

reputation opened but once, he was immediately followed

by the whole cry ;
while a raw dog, or one who was a

noted liar, might have yelped his heart out without being

taken notice of.

157. The hare now, after having squatted two or three

times, and been put up again as often, came still nearer to

the place where she was at first started. The dogs pur-

sued her, and these were followed by the jolly knight,

who rode upon a white gelding, encompassed by his

tenants and servants, and cheering his hounds with all

the gaiety of five and twenty. One of the sportsmen
rode up to me, and told me, that he was sure the chase

was almost at an end, because the old dogs, which had

hitherto lain behind, now headed the pack. The fellow

was in the right. Our hare took a large field just under us,

followed by the full cry in view. I must confess the

brightness of the weather, the cheerfulness of every thing

around me, the chiding of the hounds, which was returned

upon us in a double echo from two neighbouring hills,

with the hallooing of the sportsmen, and the sounding of

the horn, lifted my spirits into a most lively pleasure,

which I freely indulged because I was sure it was in-

nocent.

158. If I was under any concern, it was on account of

the poor hare, that was now quite spent, and almost

within reach of her enemies
;
when the huntsman getting

forward, threw down his pole before the dogs. They
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\vere now within eight yards of that game which they

had been pursuing for almost as many hours
; yet on the

signal before mentioned they all made a sudden stand,

and though they continued opening as much as before,

durst not once attempt to pass beyond the pole. At the

same time Sir Roger rode forward, and alighting, took up
the hare in his arms, which he soon after delivered up to

one of his servants, with an order, if she could be kept

alive, to let her go in his great orchard, where it seems

he has several of these prisoners of war, who live together

in a very comfortable captivity. I was highly pleased to

see the discipline of the pack, and the good nature of

the knight, who could not find in his heart to murder

a creature that had given him so much diversion.

159. A dervise was journeying alone in a desert, when

two merchants suddenly met him :

' You have lost a

camel/ said he to the merchants. ' Indeed we have,' they

replied.
' Was he not blind in his right eye, and lame in

his left leg ?
'

said the dervise.
' He was,' replied the

merchants. ' Had he not lost a front tooth ?
'

said the

dervise. ' He had/ rejoined the merchants. ' And was

he not loaded with honey on one side, and wheat on the

other ?
' f Most certainly he was/ they replied ;

' and as

you have seen him so lately, and marked him so particu-

larly, you can, in all probability, conduct us to him .'
'

My
friends/ said the dervise,

'
I have never seen your camel,

nor ever heard of him, but from you.'
' A pretty story,

truly/ said the merchants
;

' but where are the jewels

which formed a part of his cargo ?
'

'I have neither seen

your camel nor your jewels/ repeated the dervise.

K 2
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160. On this they seized his person, and forthwith

hurried him before the cadi, where, on the strictest search,

nothing could be found upon him, nor could any evidence

whatever be adduced to convict him, either of falsehood

or of theft. They were then about to proceed against

him as a sorcerer, when the dervise, with great calmness,

thus addressed the court: 'I have been much amused

with your surprise, and own that there has been some

ground for your suspicions ; but I have lived long, and

alone
;
and I can find ample scope for observation, even

in a desert. I knew that I had crossed the track, of a

camel that had strayed from its owner, because I saw no

mark of any human footstep on the same route ;
I knew

that the animal was blind in one eye, because it had

cropped the herbage only on one side of its path ;
and I

perceived that it was lame in one leg, from the faint im-

pression which that particular foot had produced upon
the sand

;
I concluded that the animal had lost one tooth,

because, wherever it had grazed, a small tuft of herbage

had been left uninjured in the centre of its bite. As to

that which formed the burthen of the beast, the busy ants

informed me that it was corn on the one side, and the

clustering flies that it was honey on the other/

161. I pass over the little regard that citizens and re-

lations showed to each other; for their terror was such,

that a brother often fled from his brother, a wife from her

husband, and, what is more uncommon, a parent from

its own child. On which account numbers that fell sick

could have no help but what the charity of friends, who

were very few, or the avarice of servants, supplied ;
and
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even these were scarce, and at extravagant wages, and

so little used to the business, that they were fit only to

reach what was called for, and observe when they died ;

and this desire of getting money often cost them their

lives. And many lost their lives who might have escaped

had they been looked after at all. So that, between the

scarcity of servants and violence of the distemper, such

numbers were continually dying as made it terrible to

hear as well as to behold. Whence, from mere necessity,

many customs were introduced, different from what had

been before known in the city.

162. It had been usual, as it now is, for the women

who were friends and neighbours to the deceased to meet

together at his house, and to lament with his relations
;

at

the same time the men would get together at the door,

with a number of clergy, according to the person's cir-

cumstances ;
and the corpse was carried by people of his

own rank, with the solemnity of tapers and singing, to

that church where the person had desired to be buried :

which custom was now laid aside, and, so far from hav-

ing a crowd of wromen to lament over them, great

numbers passed out of the world without a single

person : and few had the tears of their friends at their

departure; but those friends would laugh and make

themselves merry; for even the women had learned to

postpone every other concern to that of their own lives.

Nor was a corpse attended by more than ten, or a dozen,

nor those citizens of credit, but fellows hired for the pur-

pose; who would put themselves under the bier, and

carry it with all possible haste to the nearest church ;
and
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the corpse was interred, without any great ceremony,
where they could find room.

163. The king, passing along Smithfield, very slenderly

guarded, met with Wat Tyler, at the head of these rioters,

and entered into a conference with him. Tyler, having

ordered his companions to retire till he should give them

a signal, after which they were to murder all the company

except the king himself, whom they were to detain prisoner,

feared not to come into the midst of .the royal retinue.

He there behaved himself in such a manner that Waiworth,
the mayor of London, not able to bear his insolence, drew

his sword and struck him so violent a blow as brought

him to the ground, where he was instantly despatched by
others of the king's attendants. The mutineers, seeing

their leader fall, prepared themselves for revenge, and the

whole company, with the king himself, had undoubtedly

perished on the spot had it not been for an extraordinary

presence ofmind which Richard discovered on the occasion.

He ordered his company to stop ;
he advanced alone

towards the enraged multitude, and, accosting them with

an affable and intrepid countenance, he asked them,
' What

is the meaning of this disorder, my good people ? Are

ye angry that ye have lost your leader ? I am your king ;

I will be your leader.' The populace, overawed by his

presence, implicitly followed him.

164. It fell out, as it usually doth in affairs of that

nature, when many men are engaged, that there is an

impatience to execute what is projected before the time

be thoroughly ripe. So fearing they had already deferred

too long they proceeded to carry out their design. The
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time agreed upon was such a night when the surprisers

were to be ready upon such a part of the wall, and to

have ladders to mount in two places, where two soldiers

were to be appointed for sentinels who were privy to the

attempt. Morrice was in the castle, where he slept in the

same room with the governour, and, according to his

. custom, rose about the hour he thought all would be

ready. They without made the sign agreed upon, and

were answered by one of the sentinels from the wall
; upon

which they run to both places where they were to mount

their ladders.

165. By some accident, the other sentinel who was

designed was not upon the other part of the wall
; so that

when the ladder was mounted there, the sentinel called

out
;
and finding that there were men under the wall, ran

towards the court of guard to call for help; and in his

way met Morrice, who finding him to be a wrong soldier,

seemed not to believe him, but took him back with him to

show him the place, and carried him to the top of the

wall, nearer, that they might listen
;
and from thence,

being a very strong man, he made a shift to throw the

soldier over the wall. And by this time they from without

were got upon the wall from both places, and had made

their signs to their friends at a distance.

166. With these Morrice went to the court of guard,

which was in part prepared, so that with knocking two or

three of the others on the head they became masters there,

and opened the port for their friends' horse and foot to

enter. Morrice, with two or three gentlemen, went to the

governour's chamber, whom they found in bed, and told
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him,
'

the castle was surprised, and himself a prisoner.'

He betook himself to his arms for defence, but quickly

found that his friend had betrayed it, and the other

gentlemen appearing, of whom he had been before

warned, his defence was to no purpose : yet he received

some wounds. Morrice comforted him with assurance '

of

good usage, and that he would procure his pardon from

the king for his rebellion.'

167. When sir Agous de Ban, the commandant, knew
that the people of the towne wolde yelde up, he went into

the castell with his company of soudyers, and whyle they

of the towne were entretyng, he conveyed in gret quantyte
of wyne and other provision, and then closed the castell

gates, and sayd he wolde not yeld up so soon. Then the

erle entered into the towne, and layde siege round about the

castell as nere as he mighte, and rered up all his engynes,

the which caste nyght and day agaynst the walles, but

they dyd lytell hurt, the walles were so strong of harde

stone
;

it was sayd that of olde tyme it had been wrought

by the handes of the Sarasyns, who made their warkes so

strongly that ther is none such now a days. When the

erle saw that he colde do no good with his engynes, he

caused them to cease : then he called to him his miners, to

thyntent that they shuld make a mine under alle the

walles, the which was nat sone made.

168. The French, after plundering the town, proceeded
to ravage the country round about

;
and the sailors, as well

as the land forces, were thus employed, when the English

fleet, cruising in search of their enemy, approached. The
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English, as they neared the coast, espied many ships lying

without the haven, which, capacious as it was, was not

large enough to contain them all. Shallops were presently

sent to espy whether these were friends or enemies ;
and

if enemies, what their strength, and in what order they lay.

These espials, approaching as if they had been fishermen,

came near enough to ascertain that the ships were left

without sufficient hands to defend them, and, hastening

back, told the commanders that the victory was in their

hands, if they would only make good speed. No time

was lost
; they made sail toward the enemy, and won the

'

tall ships' which were riding at anchor with little 'difficulty,

the men on board only requesting that their lives might

be spared. The smaller ones, which were left dry when

the tide was low, they spoiled of whatever was useful, and

set on fire, the sailors escaping to the shore. This done,

they set fire to those that lay in the harbour, and ' here

was hard hold for a while/ because of the narrowness of

the place, allowing no advantage for numbers or for skill.

169. As I crossed the street, a great multitude of

women old and young flocked about me, and besought

me, in all the agonies of distress, to advise them what to

do. I told them to recommend themselves to God's pro-

tecting grace, and prepare for death. At length I entered

the colonel's lodging, and found him stretched on the

floor, and very weak. I gave him such consolation as the

disorder of my mind would permit me : he heard me with

great attention, and ordered a small present of gold to be

given me, which I left on the table. In this interval the

enemy poured in by crowds at the Hamburgh gate, and
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fired on the multitude as upon beasts of prey. Suddenly

my wife and maid-servant entered the room, and per-

suaded me to remove immediately, alleging we should

meet with no quarter, if the enemy found us in an apart-

ment filled with arms. We ran down into the courtyard

of the house, and placed ourselves in the gateway. Our

enemies soon burst the gate open, with an eagerness that

cannot be described. The first address they made to me
was,

'

Priest, deliver thy money.' I gave them about four

and twenty shillings in a little box, which they accepted
with good will.

170. When however the soldiers opened the box and

found only silver, they raised their tone and demanded

gold. I represented to them that I was at some distance

from my house, and could not at present possibly give

them more. They were reasonable enough to be con-

tented with my answer, and left us, after having plundered

the house, without offering us any insult. There was a

well-looking youth among the party, to whom my wife

addressed herself, and besought him in God's name to

protect us.
'

My dear child,' said he,
'
it is a thing im-

possible; we must pursue our enemies.' And so they

retired. In that moment another party of soldiers rushed

in, who demanded also our money. We contented them

with seven shillings and a pair of silver cups, which the

maid fortunately had concealed in her pocket. They
were scarce gone before a soldier entered alone with the

most furious countenance I ever saw. He carried two

javelins in his hand, and had a dagger at his belt. The

moment he perceived me, he cried with a voice of
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thunder,
'

Priest, give me thy money, or thou art a dead

man.'

171. When these were gone a single soldier came in,

to whom my wife gave a bracelet off her arm
; upon

which he retired without offering us any injury. His

successor was not so reasonable : for entering the chamber

with his sword drawn, he immediately discharged a blow

at my head, saying,
'

Priest, give me thy money.' The

stroke stunned me ;
the blood gushed out in abundance,

and frightened my wife and servant to that degree that

they both continued motionless. The barbarian turned

round to my wife, and aimed a blow at her, but it glanced

fortunately on her gown, which happened to be lined with

furs, and wounded her not. Amazed to see us so sub-

missive and patient, he looked at us fixedly for some

moments. I laid hold of this interval to represent to him

that I was not in my own house, being come to the place

where I was to discharge my duty to a dying person ;
but

if he would grant us quarter, and protect us to our home,

I would then bestow upon him all I had. 'Agreed,

priest,' said he,
'

give me thy wealth, and I will give thee

the watchword : it is Jesu Maria
; pronounce that, and no

one will hurt thee.'
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PLATONIC.

172. Philonous. Good morrow, Hylas. I did not ex-

pect to find you abroad so early.

Hylas. It is indeed something unusual, but my thoughts

were so taken up with a subject I was discoursing of last

night, that finding I could not sleep, I resolved to rise and

take a turn in the garden.

Philonous. It happened well, to let you see what innocent

and agreeable pleasures you lose every morning. Can

there be a pleasanter time of the day, or a more delightful

season of the year ?

173. Philonous. So, Hylas, what are the fruits of your

yesterday's meditation? Has it confirmed you in the

same mind you were in at parting, or have you since seen

cause to change your opinion ?

Hylas. Truly my opinion is that all our opinions are

alike vain and uncertain. What we approve to-day, we
condemn to-morrow. We keep a stir about knowledge,
and spend our lives in the pursuit of it, when alas we

know nothing all the while : nor do I think it possible for

us ever to know in this life. Our faculties are too narrow

and too few. Nature certainly never intended us for

speculation.

174. Philonous. What say you, Hylas ? That we can

know nothing ?

Hylas. There is not that single thing in the world

whereof we can know the real nature, or what it is in itself.
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Philonous. Will you tell me I do not really know what

tire or water is ?

Hylas. You may indeed know that fire appears hot and

water fluid
;
but this is no more than knowing what sen-

sations are produced in your own mind, upon the

application of fire and water to your organs of sense.

Their internal constitution, their real nature, you are

utterly in the dark as to that.

175. Now in the days of Cronos there was this law

respecting the destiny of man, which has always existed,

and still continues in Heaven, that he who has lived all his

life in justice and holiness shall go, when he dies, to the

islands of the blest, and dwell there in perfect happiness

out of the reach of evil, but that he who has lived unjustly

and impiously shall go to the house of vengeance and

punishment, which is called Tartarus. And in the time

of Cronos, and even later in the reign of Zeus, the

judgment was given on the very'day on which the men
were to die

;
the judges were alive, and the men were

alive
;
and the consequence was that the judgments were

not well given. Then Pluto and the authorities from the

islands of the blest came to Zeus, and said that the souls

found their way to the wrong places.

176. Once, in the days of old, a certain Grandee passed

from his gorgeous bed into the realm which Pluto sways,

In simpler words, he died. And so, as was then the

custom, he appeared before the justice-seat of Hades.

Straightway he was asked,
' Where were you born, what

have you been ?
'

'
I was born, in Persia, and my rank was that of a
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Satrap. But as my health was feeble during my lifetime,

I never exercised any personal control in my province,

but left everything to be done by my secretary.'
' But you, what did you do ?

'

'
I ate, drank, and slept ;

and I signed everything he

set before me.'

' In with him then, at once, into Paradise !

'

1 How now ? Where is the justice of this ?
'

thereupon

exclaimed Mercury, forgetting all politeness.

'Ah, brother,' answered JEacus, 'you know nothing

about it. Don't you see this ? The dead man was a

fool. What would have happened if he, who had such

power in his hands, had unfortunately interfered in

business ? Why, he would have ruined the whole pro-

vince. The misery he would have caused is beyond all

calculation. Therefore it is that he is sent into Paradise,

because being incapable he did not interfere in business.'

177. In the opinion of the ancient philosophers the

whole of morals was reduced to this question, What is the

greatest good ? Or, What course of conduct is best for us

on the whole ?

In order to resolve this question they divided goods
into three classes, the goods of the body; the goods of

fortune, or external goods ; and the goods of the mind
;

meaning, by the last, wisdom and virtue.

Comparing these different classes of goods, they showed

that the goods of the mind are, in many respects, superior

to those of the body, and of fortune, not only as they have

more dignity, are more durable, and less exposed to the

strokes of fortune, but chiefly as they are the only
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goods in our own power, and which depend wholly on

our conduct.

178. Another operation that may be called voluntary, is

deliberation about what we are to do, or abstain from

doing. The general rules of deliberation are perfectly

evident to reason, when we consider them abstractly.

First, we ought not to deliberate in cases that are

perfectly clear. No man deliberates, for instance, whether

he ought to choose happiness or misery. And no honest

man deliberates whether he shall steal his neighbour's

property.

Secondly, when the case is not clear, when it is of im-

portance, and when there is time for deliberation, we

ought to deliberate with more or less care, in proportion

to the importance of the action. Thirdly, in deliberation,

we ought to weigh things in an even balance, and to

allow to every consideration the weight which, on sober

judgment, we think it ought to have, and no more. This

is to deliberate impartially. Fourthly, our deliberation

should be brought to an issue in due time, so that we may
not lose the opportunity of acting.

179. But though the manner in which we ought to

deliberate be evident to reason, it is not always easy to

follow it. Our appetites, our affections, and passions,

oppose all deliberation, but that which is employed about

finding the means of their gratification. Avarice may
deliberate upon the ways of making money, but it does

not distinguish between the honest and the dishonest.

We ought surely to deliberate how far every appetite and
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passion may be indulged, and what limits should be set to

it. But our appetites and passions push us on to the

attainment of their objects, by the shortest road and

without delay. Thus it happens that, if we yield to their

impulse, we shall often transgress those rules of deliberation

which reason approves. In this conflict between the dic-

tates of reason and the blind impulse of passion, we must

voluntarily determine. When we take part with our

reason, though in opposition to passion, we approve of

our own conduct.

180. Aristotle says, that were it possible to put a young
man's eye into an old man's head, he would see what was

best and most prudent as plainly as the other. So, could

we infuse the inclinations and principles of a virtuous

person into him that prosecutes his vices with the greatest

keenness of desire and sense of delight, he would loathe

and reject them as heartily as he now pursues them.

Diogenes being asked at a feast, why he did not continue

eating as the rest did, answered him that asked him with

another question,
'

Pray why do you eat ?
' '

Why/ says

he,
'
for my pleasure.'

'

Why so/ says Diogenes,
' do I

abstain for my pleasure.' And therefore the vicious and

luxurious person is unreasonable when he makes his

particular desires the general measure of other men's

delights.

181. The pleasures of an angel can never be the

pleasures of a hog. And so a man having once become

master of his inferior appetites, finds a more solid pleasure

in the delights proper to his reason, than the same person
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ever had conveyed to him by the ministry of the senses.

His taste is entirely changed, and therefore that which

pleased him formerly becomes flat and insipid to his

appetite, now grown more masculine and severe. For as

age passes a real and marvellous change upon the diet and

recreations of the same person, so that no one at the

years and vigour of thirty is fond either of sugar-plums or

rattles
;

in like manner when reason has outgrown and

prevailed over the allurements of sense, the delights of the

flesh are to such an one but as an hobby horse would be

to a counsellor of state, or as tasteless as a bundle of hay

to an hungry lion.

182. But I condemn the pleasing of the senses only,

where more pains is taken, and more time is spent in

gratifying them, than is due to those inferior or less noble

parts of the reasonable creature. The soul being the

nobler and more sublime part, our chief care should be

laid out in pleasing it, as a wise subject should take more

care in pleasing the king than his ministers, and the

master than his servants. The true and allowable luxury

of the soul consists in contemplation and thinking, or else

in the practice of virtue, whereby we may employ our

time in being useful to others : albeit, when our senses

and other inferior faculties have served the soul in these

great employments, they ought to be gratified as good

servants, but not so as to make them wild masters,

as luxury does, when it rather oppresses than refreshes

them.

183. People talk of liberty as if it meant the liberty of
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doing what a man likes ! The only liberty that a true

man ought to ask for, is to have all restrictions, inward and

outward, removed, which prevent his doing what he ought.

I call that man free who is master of his lower appetites,

who is able to rule himself. I call him free who has his

flesh in subjection to his spirit ;
who fears doing wrong,

but who fears neither man nor devil besides. I think that

man free who has learnt the most blessed of all truths,

that liberty consists in obedience to that will and that law

which his higher soul reverences and approves. He is

not free because he does what he likes
;

for in his better

moments his soul protests against the act, and rejects the

authority of the passion which commanded him, as an

usurping force and tyranny. He feels that he is a slave

to his own unhallowed passions. But he is free when he

does what he ought, because there is no protest in his

soul against that submission.

184. For when civil society is once formed, government
at the same time results of course as necessary to preserve

and to keep that society in order. Unless some superior

be constituted, whose commands and decisions all the

members are bound to obey, they would still remain as in

a state of nature, without any judge upon earth to define

their several rights, and redress their several wrongs. But

as all the members which compose this society were

naturally equal, it may be asked, in whose hands are the

reins of government to be intrusted. To this the general

answer is easy : but the application of it to particular

cases has occasioned one half of those mischiefs which are

apt to proceed from misguided political zeal.
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185. If man were to live in a state of nature, un-

connected with other individuals, there would be no

occasion for any other laws than the law of nature and

the law of God. Neither could any other law possibly

exist
;
for a law always supposes some superior who is to

make it
;
and in a state of nature we are all equal, without

any other superior but Him who is the Author of our

being. But man was formed for society; and, as is

demonstrated by the writers on this subject, is neither

capable of living alone, nor indeed has the courage to do

it. However, as it is impossible for the whole race of

mankind to be united in one great society, they must

necessarily divide into many; and form separate states,

commonwealths, and nations, entirely independent of

each other, and yet liable to a mutual intercourse. Hence

arises a third kind of law to regulate this mutual inter-

course, called
'

the law of nations.'

186. The education of the world, like that of the child,

begins with Law. It is impossible to explain the reasons

of all the commands that you give to a child, and you do

not endeavour to do so. When he is to go to bed, when

he is to get up, how he is to sit, stand, eat, drink, what

answer he is to make when spoken to, what he may touch

and what he may not, what prayers he shall say, and

when, what lessons he is to learn, every detail of manners

and of conduct, the careful mother teaches her child, and

requires implicit obedience. Mingled together in her

teaching are commands of the most trivial character, and

commands of the gravest importance ;
their relative value

marked by a difference of manner rather than by anything

L 2
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else, since to explain it is impossible. Meanwhile to the

child obedience is the highest duty, affection the highest

stimulus, the mother's word the highest sanction.

187. These observations together may be sufficient to

show how little presumption there is, that death is the

destruction of human creatures. However, there is the

shadow of an analogy, which may lead us to imagine it is
;

the supposed likeness between the decay of vegetables

and of living creatures. And this likeness is indeed

sufficient to afford the poets very apt allusions to the

flowers of the field, in their pictures of the frailty of our

present life. But in reason the analogy is so far from

holding, that there appears no ground even for the com-

parison, as to the present question ;
because one of the

two subjects compared is wholly void of that, which is the

principal thing in the other, the power of perception and

action, and which is the only thing we are enquiring

about the continuance of. So that the destruction of a

vegetable is an event not similar, or analogous to the

destruction of a living agent.

188. A. It seems that you make a difference between

the ethics of subjects and the ethics of sovereigns.

P. So I do. The virtue of a subject is comprehended

wholly in obedience to the laws of the commonwealth. To

obey the laws is justice and equity, which is the law of nature,

and consequently is civil law in all nations of the world
;

and nothing is injustice or inequity, otherwise than it is

against the law. Likewise, to obey the laws, is the

prudence of a subject ; for without such obedience the
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commonwealth (which is every subject's safety and pro-

tection) cannot subsist. And though it be prudence also

in private men, justly and moderately to enrich them-

selves, yet craftily to withhold from the public, or defraud

it of such part of their wealth as is by law required, is no

sign of prudence, but of want of knowledge of what is

necessary for their own defence.

189. P. The virtues of sovereigns are such as tend to

the maintenance of peace at home, and to the resistance of

foreign enemies. Fortitude is a royal virtue
;
and though

it be necessary in such private men as shall be soldiers,

yet, for other men, the less they dare the better it is both

for the commonwealth and for themselves. Frugality

(though perhaps you will think it strange) is also a royal

virtue : for it increases the public stock, which cannot be

too great for the public use, nor any man too sparing of

what he has in trust for the good of others. Liberality

also is a royal virtue : for the commonwealth cannot be

well served without extraordinary diligence and service of

ministers
;
and great fidelity to their sovereign ;

who ought

therefore to be liberally paid, and especially those that do

him service in the wars.

A. Methinks you should have placed among the virtues

that which, in my opinion, is the greatest of all virtues,

religion.

P. So I have, though, it seems, you did not observe it.

190. There is a passion that hath no name
;
but the

sign of it is that distortion of the face which we call

laughter, which is always joy: but what joy, what we
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think, and wherein we triumph when we laugh, is not

hitherto declared by any. That it consisteth in wit, or in

the jest, experience confuteth
;

for men laugh at mis-

chances, wherein there lieth not wit or jest at all. And

forasmuch as the same thing is no more ridiculous, when

it groweth stale or usual, whatsoever it be that moveth

laughter, it must be new and unexpected. Men laugh

often especially such as are greedy of applause at their

own actions performed never so little beyond their own

expectations ;
as also at their own jests ;

and in this case

it is manifest that the passion of laughter proceedeth from

a sudden conception of some ability in himself that

laugheth. Also men laugh at the infirmities of others, by

comparison wherewith their own abilities are set off and

illustrated.

191. When a jest is broken upon ourselves, or friends

of whose dishonour we participate, we never laugh thereat.

I may therefore conclude that the passion of laughter is

nothing else but a sudden glory arising from a sudden

conception of some eminency in ourselves, by comparison
with the infirmity of others, or with our own formerly ;

for

men laugh at the follies of themselves past, when they

come suddenly to remembrance, except they bring with

them any present dishonour. It is no wonder, therefore,

that men take heinously to be laughed at or derided : that

is, triumphed over. Laughing without offence must be at

absurdities or infirmities abstracted from persons, and

when all the company may laugh together ; for laughing

to oneself putteth all the rest into jealousy.

192. <

Surely/ said Mr. Milton
;

'

and, that I may end
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this long debate with a few words in which we shall both

agree, I hold that, as freedom is the only safeguard of

governments, so are order and moderation generally

necessary to preserve freedom. Even the vainest opinions

of men are not to be outraged by those who propose to

themselves the happiness of men for their end, and who

must work with the passions of men for their means. The

blind reverence of things ancient is indeed so foolish that

it might make a wise man laugh, if it were not also some-

times so mischievous that it would rather make a good
man weep. Yet, since it may not be wholly cured, it

must be discreetly indulged ;
and therefore those who

would amend evil laws should consider rather how much

it may be safe to spare, than how much it may be possible

to change. Have you not heard that men who have been

shut up for many years in dungeons shrink if they see the

light, and fall down if their irons be struck off ? And so,

when nations have long been in the house of bondage,

the chains which have crippled them are necessary to

support them, the darkness which hath weakened their

sight is necessary to preserve it. Therefore release them

not too rashly, lest they curse their freedom and pine for

their prison.'

193. A friend called on Michael Angelo, who was

finishing a statue. Sometime afterwards he called again.

The sculptor was still at his work. His friend, looking at

the figure, exclaimed,
' You have been idle since I saw you

last/
'

By no means/ replied the sculptor ;

'

I have

retouched this part, and polished that ; I have softened

this feature, and brought out this muscle
;

I have given
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more expression to this lip, and more energy to this limb.'
'

Well, well/ said his friend,
* but all these are trifles/

'
It

may be so/ replied Angelo, 'but recollect that trifles

make perfection, and that perfection is no trifle.'

194. Portland had a general notion, unhappily but too

well founded, that the wits and poets of the day were a

most profane and licentious set
;
and being himself a man

of orthodox opinions and regular life, he was not disposed
to give his confidence to one whom he supposed to be a

ribald scoffer. Prior, with much address, and perhaps
with the aid of a little hypocrisy, completely removed this

unfavourable impression. 'I am glad, Mr. Prior/ said

his chief,
'

to find you so good a Christian. I was afraid

that you were an atheist/
' " An atheist/' my good lord !'

cried Prior.
' What could lead your lordship to entertain

such a suspicion ?
' '

Why/ said Portland,
'

I knew that

you were a poet ;
and I took it for granted that you did

not believe in God/ 'My lord,' said the wit, 'you do us

poets the greatest injustice. Of all people we are the

furthest from atheism. For the atheists do not even

worship the true God, whom the rest of mankind acknow-

ledge ;
but we are always hymning and invoking even the

false gods also, whom everybody else has renounced/

195. When it shall please God to bring thee to man's

estate, use great providence and circumspection in choosing

thy wife. For from thence will spring all thy future good
or evil. And it is an action of life, like unto a stratagem
of war

;
wherein a man can err but once. If thy estate

be good, match near home, and at leisure
;

if weak, far off

and quickly. Enquire diligently of her disposition, and
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how her parents have been inclined in their youth. Let

her not be poor, how generous soever. For a man can

buy nothing in the market with gentility. Nor choose a

base and uncomely creature altogether for wealth
;

for it

will cause contempt in others, and loathing in thee.

Neither make choice of a dwarf or a fool
;
for by the one

thou shalt beget a race of pigmies, the other will be thy

continual disgrace, and it will yirke thee to hear her talk.

For thou shalt find it, to thy great grief, that there is

nothing more fulsome than a she-fool.

196. Dionysius and Nero had the same longing to be

thought poets, but with all their power they could never

bring their business well about. 'Tis true, they pro-

claimed themselves poets by sound of trumpet ;
and poets

they were, upon pain of death to any man who durst call

them otherwise. The audience had a fine time on't, you

may imagine; they sat in bodily fear, and looked as

demurely as they could : for it was a hanging matter to

laugh unseasonably; and the tyrants were suspicious, as

they had reason, that their subjects had them in the wind
;

so, every man, in his own defence, set as good a face

upon the business as he could. It was known beforehand

that the monarchs were to be crowned laureats
;
but when

the .show was over, and an honest man was suffered to

depart quietly, he took out his laughter which he had

stifled; with a firm resolution never more to see an

emperor's play, though he had been ten years a making
it. In the meantime the true poets were those who made

the best markets, for they had wit enough to yield the

prize with a good grace, and not contend with him who
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had thirty legions. They were sure to be rewarded if

they confessed themselves bad writers, and that was

somewhat better than to be martyrs for their reputation.

197. I have wondered in former days at the patience of

the antediluvian world, that they could endure a life

almost millenary, with so little variety as seems to have

fallen to their share. How could these seven or eight

hundred years of life be supportable ? I have asked this

question formerly, and been at a loss to resolve it
;
but I

think I can answer it now. I will suppose myself born a

thousand years before Noah was born or thought of. I

rise with the sun
;

I worship ;
I prepare my breakfast ;

I

swallow a bucket of goat's milk, and a dozen good sizeable

cakes. I fasten a new string to my bow, and my youngest

boy, a lad of about seventy years of age, having played

with my arrow till he has stripped off all the feathers, I

find myself obliged to repair them.

198.' The morning is thus spent in preparing for the

chase, and it is become necessary that I should dine. I

dig up my roots
;

I wash them
;

I boil them
;

I find them

not done enough. I boil them again ; my wife is angry ;

we dispute ;
we settle the point ;

but in the meantime the

fire goes out, and must be kindled again. All this is very

amusing. I hunt
;

I bring home prey ;
with the skin of

it I mend an old coat, or I make a new one. By this time

the day is far spent ;
I feel myself fatigued, and retire to

rest. Thus, what with tilling the ground, and eating the

fruit of it, hunting, and walking, and running, and mend-

ing old clothes, and sleeping and rising again, I can sup-

pose an inhabitant of the primeval world so much
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occupied as to sigh over the shortness of life, and to find,

at the end of many centuries, that they had all slipt

through his fingers, and were passed away like a shadow.

199. Thus saying I left them and descended to the

common prison, where I found the prisoners very merry,

expecting my arrival
;
and each prepared with some good

trick to play upon the doctor. Thus, as I was going to

begin my discourse, one turned my wig awry, as if by

accident, and then asked my pardon. A second, who

stood at some distance, had a knack of spitting through

his teeth, which fell in showers upon my book. A third

would cry
' Amen !

'

in such an affected tone, as gave the

rest great delight. A fourth had slyly picked my pocket

of my spectacles. But there was one whose trick gave

more universal pleasure than all the rest
; for, observing

the manner in which I had disposed my books on the

table before me, he very dexterously displaced one of

them, and put an obscene jest book of his own in the

place. However I took no notice of all that this mis-

chievous group of little beings could do, but went on,

perfectly sensible that what was ridiculous in my attempt

would excite mirth only the first or second time, while

what was serious would be permanent. My design suc-

ceeded, and in less than six days some were penitent, and

all attentive.

200. The king wondered to hear me talk of such

chargeable and expensive wars : he said that certainly we

must be a quarrelsome people, or live among very bad

neighbours ;
and that OUT generals must need be richer than
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our kings. He asked what business we had out of our

own islands, unless upon the score of trade or treaty, or

to defend the coasts with our fleet? Above all, he was

amazed to hear me talk of a mercenary standing army,

in the midst of peace, and among a free people. He said,

if we were governed by our own consent in the persons

of our representatives, he could not imagine of whom we

were afraid, or against whom we were to fight ;
and

would hear my opinion, whether a private man's house

might not be better defended by himself, his children and

family, than by half a dozen rascals picked up at a

venture in the streets for small wages, who might get an

hundred times more by cutting their throats.

201. I heard a very warm debate between two

professors, about the most commodious and effectual ways

and means of raising money without grieving the subject.

The first affirmed,
'

the justest method would be to lay a

certain tax upon vices and folly ;
and the sum fixed upon

every man to be rated, after the fairest manner, by a jury

of his neighbours.' The second was of an opinion directly

contrary :

' To tax those qualities of body and mind for

which men chiefly value themselves
;
the rate to be more

or less, according to the degrees of excelling, the decision

whereof should be left entirely to their own breast.' The

highest tax was upon men who are the greatest favourites

of the other sex. Wit, valour, and politeness were like-

wise proposed to be largely taxed, and collected in the

same manner, by every person's giving his own word for

the quantum he possessed. But as to honour, justice,

wisdom, and learning, they should not be taxed at all,
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because they are qualifications of so singular a kind, that

no man will either allow them in his neighbour, or value

them in himself.

BHETOBICAL.

202. Let me speak, my Lords, always, I hope, with

that modesty which becomes an accused person, but yet

with the freedom of an Englishman. Had nothing been

opened to you concerning this man's character, and secret

transactions, could you possibly have believed the romantic

tales he has told? Could this pretender to secrets have

had, or shall he still have any weight with you, who threw

away his life rather than venture to stand to the truth of

what he had said ? Shall this man do more mischief by
his death, than he could have done, if living ? For then he

would have been confronted, puzzled, confounded. Shame

and consciousness might have made him unsay what he

had said
;
but a dead man can retract nothing. What he

has written, he has written : the accusation must stand

just as it is : and we are deprived of the advantage of

those confessions, which truth and remorse had once

extorted, and would again have extorted from him. How-

ever, I could have been glad to have had all that even this

witness said
;
and would have hoped, that by a comparison

of the several parts of the story he at several times told,

some light might have been gained that now is wanting.

203. The honourable member tells us that the Jews
are naturally a mean race, a sordid race, a money-getting
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race
;
that they are averse to all honourable callings ; that

usury is the only pursuit for which they are fit. But were

they always a mere money-changing, money-getting,

money-hoarding race ? Nobody knows better than my
honourable friend, that there is nothing in their national

character which unfits them for the highest duties of

citizens. He knows that, in the infancy of civilisation,

when letters and arts were still unknown to Athens, when

scarcely a thatched hut stood on what was afterwards the

site of Rome, this contemned people had their fenced

cities and cedar palaces, their splendid temple, their fleets

of merchant ships, their schools of sacred learning, their

great statesmen and soldiers, their natural philosophers,

their historians and their poets. What nation ever con-

tended more manfully against overwhelming odds for its

independence and religion ? What nation ever in its last

agonies gave such signal proofs of what may be accom-

plished by a brave despair ?

204. Well, he is quite welcome to that opinion, and so

is anybody else. I do not hold the opinion : but the

facts are before us all, and, as far as we can discard

passion and sympathy, we are all equally at liberty to

form our own opinion. But what I do blame is this. I

blame men who are eager to admit into the family of

nations a state which offers itself to us, based upon a

principle, I will undertake to say, more odious and more

blasphemous than was ever heretofore dreamed of in

Christian or Pagan, in civilised or in savage times. The

leaders of this revolt propose this monstrous thing that

over a territory forty times as large as England, the blight
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and curse of slavery shall be for ever perpetuated. I

cannot believe, for my part, that such a fate will befal

that fair land, stricken though it is now with the ravages

of war. I cannot believe that civilisation, in its journey

with the sun, will sink into endless night in order to

gratify the ambition of the leaders of this revolt, who

seek to
c Wadg through siaughter to a throne,

And shut the gates of mercy on mankind.'

I have another and a far brighter vision before my gaze.

205. Slavery is a bitter and a poisonous draught. Do

not imagine that by taking from its bitterness you weaken

its deadly quality : no, by rendering it more palatable you

contribute to its power of destruction. We submit with-

out repining to the chastisements of Providence, aware

that we are creatures, that opposition is vain and remon-

strance impossible. But when redress is in our own

power and resistance is rational, we suffer with the same

humility from beings like ourselves, because we are taught

from infancy that we were born in a state of inferiority to

our oppressors, that they were sent into the world to

scourge, and we to be scourged. Accordingly we see the

bulk of mankind, actuated by these fatal prejudices, even

more ready to lay themselves under the feet of the great

than the great are to trample upon them. Now taking for

granted that in Republics men live under the tyranny of

what you call their equals, the circumstance of this being

the most odious of all tyrannies is what a Republican

would boast of : as soon as tyranny becomes odious the

principal step is made towards its destruction. Reflecting
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on the degraded state of the mass of mankind, a philo-

sopher will lament that oppression is not odious to them
,

that the iron while it eats the soul is not felt to enter it.

206. The ocean which environs us is an emblem of our

government ;
and the pilot and the minister are in similar

circumstances. It seldom happens that either of them can

steer a direct course, and they both arrive at their port by
means which frequently seem to carry them from it. But

as the work advances, the conduct of him who leads it on
with real abilities clears up, the apparent inconsistencies

are reconciled, and when his policy is once consummated,
the whole shows itself so uniform, so plain, and so natural,

that every dabbler in politics will be apt to think he could

have done the same. But on the other hand a man who

proposes no such object, who substitutes artifice in the

place of ability, who, instead of leading parties and

governing accidents, is eternally agitated backwards and

forwards by both, who begins every day something new,

and carries nothing on to perfection, may impose for a

while on the world
;
but a little sooner or a little later the

mystery will be revealed, and nothing will be found to be

couched under it but a thread of pitiful expedients, the

ultimate end of which never extended further than living

from day to day. Which of these pictures resembles

Aeschines most, you, sirs, will determine.

207. A structure of society like that of England, which

brings the upper class into such political prominence that

they usually furnish the popular candidates for election,

has at least the advantage of saving the nation from that
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government by speculators, adventurers, and demagogues,
which is the gravest of all the evils to which representative

institutions are liable. When the suffrage is widely ex-

tended, a large proportion of electors will always be

wholly destitute of political convictions, while every artifice

is employed to mislead them. Under such circumstances

it is possible in many countries it is even very probable

that the supreme management of affairs may pass into

the hands of men who are absolutely unprincipled, who
seek only for personal aggrandisement, or personal no-

toriety, who have no real stake in the country, and who
are perfectly reckless of its future and its permanent
interest. It would be difficult to exaggerate the dangers
that may result from even a short period of such rule,

and they have often driven nations to take refuge from

their own representatives in the arms of despotism.

208. The disposal of the national revenue may pass

into the hands of mere swindlers, and become the prey

of simple malversation. The foreign policy of the country

may be directed by men who seek only for notoriety, for

the consolidation of their tottering power, and who with

these views plunge the nation into wars that lead speedily

to national ruin. In home politics, institutions which are

lost in the twilight of a distant past, may, through similar

motives, in a few months be recklessly destroyed. Nearly
all great institutions are the growth of centuries

;
their

first rise is slow, obscure, and undemonstrative, they have

been again and again modified, recast, and expanded,
their founders leave no reputation, and reap no harvest

from their exertions. On the other hand, the destruction

M
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of a great and ancient institution is an eminently dramatic

thing, and no other political achievement usually produces
so much noisy reputation in proportion to the ability it

requires. The catastrophe (however long preparing) is

concentrated in a short time, and the name of the man
who effects it is immortalized. As a great writer has

finely said, 'When the oak is felled, the whole forest

echoes with its fall, but a hundred acorns are sown in

silence by an unnoticed breeze/ Hence to minds am-

bitious only of notoriety, careless of the permanent interests

of the nation, and destitute of all real feeling of political

responsibility, a policy of mere destruction possesses an

irresistible attraction.

209. 'In times of tranquillity,' said he,
' we wish for

an emperor who has no power to invade our liberties;

times of danger demand one who is able to secure our

safety. The Turkish armies, led by a gallant and victorious

monarch, are now assembling. They are ready to pour
in upon Germany with a violence unknown in former

ages. New conjunctures call for new expedients. The

imperial sceptre must be committed to some hand more

powerful than mine, or that of any other German prince.

We possess neither dominions, nor revenues, nor au-

thority which enable us to encounter such a formidable

enemy. Recourse must be had in this exigency to one

of the rival monarchs. Each of them can bring into the

field forces sufficient for our defence. But as the king

of Spain is of German extraction
;

as he is a member and

prince of the empire by the territories which descend to

him from his grandfather ;
as his dominions stretch along
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that frontier which lies most exposed to the enemy ;
his

claim is preferable, in my opinion, to that of a stranger

to our language, to our blood, and to our country; and

therefore I give my vote to confer on him the imperial

crown.'

210. Has the gentleman done? has he completely

done? He was unparliamentary from the beginning to

the end of his speech. There was scarcely a word he

uttered that was not a violation of the privilege of the

house. But I did not call him to order. Why ? Because

the limited talents of some men render it impossible for

them to be severe without being unparliamentary. But

before I sit down I shall show him how to be severe

and parliamentary at the same time. On any other

occasion I should think myself justifiable in treating with

silent contempt anything which might fall from that hon.

member; but there are times when the insignificance

of the accuser is lost in the magnitude of the accusation.

I know the difficulty the honourable gentleman laboured

under when he attacked me, conscious that, on a com-

parative view of our characters, public and private, there

is nothing he could say which would injure me. The

public would not believe the charge. I despise the false-

hood. If such a charge were made by an honest man,

I would answer it in the manner I shall do before I

sit down. But I shall first reply to it when not made

by an honest man.

211. The right honourable gentleman has called me
an *

unimpeached traitor/ I ask, why not traitor, un-

M 2
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qualified by any epithet ? I will tell him
;

it was because

he dared not. It was the act of a coward who raises

his arm to strike, but has not courage to give the

blow. I will not call him villain, because it would be

unparliamentary. I will not call him fool, because he

happens to be Chancellor of the Exchequer. But I say

he is one who has abused the privilege of parliament,

and freedom of debate, to the utterance of language,

which if spoken out of the House I should answer only

with a blow. I care not how high his situation, how

low his character, how contemptible his speech ;
whether

a privy councillor or a parasite, my answer would be

a blow. He has charged me with being connected with

the rebels : the charge is utterly, totally, and meanly
false. Does the honourable gentleman rely upon the

report of the House of Lords for the foundation of his

assertion? If he does, I can prove to the committee

there was a physical impossibility of that report being

true. But I scorn to answer to any man for my conduct,

whether he be a political coxcomb, or whether he brought

himself into power by a false glare of courage or not.

I scorn to answer any wizard of the Castle throwing

himself into fantastic airs.

212. The right hon. member has told me that I deserted

a profession where wealth and station were the reward

of industry and talent. If I mistake not, that gentleman
endeavoured to obtain those rewards by the same means

;

but he soon deserted the occupation of a barrister for

those of a parasite and a pander. He fled from the
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labour of study, to flatter at the table of the great. He

found the house of a great man a more convenient way
to power and to place, than the courts of law

;
and that

it was easier for a statesman of middling talents to sell

his friends, than. for a lawyer of no talents to sell his

clients. For myself, whatever corporate or other bodies

have said or done to me, I from the bottom of my heart

forgive them. I feel I have done too much for my country

to be vexed at them. I would rather that they should

not feel or acknowledge what I have done for them, and

call me traitor, than have reason to say I sold them.

I will always defend myself against the assassin
;

but

to the people I will bow: they may be my enemy
I never shall be theirs.

213. He says I fled from my country after exciting one

rebellion, and that I have returned to raise another. No
such thing. The charge is false. The civil war had not

commenced when I left the kingdom; and I could not

have returned without taking a part. On the one side

there was the camp of the rebel
;
on the other the camp

of the minister, a greater traitor than that rebel. The

stronghold of the constitution was nowhere to be found.

I agree that the rebel who rises against the government
should have suffered, but I missed on the scaffold the

right hon. gentleman. Two desperate parties were in

arms against the constitution. The right hon. gentleman

belonged to one of those parties, and deserved death.

I could not join the rebel I could not join the go-

vernment I could not join torture I could not join

half-hanging I could not join free quarter I could take
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part with neither I was therefore absent from a scene

where I could not be active without self-reproach, nor

indifferent with safety.

214. To impoverish the colonies in general and in

particular to arrest the noble course of their marine enter-

prises would be a more easy task, I freely confess. We
have shown a disposition to a system of this kind

;
a dis-

position even to continue the restraint after the offence;

looking on ourselves as rivals to our colonies, and per-

suaded that of course we must gain all that they shall lose.

Much mischief we may certainly do. The power inade-

quate to all other things is often more than sufficient for

this. I do not look on the direct and immediate power of

the colonies to resist our violence as very formidable. In

this, however, I may be mistaken. But when I consider

that we have colonies for no purpose but to be serviceable

to us, it seems to my poor understanding a little pre-

posterous to make them unserviceable in order to keep
them obedient. It is in truth nothing more than the old,

and, as I thought, exploded problem of tyranny, which

proposes to beggar its subjects into submission. But re-

member, when you have completed your system of im-

poverishment, that nature still proceeds in her ordinary

course
;
and that discontent will increase with misery ;

and that there are critical moments in the fortunes of all

states, when they who are too weak to contribute to your

prosperity may be strong enough to complete your ruin.

215. Before a people can begin to acquire the arts and

sciences, you must give it a fixed home and habitation ;
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and this can seldom be done without inducing it to cul-

tivate the soil. But the Indians of America have never

become accustomed to agriculture. So long abandoned

to the restless and adventurous life of the hunter, they

feel an invincible disgust for constant or regular labour

of any kind. Indeed they consider labour not merely
a discomfort, but a disgrace ;

and their pride, as

well as their indolence, prevents them from becoming
civilized. They compare the husbandman to the ox

which traces the furrow, and even in our most ingenious

handicrafts they see nothing but the labour of slaves.

They admire the power and intellectual greatness of the

white men
;
but although the result of our efforts surprises

them, they despise the means by which we obtain it.

War and hunting are the only pursuits which appear to

them worthy to be the pursuits of a man. The Indian,

in the dreary solitude of his woods, cherishes the same

ideas, holds the same opinions as the noble of the middle

ages in his castle : and he only requires to become a

conqueror to complete the resemblance.

216. While a negotiation was pending to sell your

talents and your turbulence, you absconded from your

duty in parliament, you forsook your law of Poynings,

you forsook the questions of economy, and abandoned all

the old themes of your former declamation : you were

not at this period to be found in the House ; you were

seen like a guilty spirit haunting the lobby of the House

of Commons, watching the moment at which the question

should be put, that you might vanish. You were descried

with a criminal anxiety, retiring from the scenes of your
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past glory, or you were seen coasting the upper benches

of this House like a bird of prey, with an evil aspect and

a sepulchral note meditating to pounce on its quarry.
These ways they were not the ways of honour you

practised pending a negotiation which was to end either

in your sale or your sedition. The former taking place,

you supported the rankest measures that ever came before

parliament: the embargo of 1776 for instance. 'O fatal

embargo, that breach of law and ruin of commerce !

'

217. You, Sir, who delight to utter execrations against

the Commissioners, on account of their hostility to

America you, Sir, who manufacture stage thunder

against Mr. Eden for his anti-American principles you,

Sir, whom it pleases to chant a hymn to the immortal

Hampden you, Sir, approved of the tyranny exercised

against America : and you, Sir, voted 4000 Irish troops
to cut the throats of the Americans righting for their

freedom, fighting for your freedom fighting for the great

principle, liberty. But you found at last (and this should

be an eternal lesson to men of your craft and cunning)
that the King had only dishonoured you, the Court had

bought, but would not trust you ; and having voted for

the worst measures, you remained for seven years the

creature of salary, without the confidence of the Govern-

ment.

Mortified at the discovery and stung by disappointment,

you betake yourself to the sad expedients of duplicity :

you try the sorry game of a trimmer in your progress
to the acts of an incendiary. You give no honest support

either to the government or to the people, but observing
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with regard to both the most impartial treachery and

desertion, you justify the suspicion of your sovereign by

betraying the government as you had sold the people,

until at last by this hollow conduct, and for some

other steps, the result of mortified ambition, being dis-

missed and another person put in your place, you fly to

the ranks of the volunteers, and canvass for mutiny : you
announce that the country was ruined by other men

during that period in which she had been sold by you.

Such has been your conduct, and at your conduct every

order of your fellow subjects has a right to exclaim !

The merchant may say to you the constitutionalist may
say to you the American may say to you and I I now

say. and say to your beard Sir, you are not an honest

man.

218. When your lordships look at the papers trans-

mitted us from America, when you consider their

decency, firmness, and wisdom, you cannot but respect

their cause, and wish to make it your own. For myself,

I must avow, that in all my reading, and I have read

Thucydides, and have studied and admired the master-

states of the world, for solidity of reason, force of

sagacity, and wisdom of conclusion under a complication

of difficult circumstances, no nation or body of men can

stand in preference to the general Congress at Phila-

delphia. The histories of Greece and Rome give us

nothing equal to it, and all attempts to impose servitude

upon such a mighty continental nation must be vain.

We shall be forced ultimately to retract
;

let us retract

while we can, not when we must. These violent acts

N
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must be repealed ; you will repeal them ;
I pledge myself

for it
;

I stake my reputation on it, that you will in the

end repeal them. Avoid, then, this humiliating necessity.

With a dignity becoming your exalted situation, make the

first advances to concord, peace, and happiness, for that

is your true dignity. Concession comes with better grace

from superior power ;
and establishes solid confidence on

the foundations of affection and gratitude. Be the first

to spare ;
throw down the weapons in your hand.

219. The supremacy of his political genius was en-

tirely beyond question. He was the first statesman of

the age. The quickness of his perception was only

equalled by the caution which enabled him to mature the

results of his observations. His knowledge of human

nature was profound. He governed the passions and

sentiments of a great nation as if they had been but the

keys and chords of one vast instrument
;
and his hand

rarely failed to evoke harmony even out of the wildest

storms. His power of dealing with his fellow-men he

manifested in the various ways in which it has been

usually exhibited by statesmen. He possessed a ready

eloquence sometimes impassioned, oftener argumenta-

tive, always rational. His influence over his audience

was unexampled in the annals of that country or age ;

yet he never condescended to flatter the people. He never

followed the nation, but always led her in the path of

duty and of honor, and was much more prone to rebuke

the vices than to pander to the passions of his hearers.

He never failed to administer ample chastisement to
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parsimony, to jealousy, to insubordination, to intolerance,

to infidelity wherever it was due, nor feared to confront

the states or the people in their most angry hours, and to

tell them the truth to their faces. While, therefore, he

was ever ready to rebuke, and always too honest to flatter,

he at the same time possessed the eloquence which could

convince or persuade. He knew how to reach both the

mind and the heart of his hearers.

220. He was one of those men whom his very enemies

could not condemn without commending him at the same

time; for he could never have done half that mischief

without great parts of courage, industry, and judgment.
He must have had a wonderful understanding in the

natures and humours of men, and as great a dexterity in

applying them
; who, from a private and obscure birth

though of a good family without interest or estate,

alliance or friendship, could raise himself to such a height,

and compound and knead such opposite and contra-

dictory tempers, humours, and interests into a con-

sistence, that contributed to his designs, and to their own
destruction

;
whilst himself grew insensibly powerful

enough to cut off those by whom he had climbed, in the

instant that they projected to demolish their own building.
It may very justly be said of him :

' he attempted those

things which no good man durst have ventured on, and

achieved those in which none but a valiant and great
man could have succeeded/ Without doubt, no man
with more wickedness ever attempted anything, or brought
to pass what he desired more wickedly, more in the face
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and contempt of religion and moral honesty. Yet wicked-

ness as great as his could never have accomplished those

designs without the assistance of a great spirit, an ad-

mirable circumspection and sagacity, and a most mag-
nanimous resolution.

THE END,
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